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A

ADKINS, CARROLL, JR.... Graduate of Marshall College takes
part in field training exercise in Southern Germany.
Dis. Cl. 4-30-56
ALPHA BETA
Marshall
graduate
Dis. Cl.

109

ALPHA...Installation ceremonies for the newly organized
College chapter of Alpha Beta Alpha, national under
library science fraternity, held in Old Main.
122
4-26-56

ALPHA CHI OMEGA...National president of Alpha Ghi Omega sorority
will be honored with a tea given by the Mothers Club of Gamma
Omicron chapter at Marshall College, at the chapter house.
119
H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

r

ALPHA CHI OMEGA...National president of Alpha Chi Omega will be
guest of Gamma Omicron chapter of Alpha ^hi Omega at Marshall.
Adv. Cl. 4-27-56
106
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA...Betty Lou Cornette has been selected for
membership in Alpha Kappa Delta, national sociology honor
62
society at Marshall
Marshall. Industrial News, Iaeger, W. Va. 4-20-56
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA...Walden Fannin has been selected for member
ship in Alpha Kappa Delta, national sociology honor society
61
at Marshall College. Ironton Tribune 4-20-56
ALPHA XI DELTA...Anita McClure was elected assistant treasurer
of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall. Ashland Ind.
66
4-20-56

ALPHA XI DLETA...Betty Frame elected journal correspondent of
Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year of
1956-57. The News Advertiser, Summersville, W. Va. 4-20-56

73

ALPHA XI DELTA...Betty Frye elected marshal^ of the Alpha
Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.
Logan Banner 4-20-56

67

ALPHA XI DELTA...Jean Ford was re-elected president of Alpha
Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College. Charleston Gazette.
4-20-56

63

ALPHA XI DELTA...Joyce Pauley was elected chaplin of the Alpha
Xi Delta sorority at Marshall. So. Chas. Free Press 4-20-56

68
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60
ALPHA XI DELTA...Judy Fearon, was elected historian of the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College. Wheeling Intel
ligencer 4-20-56

ALPHA XI DELTA...Judy Grass was elected treasurer of the Alpha
Xi Delta sorority at Marshall. Charleston Daily Mail

65

4-20-56
ALPHA XI DELTA...Linda Baird was elected assistant membership
chairman of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College.
Charleston Daily Mail 4-20-56

ALPHA XI DELTA...Phyllis Cremeans elected scholarship chairman
of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College.
The Lincoln Repbulican, Hamlin, W. Va. 4-20-56

64

55

ALPHA XI DELTA...Rhoda Wagner elected recording secretary of
the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College.
St. Marys Oracle 4-20-56

56

ALPHA XI DELTA...The Huntington alumnae chapter and the active
chapter of Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College, will
serve as hostesses to the Province III convention of the
sorority in Huntington. Adv. Cl. 4-30-56

115

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BANQUET...The annual banquet of the Marshall 111
College Alumni Association will be held in the college dining
hall. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56
ARMED FORCES DAY ENTRIES...Entries for "Miss Armed Forces Day"
contest are being accepted, Major Purdy Phillips announced.

Adv. Cl. 4-5-56

(

117

ART EXHIBIT...Exhibit of contemporary American and European
sculptors being presented at the James E. Morrow Art Gallery
in the Library Building of Marshall College. Sp Dis. 4-9-56

29-30

ART EXHIBIT...Exhibit of "Twelve Sculptors of the Twentieth
Century" will be shown in the James E. Morrow Library.
Sp. Dis. 4-6-56

21-22

ART EXHIBIT...Paintings by public school children of Paris,
France, will go on view at the Art room of the James E.
Morrow Library. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

109

ART EXHIBIT...The exhibit Twleve Sculptors of the Twentieth
Century now showing at Marshall College’s Morrow Library
under sponsorship of the art department. H-Adv. Cl. 4-22-56

120

ART EXHIBIT..."Twelve Sculptors of the Twentieth Century"
31-32
are being shown daily through April 2? at the James E. Morrow
Art Gallery in the Library Building at Marshall. Excl. Adv.

4-9-56
ARTISTS SERIES...Famed pianist, Jorge Bolet, will appear with the
Philharmonic Orchestra. Adv. Cl. 4-10-56
119
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ARTISTS SERIES...New membership to the Marshall College Artist
Series may be purchased at the downtown box office at the
Becker Music Store. Adv. Cl. 4-15-56

118

ARTIST SERIES...Rochester Symphony Orchestra to mark end of
20th season of the Marshall College Artist Series.
Dis. Cl. 4-12-56

114

B
BAILEY, RAYMOND...Ray Bailey has been elected president to
the Alpha Sigma Phi pledge class at Marshall College.
Welch Daily News 4-20-56

58

BASEBALL,...Big Green baseball team plays host to Morris-Harvey
at Inco Park. Adv. Cl. 4-20-56
107
BASEBALL.. .Big Green triumphs over Morehead.

Dis. Cl. 4-11-56

115

BASEBALL...Bill Chambers, Marshall College baseball coach,
promised a few changes in his lineup following last night’s
6-0 loss to Morris Harvey at Inco Park. Adv. Cl. 4-21-56

122

BASEBALL...Bowling Green beats Marshall in a Mid-American Con
ference game, 6-5*
6-5. Adv. Cl. 4-28-56

110

BASEBALL...Coach Bill Chambers of the Marshall Baseball team
says Paul Underwood would probably draw pitching assignment
in Big Green’s opening game. Adv. Cl. 4-27-56

106

BASEBALL...Coach Bill Chamber^ team got back into the win
column when they defeated the Morehead Eagles. GPR 4-25-56

71

BASEBALL...Bowling Green battled from behind to push across
110
the winning run in the 10th inning and edge Marshall, 6-5 in
a Mid-American Conference clash at Inco Park. Dis. Cl. 4-28-56

BASEBALL.. .Marshall College’s baseball team, unbeaten in three
games clays host to West Virginia Tech at Inco Park.
Adv. Cl. 4-14-56

115

BASEBALL...MArshall College’s Big Green forces will entertain
Morris Harvey at Inco Park. Dis. Cl. 4-20-56

109

BASEBALL..Marshall to play at Morehead State College 9 Morehead, 115
Kentucky. Adv. Cl. 4-10-56
BASKETBALL...Charlie Slack received a wrist watch and a plaque
for being most valuable and most outstanding player on the
Big Green Basketball team. Dis. Cl. 4-12-56
(

113

BASKETBALL...Marshall College’s Mid-American basketball champions
will be feted with banquet at the college cafeteria.
116
Dis. Cl. 4-11-56
BECK, DR. LLOYD...Dr. Beck to address the Unitarian Fellowship
of Huntington. Dis. Cl. 4-14-56

116
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B CONTINUED
BENEFIT CONCERT...Marshall College Music Department presents
a scholarship fund raising concert in the Old Main Audi
torium. H-Adv. 4-13-56

41

BIRD CLUB...G. Harrison Orians, concluding presentation for the
year of the Huntington Bird Club, will show film "Great
122
Smoky Skyland." H-Adv. Cl. 4-22-56

c

BOWLING GREEN...Marshall loses to Bowling Green, 6-5,
<
in a
Mid-American Conference game. Adv. Cl. 4-28-56

110

BRITTON, DR. ROBERT L...Professor H. L. Britton of Marshall
College will be the guest speaker at a meeting of St. John’s
Youth Fellowship at the church. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

109

BUELL, STEPHEN D....Professor Buell to deliver an address at a
luncheon meeting of the Advertising Club at the Frederick.
Sp. Dis. 4-25-56

S9

BURCH, ISAAC...Isaac Burch has recently been elected treasurer
of the Alpha ^igma Phi pledge class at Marshall College.
Inter-Mountain, Elkins, W. Va. 4-20-56

54

C
CALLIHABM, DIXON...Dr. Callihan appointed chairman of the
southeastern section of the American Physical Society.
Sp. Dis. 4-25-56

95

CARPENTER, ARTHUR...A painting, "Hillside Community", by
Arthur Carpenter of Huntington and Marshall College, was
placed among the six best works in the Allied Artists of
West Virginia 21st annual art exhibition at Morris Harvey
College in Charleston. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

11g

CHEELEADERS, MARSHALL...Eight girls, full time students at
Marshall, chosen as Marshall Cheerleaders for the 1956-57
school term. Adv. Cl. 4-5-56

119

CHOPIN AWARD FESTIVAL...Mary Sue Ratcliffe, freshman at Marshall,
winner of the eighth annual Chopin Award Festival at the Woman’s
Club of Huntington. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56
112

COMMUNITY FORUM...Marshall College Community Forum to present
Curtis F. Nagel and his colorlogue, "Rhine Journey."
H-Adv. Cl. 4-15-56

f

114

COMMUNITY FORUM. .’.’Rhine Journey" colorlogue to be shown under
the sponsorhip of the Marshall College Community Forum.
H-Adv. Cl. 4-22-56

121

CONCERT BENEFIT...A string scholarship benefit concert will be
nresented by the Marshall College Music Department in the
Marshall College auditorium. H-Adv. Cl. 4-22-56

107
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CONVOCATION, EMILIE JACOBSON...Actress, director and intimate
friend of George B. Shaw, presents a program of ’’Two Great
Portraits,” in the Old Main Auditorium at Marshall College.
Sp Dis. 4-3-56

5-6

CONVOCATION, EMILIE JACOBSON...Emilie Jacobson, outstanding
7-8
actress-director of the English theatre, at a Convocation
in the Old Main Auditorium at Marshall College* Sp. Adv. 4-3-56
CURRY, RICHARD ORR...Marshall College graduate student appointed
to a graduate assistantship at the University of Pennsylvania.
Ronceverte 4-17-56
46

D
DARLINGTON, DR. H. C....Dr. Darlington, of Marshall College,
president of the Unitarian Felooship of Huntington.
Dis. Cl. 4-14-56

116

DEGREE CANDIDATES...A list of 319 candidates for degrees at
Marshall College’s spring
sprin^ commencement exercises May 28,
1956. Excl. Adv. 4-25-5'

74-75
76

DIAMENT, NKTHAN E....Former instructor of business administra
tion at Marshall, was killed in an automobile accident.
122
Dis. Cl. 4-20-56
DOUTHAT, MRS. LYELL V...Mrs. Douthat will speak at the annual
meeting of the West Virginia Council of Social Studies in
61. 4-26-56
Charleston Saturday. Adv. ^1.

110

E

EDEBURN, DR. RALPH...Professor of zoology and college pres
124-125
medical adviser, explains the work of students in pre-medical
school at Marshall College. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56
ENDOWMENT FUND...A $200 donation to the Marshall Foundation, Inc.
by Greek letter organizations on the Marshall campus.
116
Dis. Cl. 4-12-56

■

ENGINEERING SCHOOL...Schools lag behind in scientific educa
tion. Adv. Cl. 4-4-56

123

EXPLORERS ROUNDTABLE...Explorer post advisers, crew leaders,
and post committee chairman of the Lawaca district to attend
Explorer Leaders Roundtable. Adv. Cl. 4-20-56

107

EXPLORERS ROUNDTABLE...Lawaca District has Explorers Leaders
Roundtable meet at Marshall College Library Building.
Sp. Dis. 4-25-56

72
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F

FEATURE STORY...Feature story on Fred R. Smith, by Bob Adams.

Sp. H-Adv. 4-24-56

77-73
79-30

FEINSTEIN, NEIL R...A former Marshall College graduate was
awarded the degree of Master of Arts from Ohio State Uni
versity. Excl. Adv. 4-4-56

16

FOREIGN LANGUAGE...Foreign language being taught grade school
children. Adv. 01. 4-20-56

120

FOURTH ESTAGE...Fourth Estate, women’s honorary journalism
club at Marshall, will celebrate its 25th anniversary in the
Garden Room of the Hotel Frederick. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

112

FULCHER, TOM...Tom Fulcher youth director at Central Methodist 113
Church and a Marshall College junior will preside at a meet
ing for Methodist Youth at Swarthmore College in Philadelphia.

Dis. Cl. 4-16-56
G

GARRITY, ANN...Ann Garrity of Charleston new editor for The
Parthenon, Marshall student newspaper, for academic year

1956-57.

111

Adv. 01. 4-26-56

GERMAN CLUB...Swiss movies and installations of new officers
are highlights of German Club at Science Auditorium on the
Marshall campus. Sp. Dis.
£)is. 4-26-56

93

GERMAN CLUB FILMS...Films of Switzerland and installations of
new officers on program for German Club of Marshall College.

94

H-Adv. 4-26-56
GERMAN CLUB FILMS... Swiss color films and installation of new
97
officers of German Club of Marshall College. Excl. Adv. 4-26-56
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installations of new officers for 1956-57 in the Science Hall 96
Auditorium at Marshall College. The Parthenon 4-26-56

GOLF...Big Green g<;olf team victor over Beckley College, 24i-2-^.
Adv. Cl. 4-25-56
107
GOLF...Dayton Golfers trim Marshall by 19-3 at Dayton, Ohio.

110

Dis. Cl. 4-20-56
GOLF...Golf Team to play Villa Madonna in the Blue Grass State. 113
Adv. Cl. 4-16-56
GOLF...Marshall College’s golf team invades Lexington for a
match with the University of Kentucky linksmen. Adv. Cl.

4-21-56

120
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GOLF...Marshall’s frosh golfers defeated their varsity counter- 117
parts at the Guyan Country Club, 11-7- Adv. Cl. 4-5-56
GOLF...Marshall’s frosh golf squad copped their fourth victory 109
by walloping the Logan caddies, 15-0 at the Guyan Country Club.
Dis. Cl. 4-20-56

GOLF...Marshall’s frosh slammed their way to their seventh
straight win of the season by walloping the Logan caddies,
14i-2j at the Logan Country Club. Dis. Cl. 4-28-56

112

GOLF...Marshall’s unbeaten frosh golf team will play the Spring 108
Valley Country Club. Dis. Cl. 4-20-56
GOLF...Ohio U., defending Mid-American Conference golf champion
’116
edged Marshall College, 18^-Si, at the Guyan Country Club.
Adv. Cl. 4-10-56
121
GOLF...The Marshall frosh won their fifth straight, downing
the Spring Valley Country Club caddies, 14j-i at Spring Valley
Adv0 ci.
Cl. 4-21-56

GREEK DONATION...Greek organizations have donated $200 to the
Marshall Foundation, Inc. for the establishment of an en
dowment fund. Sp. Dis. 4-16-56

44

GREEK WEEK...Greek-letter organizations on the campus donated
$200 to the Marshall Foundation, Inc. for the establishment
of an endowment fund. Excl. Adv. 4-16-56

43

GREEK WEEK DONATION...A $200 donation to the Marshall College
116
Foundation by Greek letter organization on the Marshall campus.
Dis. Cl. 4-12-56

H
HOUSTON, MRS. DORA MAE...Mrs. Houston of the Marshall College
110
laboratory school faculty speaks at the annual spring meeting
of the W. Va. Council for Social Studies in Charleston, W. Va.
Adv. 4-26-56

I
INFORMATION SERVICE STAFF...Data about cameras. 4-25-56

84

INTERCOLLEGIATE FORENSICS TOURNAMENT...Janice Caldabaugh chosen
to participate in the State Intercollegiate Forensics Tourna- 91
ment on the Marshall campus. The Cameron News, Cameron, W. Va*

I

4-25-56
INTERCOLLEGIATE FORENSICS TOURNAMENT...Ruth McCabe chosen to
90
participate in the State Intercollegiate Forensics Tournament
on the Marshall campus. St. Albans Advertiser 4-25-56
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I CONTINUED
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPEECH FESTIVAL...Intercollegiate Speech
festival will begin on the Marshall College campus in the
Science Hall Auditorium. Sp. Dis. 4-25-5o or 4-24-56

81

INTERCOLLEGIATE SPEECH FESTIVAL...Marshall College wins ex
temporaneous speaking award in Intercollegiate Speech
Festival held in Huntington at Marshall College. H-Adv. Cl.

111

4-29-56
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPEECH FESTIVAL...Representatives of five col 98-99
leges in/.the state will participate in the State Intercol
legiate Speech Festival to take place at Marshall. Excl. Adv.

4-25-56
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPEECH FESTIVAL...Representatives of five
state colleges participated in the 18th Annual State Inter
collegiate Speech Festival at Marshall College. Sp. H-Adv.

102

4-26-56
J
JOHNSON, CHARLES...Charles Johnson was a representative of
57
Zeta Zeta Zeta chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha the installations
of a new chapter of Lambda Chi at East Tennessee State Teachers
College. The Webster Echo, Webster Springs. 4-20-56
K

KAPPA DELTA PI...Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi to meet in
North Parlor of Old Main. Excl. Adv. 4-18-56

51

KAPPA DELTA PI...Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi will have a
special meeting in the North Parlor of Old Main. Sp. Dis.

47

4-18-56
L

LIBRARY FRATERNITY... Installation ceremonies for the new or
122
ganized Marshall College chapter of Alpha Beta Alpha, national
undergraduate library science fraternity, held in the North
Parlor of Old Main at Marshall College. Dis. Cl. 4-26-56
LONG, BERRIGE...Miss Long, state women’s amateur champion, won
her match for the frosh-her first event as a member of a
Marshall squad. She defeated Thurman Watts, 82-86 (3)•
Adv. Cl. 4-5-56

117

M

MARSHALL REUNION...The 25th anniversary reunion of the Marshall 108
College class of 1931 held in conjunction with Alumni Day
Activities at Marshall. Adv. Cl. 4-20-56
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MUDGE, W. A...America faces "the loss of leadership" unless
26-27
a serious shortage of eingineers and scientists can be offset
by.the education of more young people in the technological
sciences, W. A. Mudge &f New York told a Marshall College
Regional Science Fair gathering. Excl. Adv. 4-9-56

MUSIC RECITAL...Mrs. Eugenia McMullen, assistant professor of
music at Marshall College, presents a piano recital in the
college auditorium. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

110

Me

McMULLEN, MRS. EUGENIA ROE...Professor of music, Eugenia McMullen,
to present a piano recital in the College Auditorium.
110
H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56
0

O’CONNELL, THOMAS S...O’Connell, associate professor of music
40
at Marshall College, received a grant from the Southern
Fellowship Fund to be used in writing a book for college students
of music literature. Excl. Adv. 4-11-56

O’CONNELL, THOMAS S...Professor O’Connell, of Marshall music
department receives a summer grant-in-aid from the Southern
Fellowship Fund at Chapel Hill, N. C. Adv. Cl. 4-30-56

112

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA...Ernest White, of Ashland, pledged to the 36
Beta Lambda Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa. Ashland Independent
4-11-56

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA...Keleel Ammar, pledged to the Beta Lambda
Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa. Bluefield Daily Telegraph
4-11-56

37

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA...Norman Jones pledged to the Beta Lambda
39
Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership fraternity
at Marshall College. Coal Valley News, Madison, W. Va.
4-11-56

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA AWARDS...Omicron Delta Kappa Awards Assembly
held annually at Marshall to recognize students who have ex 116
celled in various fields-academic, athletic, and leadership
throughout the year. Adv. Cl. 4-13-56
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA...Steve Posti pledged to the Beta Lambda
Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa national honorary leadership
fraternity at Marshall. Weirton Times 4-11-56

38

OWEN, DR. JEANNE...rrofessor of business administration, Dr.
Jeanne Owen will take a position at Wake Forest (N. C. ).
Dis. Cl. 4-10-56

116
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P
PARENTS WEEK END...A weekend of teas, luncheons, departmental
52
displays, military drills, concerts, and other activities will
be available to parents of Marshall College students. GPR 4-19-56
PARENTS WEEKEND...A weekend of teas, luncheons, departmental
70
displays, military drills, concerts, and other activities will
be available to parents of Marshall College students.
The Parthenon 4-25-56

PARENTS WEEKEND... About 2,000 invitations sent to parents of
105
Marshall students to participate in the first Marshall Parents
Weekend. The Parthenon 4-30-56
PARENTS WEEK END...Final committee appointments for a May 11,
12, and 13 Marshall College Parents Week End announced by
Maywood Ellifritt. Excl. Adv. 4-10-56

33-34

PARTHENON...Ann Garrity of Charleston new editor for The Parthenon
for academic year, 1956-57* Adv. Cl. 4-26-56
111
PERSHING RIFLES...Marshall takes top honors at Pershing Rifles
Invitational Drill Meeting. H-Adv. 4-S-56 Cl.

117

PHYSICS AWARD...Donald J. Armstrong, sophomore in Teachers Col- 104
lege awarded the Physics Handbook given annually to the most
outstanding chemical and physics students in American Colleges
and Universities. The Wheeling Intelligencer 4-30-56
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT...Physics department at Marshall has received
a General Electric: Ultrasonic Generator which will provide a 42
simple and practical method of study the effect of ultrasonic
energy on various materials and processes. Excl. Adv.
PHYSICS GRADUATE...Dr. Dixon Callihan elected chairman of the
Southeastern section of the American Physical Society.
Sp. Dis. 4-25-56

95

PURDY, DR. RALPH D...Feature story on Dr. and Mrs. Ralph D.
Purdy, by Jo Ann Herring. H-Adv. Cl. 4-22-56

121

PUTNAM COUNTY BANDS...Putnam County Bands will play at a meet
ing of Putnam County teachers at Hurricane High School.
Dis. Cl. 4-12-56

115

R

(

RATCLIFFE, MARY SUE.•.Miss Ratcliffe, a freshman at Marshall
College, named over-all winner of the eighth annual Chopin
Award Festival at the Woman’s Club. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56

112

REGISTRATION...Students enrolling in 1956 summer classes at
119
Marshall College may select courses of study from 214 classes
in 30 fields. Adv. Cl. 4-4-56

R CONTINUED
REGISTRATION (SUMMER SCHOOL)... About 214 classes in 30 fields
of study available at Marshall College summer classes.
Sp. Dis. 4-3-56

PAGE

9

REGISTRATION (SUMMER CLASSES)... Thirty fields of study available
in Marshall summer classes. Sp. Adv. 4-3-56
10
RHINE JOURNEY COLORLOGUE...A new Curtis Nagel colorlogue "Rhine
Journey", will be presented by Marshall College Community
121
Forum. H-Adv. Cl. 4-22-56
ROCHESTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA...Famed pianist, Jorge Bolet, 119
will appear with the Rochestra Philharmonic Orchestra--the
concert will conclude the current season of the Marshall College
Artist Series. Adv. Cl. 4-10-56

ROTC...Marshall takes top honors at Pershing Rifle meeting.
H-Adv. Cl. 4-S-56

117

ROTC...Students of the senior Military Science Class of the
ROTC enacted a hypothetical court-martial scene as part of
the course in Military Justice at Marshall College.
Sp. Dis. 4-24-56

83

S

SCIENCE FAIR...Dr. William Mudge of New York City, to be
116
principal speaker at the awards dinner of the Marshall College
Regional Science Fair in the college cafteria. Adv. Cl. 4-2-56

C'

SCIENCE FAIR...Rats in cage slated as prize for junior and
senior groups at Marshall College Regional Science Fair.
Adv. Cl. 4-4-56

106

SCIENCE FAIR...W. A. Mudge of Nev/ York, N. Y., told Marshall
College Science Fair gathering that America faces "the loss
of Leadership" unless a serious shortage of engineers and
scientists can be offset. Excl. Adv. 4-9-56

24-25

SCIENCE FAIR EXHIBITS...More than 200 entries have £een sub
mitted by boys and girls in the Marshall CollegeTs second
annual Regional Science Fair. Adv. Cl. 4-5-56

109

SCIENCE FAIR GRAND AWARD...Hayes Edward Wilcox of Sciotoville
was the winner of the Grand Award of the Marshall College
Regional Science Fair. The Portsmouth Times 4-17-56

45

SCIENCE FAIR STUDENTS...Four students of Williamson High School
were winners in two exhibits at the Marshall College Regional 35
Science Fair held in Huntington. Williamson Daily News 4-11-56

SCIENCE INSTITUTE...Dr. Forman will lecture for the Summer
Institute for Secondary School Science Teachers to take
place at Marshall College. GPR 4-6-56

23
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S CONTINUED
SCIENCE STUDENTS... Students majoring in physics and sciences
are in urgent need in colleges and universities. Adv. Cl.

114

4-5-56
SCIENCE TEACHERS...Dr. Guy Forman, member of the Physics De
partment of Vanderbilt University, will lecture and give
deomonstrations in physics for high school science teachers
at the Summer Institute. H-Adv. 4-15-56 Cl.

113

SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAM...Final administration of the Selective
Service College Qualification Test to take place at Marshall
College. Sp. H-Adv. 4-25-56

37

SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAM...Final administration of the Selective 83
Service Qualification Test to take place at Marshall College.
Excl. Adv. 4-25-56

SELECTIVE SERVICE TEST...Applications for the final administra- 35
tion of the Selective Service Qualification test to take
place at Marshall. The Parthenon 4-25-56

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA...Psi chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
123
to have Founder’s Day banquet at the Woman’s Club of Huntington.
Adv. Cl. 4-19-56
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA.♦.Tri-Sigma sorority will sponsor a rummage
sale by the Mothers Club. H-Adv. Cl. 4-29-56
SINGING CONVENTION...Marshall College’s Choir benefit concert
to raise funds for the Symphonic Choir’s attendance at the
Music Educators National Convention in St. Louis, Mo.
The Parthenon 4-4-56

109

13

SINGING CONVENTION...Representatives of Marshall College
17-13
organizations and professional singing groups of the Tri-State
area, volunteer their services at a benefit singing convention
for Marshall College Symphonic Choir. Excl. Adv. 4-4-56

SINGING CONVENTION...Quartets, trios, and special groups will
combine their talents for benefit show for Marshall College
Symphonic Choir. Sp. Dis. 4-5-56

19

SINGING CONVENTION...Singing Convention sponsored by the Marshall
choirs to raise funds for the Symphonic Choir’s attendance
11
at the Music Educators National Convention in St. Louis, Mo.
Sp. Dis. 4-4-56

SLACK, CHARLEY...Slack receives wrist watch as the most valuable
player on the big green and a plaque which honored him for
113
his outstanding leadership. Dis. Cl. 4-12-56
SMITH, FRED R...Cutline information about a bird crashing
through Mr. Fred R. Smith’s office window. The Parthenon

28

SMITH, FRED R...Feature story on Fred R. bmith by Bob Adams.
Sp. H-Adv. 4-24-56

77-78
79-80
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S CONTINUED

SMITH, PRESIDENT STEWART H...Dr. Smith addresses the Cabell
County Education Association at Huntington High School.

1OO-1O1

4-26-56
SMITH, PRESIDENT STEWART H...Dr. Smith attending meeting of the 103
American Social Hygiene Association in Washington, D. C.
Sp. Dis. 4-27-56
SPEECH FESTIVAL...West Virginia Intercollegiate Speech Festival Si
will begin on the Marshall College campus in the Science Hall
Auditorium. Sp. Dis. 4-24-56

STEWART, DR. DAVID P...Dr. Stewart, assistant professor of
geology, will join the faculty of Miami U. at Oxford, 0.
Dis. Cl. 4-10-56

116

STEWART, DR. PAUL D... Associate Professor of political science 117
at Marshall, announces his candidacy for a seat on the
11-member charter board to be qualified if Huntington voters
decide May S to have a new charter drafted. Dis. Cl. 4-10-56

STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION...The spring retreat of the
Student Christian Association of Marshall College, held at
Howell’s Mills, W. Va. Dis. Cl. 4-16-56

11S

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS... Guy
Forman will lecture and give demonstrations in physics for
qualified high school science teachers who will attend the
Summer Institite. H-Adv. Cl. 4-15-56

113

SYMPHONETTE...Marshall College Symphonette to present a concert
of the works of Mozart and Schubert in the college auditorium.
Dis. Cl. 4-3-56
114

(

SYMPHONETTE..The Marshall Symphonette, directed by Lanegger
gave second semi-annual concert as reviewed by Dr. Perl.
Adv. Cl. 4-4-56

IOS

SYMPHONIC CHOIR...Oity-Wise Singing Convention at City Hall
Auditorium to raise fundsf for trip the Marshall College
Symphonic Choir to appear at the Music Educators National
Conference at St. Louis, Mo. Sp. Dis. 4-3-56

1-2

SYMPHONIC QiOIR...Marshall College Symphonic Choir stages a
City-Wide Singing Convention at City Hall Auditorium in
Huntington, to finance trip they will make to St. Louis, for
the Music Educators National Convention. Sp. Adv. 4-3-56

3-4

I
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS... Assistant superintendent of Logan
County Schools, Superintendent of the City Schools of Gallipolis
and Assistant Superintendent of Alliance Public Schools in
12
Huntington to interview Marshall College student teachers.
The Parthenon 4-4-56

PAGE
T CONTINUED
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS... Assistant Superintendent of
Logan County Schools, Superintendent of the City Schools of
Gallipolis, and Assistant Superintendent of Alliance Public
Schools, Alliance Ohio to interview graduates of Teachers
College. Sp. Dis. 4-4-56

15

82
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS... Assist ant Superintendent of
Cabell County Schools will visit the Marshall campus for
the purpose of interviewing prospective graduates who will be
qualified for positions in junior and senior high schools.
The Parthenon 4-24-56

TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS... Interviews for graduating seniors 48
will be held on the Marshall campus for future teaching
positions in Columbus and Akron, Ohio. Sp. Dis. 4-18-56
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS...Prospective Teachers College
49
graduates to be interviewed on Marshall campus. The Parthenon

4-18-56
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS... Prospective May graduates of
50
Marshall College to be interviewed by representatives of public
schools in Akron and Columbus, Ohio. Excl. Adv. 4-18-56

TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS...Several school superintendents
14
of local and eastern communities to interview rpospective
graduates in various fields of education in teachers college.
Excl. Adv. 4-4-56

TENNIS...Big Green net squad will open season with Ohio Uni
versity. Adv. Cl. 4-lo-56

113

TENNIS...Bearcat tennis team beat Marshall, 7-0 at Cincinnati.
Dis. Cl. 4-26-56

107

TENNIS...Marshall College eneded an unseuccessful road trip
bowing to Cincinnati University’s powerful tennis team, 7-0,
without winning a single set. Adv. Cl. 4-26-56

112

TENNIS...Marshall College’s Don Weaver waltzed off with a
sportsmanship trophy as the Big Green table tennis team
finished fifth in an inter-collegiate meeting. Adv. Cl.

115

4-16-56
TENNIS...Marshall College’s tennis squad seeks its first victory
of the season in Lexington, Va, when it battled the Washington
and Lee netmen. Adv. 4-10-56
114

c

TENNIS...Marshall College tennis team finally won its first
match. The Big Green defeated Ohio U in a Mid-American
Conference match, 7-2. Adv. Cl. 4-20-56

120

TENNIS...Marshall’s netmen managed to win their first match.
GPR 4-25-56

71

PAGE
T CONTINUED

TENNIS...Marshall net team to play Cincinnati University.
Adv. 01. 4-25-56

107

TENNIS...Miami University defeated Marshall tennis team, 7-2,
in Mid-American Conference match at Marshall. It was loss
number 8 in nine matches for Marshall. Adv. Cl. 4-28-56

109

TENNIS...Washington and Lee tennis team turned back Marshall.
College, 7-2. Dis. Cl. 4-11-56

114

THOMAS, GEORGE...George Thomas has been elected vice president
of the Alpha Sigma Phi pledge class at Marshall College.
The Wheeling Intelligencer 4-20-56

59

TOOLE, DR. H. GRESHAM...Dr. Toole returns from annual session
of the Mississippi Historical Association at Pittsburgh.
Excl. Adv. 4-25-56

86

TRACK...Big Green track squad will make its initial shwwing
of the season when it travels to Athens, Ohio to participate
in Ohio University relays. Adv. Cl. 4-16-56

113

TRACK...Marshall’s track team dropped their first meet of the
71
year when the Ohio U. Bobcats themped them, 39-6. GPR 4-25-56
TRACK...Ohio University beat Marshall College in Marshall’s
first track meet, 110-36^. Dis. Cl. 4-18-56

122

U

108
ULTRASONIC GENERATOR...The physics department of Marshall
receives a G. E. ultrasonic generator through contributions
from the American Car and Foundry Division of ACF Industries,
Inc; LeJohn Manufacturing Go., Polan Industries, Standard
Ultramarine and Color Co J. and Electronics Supply Inc. Adv.
Cl. 4-17-56

W
’WILBURN, DR. D. BANKS...Dean Wilburn will speak at the annual
20
meeting of the West Virginia Elementary Principals Association
in Charleston, W, Va. GPR 4-5-

WILLIAMS, NANCY...Nancy Williams will represent Marshall Col
69
lege on the television program ’’Today” which will be filmed in
Huntington April 24 and 25. Charleston Gazette 4-20-56
(

WILLIAMS, NANCY...Miss Williams represented Marshall College
on Dave Garroway’s TV program, ’’Today”. Hurricane Breeze

92

4-26-56
WILLIAMS, NANCY...Nancy Williams selected by representatives of
WSAZ-TV to appear on the locally televised presentation of
53
"Today,’1 starring Dave Garroway. Excl. Adv. 4-19-56

PAGE

Y CONTINUED
YEARBOOK, MARSHALL COLLEGE..♦The burial of a time capsule to
be unearthed in the year 2,000, took place at the C. & 0.
Passenger Station as one of the main features of "Railroad
Week"-Marshall College yearbook included in periodicals.
Adv. Cl. 4-26-56
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MARSHALL COILEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56
For Immediate Release

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(Symphonic Choir-- 1)

A goal of $2,000 has been set to cover expenses for the Marshall

College Symphonic Choir to appear nt the Music Educators National Conference
at St. Louis, !’o.» April 1^18.
The choir has scheduled a City-Viide Singing Convention at City Hall
Auditorium in Huntington next Sunday, April 8 at 2:30 p.m. to raise funds for
the trip, which must be financed independently*

Appearing on the special pro

gram will be several well-known quartets of the Tri-State area

Doan Sturm of

WSAZ, Inc., will act as master-of-ceromonies.

Featured, m the program will be the Gospel Harmony Roys of TSAZ-TV;
The Kings Men of WSAZ-Radio; the nationally known Lionaires of Parkersburg who

have won honors as the ’’outstanding Lions quartet in the nation"; the Huntington
Hamonaires; the Expressers, young Marshall College quartet which has appeared

on local TV and talent shov/s; and the winners in the Rarbershop and Beautyshop
Quartet Contest from Marshall College.

The contest winners include the Tonettes, sponsored by the Cavalettos;
the Froshettes of Freshman Dormitories; the Kappa Alpha Quartet and the Sigma

Phi Epsilon Four; and the Four-Penny Quartet sponsored by Sinfomia.
Among the Marshall choral groups to be presented are the Girls Triple

Trio, the Girls Ensemble, the Men’s Concert Choir and the Marshall Symphonic Choir.
Music selected for the program will range from the gospel and religious to ramantic

and modem secular compositions and light popular tunes.
(more)

'9

MARSHALL COLLEGE IHFORLIATION SERVICE---- 4-3-56
For Immediate Release
(Syraphonio Choi r----2)

The Marshall Symphonic Choir has beon invited by the MENC to perform
at the convention on April If and ly. Admission to the City Hall concert will
be 01.00 for adults and §.50 for students.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56

For Immediate Release
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(Symphonic Choir-- 1)
The Marshall College Symphonic Choir will stage a City-Wide Singing

Convention at City Hall Auditorium in Huntington next Sunday, April 8, at
2:30 p.m. to raise funds for their trip to the Music Educators National Con-

ll

vention in St. Louis, Missouri April 14-1^
A goal of $2,000 has been set for the trip to cover transportation
and living expenses for the choir members.

Appearing on the special program

next Sunday will be well-known quartets from the Tri-State region, with Dean
Sturm of WSAZ acting as master-of-ceremonies.
Featured on the program will be the Gospel Harmony Boys of WSAZ-TV;

The Kings Men of WSAZ-Radio; the nationally known Lionaires of Parkersburg

who have won honors as the ’♦outstanding Lions quartet in the nation”; the

Huntington Harmonaires; the Expressers, young Marshall College quartet which
has appeared on local TV and talent shows; and the winners in the Barbershop

and Beautyshop Quartet Contest from Marshall College.
The contest winners include the Toncttes, sponsored by the Cavalettes;
the Froshettes of Freshman Dormitories; the Kappa Alpha Quartet L.nd the Sigma

Phi Epsilon Four; and the Four-Penny Quartet sponsored by Sinfonia.
Among the Marshall choral groupa to be presented are the Girla Triple
Trio, the Girls Enseiule, the Men’s Concert Choir and the Marshall Symphonic

Choxr•

Music selected for the program will range from the gospel end religious

to romantic and modem secular compositions and light popular tunes.
(more)

~-*y

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56

(Symphonic Choir-- 2)

The Marshall Symphonic Choir has been Invited by the MENC to perform

at the convention on April 16 and 17.

Admission to the City Hall concert will

be §1.00 for adults and §.50 for students.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56

For Immediate Release
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(Emilie Jacobson Convocation-- 1)
Emilie Jacobson, actress, director and intimate friend of George
Bernard Shaw, will present a program of "Two Great Portraits," recreating

the atmosphere of Shakespeare and Shaw at a Convocation in the Old Main Audi
torium at Marshall College tomorrow at 11:00 a.m.

Mrs, Jacobson is a world traveller and linguist in addition to being
a well-known theatrical personality.

Bom in Manchester, England, of cultured

parents, she was, from the beginning placed in an atmosphere of exciting con

versation and interesting people.
Mrs. Jacobson also devotes a certain amount of her time to writing.

She has lived in Italy for several years where she writes a regular scries of
articles for the English press on everyday life in the great Italian cities
of Rome, Florence, Milan, Turin, Venice and Naples.
"Two Great Portraits” includes a brief discussion of interesting
traits of Shakespeare and Shaw with some personal memories of Shaw.

The pro

gram includes comparisons of the handling of similar characters by the two
literary giants as shown in scenes from "Henry VIII", "St. Joan", "Julius Ceasar",

"Don Juan in Hell", "Hamlet", "Pygmalion", "Macbeth", and "Rack to Methuselah."

One of Mrs. Jacobson1s favorite pastimes while in London is entertain
ing her favorite audience—the inmates of Holloway Jail, the largest women’s
/

prison in London.

"Those poor souls are hungry for laughter", she says, "and

at one time I went there so often that they came to greet me as a long-lost

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56
(Smilie Jacobson Convocation-- 2)

relative or the oldest inhabitant.”
Mrs. Jacobson enjoys a ”quite game of bridge” and taking her young
daughter to a play.

v'But most of all,” she said, "I enjoy American audiences

and their laughter.”

Admission to the Convocation program will be by Season Membership

and Student Activity Cards, according to Curtis Baxter, manager of the convo
cation series.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE LJEOR-IATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Snilie Jacobson Convocation-—!)
Emilio Jacobson, outstanding actress-director of the English theatre,
will present "Two Groat Portraits," a program of Shakespeare and Shaw at a

Convocation in tho Old Main Auditorium at -.Marshall College tomorrow morning at

11:00 a.m.
Mrs. Jacobson is an award-winning dramatic platform reader and has
achieved a reputation a^ a successful director in England through hor productions

of works by Galsworthy, Hoel Coward, Shakespeare and Shaw, as well as the classic
Creek dramatists.
A close friend of George Bernard Shaw, her program deals with personal

memories and selections from the works of the late literary genius.

Among her favorites of tho plays she has directed, Emilie Jacobson
prefers a production of "The Trojan Lomen" by Euripides.

Her acting ability has

beet been seen in London where she appeared in many roles, including "Lady Teazle"

in Sherida’s "A School For Scandal" end the title role in a play by the great

Indian dramatist and philosopher Tagore, "Chitra."

Mrs. Jacobson will compare similar characters in tho writings of
Shakespeare and Shaw on her Convocation program.

She will discuss interesting

traits of the two literary giants and prosent excerpts from several of their plays,
/

including "Henry VIII", "St. Joan", "Julius Ceasar", "Don Juan in Hell", "Hamlet",
"Pygmalion", "Macbeth" and "Back to Methuselah."
Mrs. Jacobson also devotes a part of her time to writing.

(more)

She has

)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56
(Emilie Jacobson Convocation—-2)

lived in Italy for several years, where she writes a regular series of articles
for the English press on everyday life in the great cities of Italy.

In addition

to being an actress and a director, she is a world traveller and linguist.
One of her favorite pastimes while in London is entertaining her
favorite atidicnco—the inmates of Holloway Jail, the largest women’s prison in

London.

’’Those poor souls are hungry for laughter”, she says, "and at one time

I went there so often that they came to greet me as a long-lost relative or the
oldest inhabitant.”

Mrs. Jacobson enjoys a ’’quite game of bridge” and taking her young

/

daughter to a play.

"But most of all,” she said, ”1 enjoy American audiences and

their daughter.”

Admission to the Convocation program will be by Season Membership and
Student Activity Cards, according to Curtis Baxter, manager of the Convocation
Series.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-3-56
For Immediate Release

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(Marshall Sumner Classes-- )

^Approximately 214 classes in 30 fields of study will be available to
students during the 1956 Marshall College suriner term which begins lune 5, according to Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall registrar and director of admissions,

The summer session, featuring two six week terras, will of for each

person a maximum of twelve semester hours of undergraduate or graduate credit.
Summer term schedules have been printed and may be obtained by writing
the college registrar’s office.

Fields represented by the classes are: art, Bible end religion, bio
logical sciences, botany, business administration, chemistry, economics, education,
engineering, English, French, geography, geology, history, home economics, journal
ism, and library science.

Mathemt i c s, music, philosophy, physical education, physics, political
science, psychology, science, social studies, sociology, Spanish, speech, and

zoology.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-3-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Marshall Summer Classes-- )
Students enrolling in 1956 surner classes at Marshall College may

select courses of study from 214 classes in 30 fields, according to Luther E.
Bledsoe, Marshall registrar and director of admissions.
The summer term which begins June 5, will consist of two six week

sessions.

Twelve semester hours in graduate or undergraduate work may be

earned.
(

Summer term schedules have been printed and may be obtained by writ

ing the college registrar’s office.
Fields represented by the classes are: art, Bible and religion,
biological sciences, botany, business administration, chemistry, economics,
education, engineering, English, French, geography, geology, history, home
economics, journalism, and library science.

Mathematics, music, philosophy, physical education, physics, political

science, psychology, science, social studies, sociology, Spanish, speech, and
zoology.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE BIFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-4-56
For Immediate Release
To the Horald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va*

(Singing Convention—-)
Dean Sturm, host of "Coffee Time" and the ’’Saturday Night Jamboree”

on WSAZ-TV, will act as master-of-ceremonies at the Marshall College Choir*s

Benefit Concert in the City Hall Auditorium Sunday, April 8 nt 2:30 p.m.

The concert is the final drive sponsored by the Marshall choirs to
raise funds for the Symphonic Choir*s attendance at the Music Educators

0/

National Convention in St. Louis, Missouri April 16 and 17.
Quartets to appear at the benefit function include the Gospel Harmony

Boys of VSAZ-TV, The Kings Man, of WSAZ Radio, the Huntington Hamonalres and
the Lionaires of Parkersburg.

The program will also feature The Expressers,

a young Marshall College group which appears at local benefits and talent shows
throughout the Tri-State.

In addition to the professional quartets, the Sinfonia quartet and all
winners of the recent Barbershop and Beautyshop Contest at Marshall will be pre-

sented.

The group will include the Girls Triple Trio, the Girls Ensemble, the

Men’s Concert Choir and the Symphonic Choir singing excerpts from the repertoire
they will perform in St. Louis.

The choirs will combine at the close to present

the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" with bass and percussion instruments.
All groups have volunteered their services in the drive to raise $2,000

for the Symphonic Choir’s trip.

Additional funds are needed to carry on the

regular activities of the Marshall choirs, including the annual Choir Camp held

during Freshman Week at the college.

Admission to the program will be $1.00 for adults and $.50 for students.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORiaTION SERVICE---- 4-4-56

To The Parthenon

(Teachers Interview-- )
Several school superintendents of local and eastern communities will
visit the Marshall College campus within the next two weeks to interview pro*jspective graduates in various fields of education.

Among representatives to be present are Ernest Craddock, Assistant

Superintendent of Logan County Schools, who will be on campus on Friday, April 6
for the purpose of interviewing graduating seniors Interested in positions in

elementary education in Logan County.
On April 11,

D. Boggs, Superintendent of the City Schools of

Gallipolis, Ohio will be on campus to interview graduates for positions in

English, vocal music, mathematics, and the intermediate grades.

Dr. Walter C. Carland, Assistant .Superintendent of Alliance Public

Schools in Alliance, Ohio, will visit Marshall Tuesday, April 10, to interview
graduates for positions in elementary education, Latin or Latin-English, girls’

physical education, and vocational home economics.
Franklin M. Young, Superintendent of Miamisburg City Schools in
Miamisburg, Ohi^; will be on campus Tuesday afternoon, April 10, to interview

prospective graduates who may be interested in a teaching position in Miamisburg.

E. B. Rockier, Supervisor of High Schools in Cecil County, Elkton,
Maryland, will visit the campus on Wednesday, April 18 to intearview graduates

interested in teaching at Elkton, Maryland.
Students who are prospective May graduates and who may desire an
)

interview with one or more of the above names, should make an appointment prior

to the date of their expected arrivals at the Teachers College Office at Marshall.
- 50 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-4-56
To The Parthenon

(Singing Convention-- )

Dean Sturm, host of "Coffee Time" and the "Saturday Night Jamboree"

on WSAZ-TV, will act as master-of-cerenonies at the Marshall College Choir’s
Benefit Concert in the City Hall Auditorium Sunday, April 8 at 2:30 p.m.
The concert is the final drive sponsored hy the Marshall choirs to
raise funds for the Symphonic Choir’s attendance at the Music Educators

National Convention in St. Louis, Missouri April 16 and 17.
Quartets to appear at the benefit function Include the Gospel Harmony

Boys of WSAZ-TV, The Kings Hon, of WSAZ Radio, the Huntington Harmons ires and

the Lionaires of Parkersburg.

The program will also feature The Expressers,

a young Marshall College group which appears at local benefits and talent shows

throughout the J*ri-State.
In addition to the professional quartets, the Sinfonla quartet and all
winners of the recent Barbershop and Beautyshop Contest at Marshall will be pre-

sented.

The group will include the Girls Triple Trio, the Girls Ensemble, the

Men’s Concert Choir and the Symphonic Choir singing excerpts from the repertoire
/ they will perform in St. Louis.

The choirs will combine at the close to present

the "Battle Hymn of the Repbulic” with bass and percussion Instruments.
<■-

/

All groups have volunteered their services in the drive to raise $2,000

for the Symphonic Choir’s trip.

Additional funds are needed to carry on the

regular activities of the Marshall choirs, including the annual Choir Camp held

during Freshman Week at the college.

Admission to the program will be $1.00 for Adults and $.50 for students.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE P1FORHATION SERVICE-

To the Advertiser, Huntington, r. Va.
For Immediate Polease

(Teachers Interviews-—)

Several school superintendents of local and eastern communities will
visit the Marshall College campus within the next two weeks to interview pro-

spective graduates in various fields of education.
Among representatives to be present are Ernest Craddock, Assistant

Superintendent of Logan County Schools, who will be on campus on Friday, April 6
for the purpose of interviewing graduating seniors interested positions in elemen
tary education in Logan County.
■

/

On April 11, M. D. Doggs, Superintendent of the City Schools of

17
’

Gallipolis, Ohio will bo on campus to interview graduates for positions in

English, vocal music, mathematics, and the intermediate grades
Dr. ’falter C. Garland, Assistant Superintendent of Alliance Public

Schools In Alliance, Ohio, will visit Marshall Tuesday, April 10, to interview
graduates for positions in elementary education, Latin or Latin-English, grils’

physical education, and vocational home economics.

Franklin

Young, Superintendent of Miamisburg City Schools in

Miamisburg, Ohio, will be on campus Tuesday afternoon, April 10, to interview

prospective fraduates who may be interested in a teaching position in Miamisburg.
E

B. Foekier, Supervisor of High Schools in Cecil Counts» Elkton,

Maryland, will visit the campus on Wednesday* April 18 to interview graduates

interested in teaching at Elkton, Maryland.
Students who are prospective May graduates and who may desire an

interview with one or more of the above names, should make an appointment prior
to the date of their expected arrivals at the Teachers College Office at Marshall
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-4-56

For Immediate Release
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(Teachers Interview-- 1)

Several school superintendents of local and eastern communities will
visit the Marshall College campus within the next two weeks to interview pro

spective graduates in various fields of education*
Among representatives to be present are Ernest Craddock, Assistant
Superintendent of Logan County Schoolsv who will be on campus on Friday, April 6

for the purpose of interviewing graduating' seniors interested in positions in
elementary education in Logan County.

On April 11, M. D. Boggs, Superintendent of the City Schools of
Gallipolis, Ohio will be on campus to intei’view graduates for positions in

English, vocal music, mathematics, and the Intermediate grades.

Dr. Walter C. Garland, Assistant Superintendent of Alliance Public
Schools in Alliance, Ohio, will visit Marshall Tuesday, April 10, to interview
graduates for positions in elementary education, Latin or Latin-English, girls*

physical education, and vocational home economics.
Franklin M. Young, Superintendent of Miamisburg City Schools in

Miamisburg,

Ohio, will be on campus Tuesday afternoon, April 10, to interview

prospective graduates who may be interested in a teaching position in Miamisburg.

E. B. Fockler, Supervisor of High Schools in Cecil County, Elkton,
Maryland, will visit the campus on Wednesday, April 18 to interview graduates
interested in teaching at Elkton, Maryland.

Students who are prospective May graduates and who may desire an

Interview with one or more of the above names, should make an appointment prior

to the date of their expected arrivals at the Teachers College Office at Marshall.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-4-56
To Miss Catherine Bliss Enslow, the Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Nell R. Feinstein—)
Neil R. Feinstein, a former Marshall College graduate originally from

Brooklyn, N. Y., was awarded the degree of Master of Arts from Ohio State Uni
versity at the winter quarter convocation on March 16.

Mr. Feinstein resided at 849 Madison Avenue while he was in Huntington

attending Marshall.

He was graduated in 1951 with the degree of Bachelor of

Arts, and a major in English.
Huntington.

His wife is the former Nancy Lou Summers of

The couple is now residing in Columbus, Ohio.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-4-56

To the Adverstiser, Huntington, West Virginia
For Immediate Release

(Singing Convention-- 1)
Representatives of Marshall College organizations and professional
singing groups of the Tri-State area will volunteer their services at a benefit
singing convention for Marshall College Symphonic Choir next Sunday, April 8 at

2:30 p.m. in the City Hall Auditorium#
Dean Sturm, host of WSAZ-TV’s "Coffee Time” and "The Saturday Night

Jamboree" will be on hand as naster-of-ceremonies to introduce the various male

and female singing groups.

The show is the final drive of the Symphonic Choirs

to raise funds for their forthcoming visit to St. Louis, Missouri, where they

will take part in the Music Educators National Convention on April 16 and 17.
Quartets to appear at the benefit function include the Gospel Harmony

Boys of WSAZ-TV, The Kings Men, of WSAZ Radio, the Huntington Harmonaires and

the Lionaires of Parkersburg.

The program will also feature The Expressers,

a young Marshall College group which appears at local benefits and talent shows
throughout the Tri-State.
In addition to the professional quartets, the Sinfonia quartet and all

winners of the recent Barbershop and Beautyshop Contest at Marshall will be pre-

sented.

The group will include the Girls Triple Trio, the Girls Ensemble, the

Men’s Concert Choir and the Symphonic Choir singing excerpts from the repertoire
they will perform in St. Louis.

The choirs will combine at the close to present

the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" with bass and percussion instruments.

(more)
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MARSHALL COILEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-4-56

(Singing Convention—-2)

All groups have volunteered their services in the drive to raise

$2,000 for the Symphonic Choir*s trip.

Additional funds are needed to carry

on the regular activities of the Marshall choirs, including the annual Choir

Camp held during Freshman week at the college.

Admission to the program will be $1.00 for adults and $.50 for students.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-5-56
To The Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Singing Convention)

Anyone who enjoys a good old fashioned ’’song fest” will be able to
Indulge their interest at the Marshall College Choirs’ Singing Convention Sunday
afternoon, April 8, at 2:30 p.m. in the City Hall Auditorium.

Quartets, trios, and special groups ■will combine their talents for the
benefit show.

Proceeds will go toward financing the Marshall Symphonic Choir’s trip

to St. Louis, Missouri, to participate in the Music Educators National Convention

April 16 and 17.
Outstanding singing &»oups of the Tri-State who will donate their services

for the event include The Gospel Harmony Boys of WSAZ-TV, The King’s Men of WSAZ
Radio, The Huntington Tiarmonaires, The Lionaires of Parkersburg, and The Expressers

of Marshall College.
The show will also feature all winners of the recent Barbershop and

Beautyshop Contest at Marshall.

Among the winners are the Crirls Triple Trio, the

Girls Ensemble, and the Men’s Concert Choir.

The Symphonic Choir will sing excerpts

from the program they will present in St. Louis.
Dean Sturm, emcee of WSAZ-TV’s ’’Coffee Time” and ”The Saturday Night
Jamboree” will act as master-of-ceremonies, introducing the various groups.

The benefit is the final drive for funds to sponsor the trip to St. Louis
and the regular activities of the Marshall College Choirs. A goal of 52,000 has
been set to cover expenses for the convention trip.
The concert is open to the public.

$.50 for students.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE WORMATICN SERVICE---- 4-5-56

For Immediate Release

(Dr. D. Banks Wilburn—)
Professor D. Banks Wilburn* dean of the Marshall College Teachers College,
will speak at the annual meeting of the West Virginia Elementary Principals Asso
ciation today at 1:45 p.m. in Charleston.

Dean Wilburn. will discuss "The Principal As An Lnsttirctionel Leader."

The meeting will be attended by principals and educators from throughout
the state of ftest Virginia.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE LiFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-6-56

To the Hcrald-Oispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

Eor Immediate Release

(Art exhibit—1)

The exhibit of "Twelve Sculptors of the Twentieth Century" will be shown
at the Janies E. Morrow Art Gallery at Marshall College from April 9 through Spril 27
Included in the exhibit are twelve sculptures in wood, stone and bronze

which have been selected from the world of European and American artists such as
Maillol, Despiau, Elannagan, Barlach, Lehmbruck, Chaim Cross and Mareks.
On exhibit with the sculpture will be twelve photo panels showing works by
the seme artists, which have not previously been circulated because of their large

size#

The sculptors selected for this exhibit are exponents of the classical

concept of sculpture as solid mass and volume. Each has adhered to the traditional
techniques of carving the form out of the material, of building it up in clay to be
cast in metal.
The interest of the sculptors has been primarily directed towards the human

foim through which they sought to express their om particular artistic concepts.

Barlach, in his Singing Man, presents an illustration of the peaceful life
of a simple peasant.

Lehmbruck renders the introspective mood of a young woman.

Maillol’s work is an idealized version of the female bather and Flann agon’s a deeply

felt comment on the classleal theme of mother and child.
daring stunt of circus performers.

(more)

Chaim Cross presents a

*

&

I
MARSHALL COLLIDE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-6-56
(Art exhibit—-2)

The exhibition is under the auspices of the Museum of Modern Art in
New York.
Most of the sculptors included in the show have enjoyed established

reputations for several decades. Their work has since enjoyed important recognition

in many collections of contemporary art.

The exhibition will be open to the public

during the regular library hours, 9:00 aw. to 4:00 p.m.

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va, —-4-6-56
For Immediate Release

(Science Instituted

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—(Special)-- Lecturers for the Summer Institute for
Secondary School Science Teachers to take place at Marshall College in Huntington
from June 4 through July 13 include Dr, Guy Forman, member of the Physics Depart
ment of Vanderbilt University.

Dr. Forman will lecture and give demonstrations in physics for qualified

high school science teachers from seven states who will attend the Summer Institute.
2

Dr, Forman received his Bachelor of Science degree from Western Kentucky^
State College.

Master of Arts work was completed at the University of Indiana.

He

received his Ph. D. degree from the University of Kentucky prior to becoming a

member of the Vanderbilt University staff in 1943.

The purpose of the Summer Institute is to help high school teachers gain
a better insight into basic concepts and subject matter of the different physical
sciences.

The Institute is one of 21 being conducted throughout the country by tie

National Science Foundation-

Only/ teachers from West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee,

North Carolina, and South Carolina who hold a Bachelors Degree will participate in
v
■
/ /■. /.
J '
M
the Marshall^program, •

'Qualified teachers who are interested in attending and who desire finan-

cial aid may be eligible for stipends of $300 to $450.

The stipends will be granted

on a basis of need, eligibility of applicant for graduate work, professional science
preparation and teaching experience.

Further information concerning the program and the awarding of stipends

Cj

may be obtained by writing to Dr. Donald C. Martin, director of Summer Institute for
Science Teachers, Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va,
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Marshall College Information Service, Huntington, W. Va.---- 4-7-56

Advertiser,

To the
For Release

Apr 1 Lx6»==19 &€f<

(Mudge at Sole no® Fair- —1)

America faces "the loss of leadership” unless a serious

shortage of engineers ana scientists can be wmxmmz

offset by the education of more young people in th® technological

scicnoes, W. A. Mudge of New York, TT. Y. * told a Marshall
College Regional Soience^^thsring Friday night»(April 6).

4
Speaking before 175 high school science exhibitors
and fair officials* the International Nickel Company executive
said only five out of every thousand young people who enter
«

preparatory schools are graduated as engineers*

"There are explainable reasons for this condition," said
Mr. Mudge.

"Scientific discoveries have disclosed more

opportunities than there are qualified men and women to fill.
During th® last decade, there have boon fewer students of college

age as a result of the decreased birth rate during World War XI
years.

There has been insufficient interest in engineering by

our youth.”
(raoro)

•?

‘

*

(Mudge at Science Fair---- 2)

Ha cited the Marshall College Regional Science Fair as
a constructive

effort to ovoriw&e the shortage of young people

entering the toe lino logia&l field.
The speaker aeuoribed the tfeat Virginiu-Ohio-Kentucky

trSi-stato area as "the ideal location for industrial growth. H
"Each of the new industries in the Tri-state area 8 is he
said®

must have moreengineers for Kxnfssx progress an! growth

Enrollment at nearby universities can b© increased » bat this is
not enough

"Marshall College,” he continued. "has grown from a small

school to sn accredited liberal arts and science college; it has
succeeded well with its engineering science and pre*engineering
work; it has the confidence of this conuuonity ae a result of these
successes; and it is the logical

choice for additional

and or graduate and postgraduate in^tiruotion in science and

engineering in this area.”

Mr. Mudge expressed th© hope that "the state and its
Board of Kuoation will provide this additional instruction”
ana asked parents and teachers to "urge them «o immediate
action."
-00-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-9-56

To th© Advertiser, Huntington, ¥/. Va.

For Release Monday, April 9, 1956

(MUdge at Science Fair—1)
America faces "the loss of leadership" unless a serious shortage of

engineers and scientists can be offset by the education of more young people in
the technological sciences, W. A. Mudge of New York, N. Y,

told a Marshall Col

lege Regional Science Fair gathering Friday night. (April 6).
Speaking before 175 high school science exhibitors and fair officials,
the International Nickel Company executive said only five out of every thousand

young people who enter preparatory schools are graduated as engineers.

"There are explainable reasons for this condition," said Mr. Pudge.
"Scientific discoveries have disclosed more opportunities than there are qualified

men and women to fill.

During the last decade, there have been fewer students of

college age as a result of the decreased birth rate during V-orld War II years.
There has been insufficient interest in engineering by our youth."

He cited the Marshall College Regional Science Fair as a constructive
effort to overcome the shortage of young people entering the technological field.

The speaker described the West Virginie-Ohio-Kentucky tri-state area ae
"the ideal location for industrial growth."
"Each of the new Industries in the Tri-state area," he said, "must have

more engineers for progress and growth.

Enrollment at nearby universities can be

increased, but this is not enough.

(more)

tr

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-9-56

(Tudge nt Science Fair-- 2)

"Marshall College,” he continued, "has r,reran from a snail school to an
accredited liberal arts and science college; it has succeeded well with its engi

neering science and pre-engineering work; it has the confidence of this community
as a result of those successes; and it ie the logical choice for additional under
y

graduate and postgraduate instruction in science and engineering in this area.”
Mr. Midge expressed the hope that "the state and its Board of Education

will provide this additional instruction” and asked parents and teachers to "urge
then to immediate action.”
30 -
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Marshall College Information Service
jf’or Immediate Hol ease
To Th© Parthenon

(Cutline Informalion- 1)

/tn old friend dropped O in on Fred H. Staith, college controller

and

longtime bird hunter, recently. The visitor, a ruffed

groueo, crashed^ through a glass window in Old %ln
'foin^ startling building
and grounds employees and thoroughly finishing the bird’s

flying

career. Smith, a bird hunter for th© last thirty years, could give

no reason for the unexpected visit.

{

-—9

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-9-56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For immediate Release

(Art Exhibit—1)

A special exhibit of contemporary American and European sculptors is
being presented daily through April 27 at the James E. Morrow Art Gallery In the
Library Building of Marshall College.

The exhibit is entitled "Twelve Sculptors of the Twentieth Century"

and includes works in wood, stone and bronze by such artists as Maillol, Despiau,

Flannagan, Barlach, Lehmbruck, Chaim Cross and Mareks.

To the group of sculptures

have been added twleve photo panels showing important works by the same artists,

which could not be circulated because of their large size.
The exhibit is open from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. weekdays and from 9:00

a.m. to 12:00 Noon on Saturdays.
The sculptors selected for the exhibition are exponents of the classical
concept of sculpture as solid mass and volume.

The majority of them have enjoyed

established reputations during the first half of this century.

Their work has

since occupied prominent places in many collections of contemporary art.

Each artist has adhered to the traditional techniques of carving the
form out of the material and building it up in clay to be cast in metal.

Their

interest is primarily directed towards the human form, through which they thought

to express their individual artistic concepts.
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-9-56

(Art Exhibit---- 2)

Thus Barlach, in his Singing Man, presents an illustration of the

peaceful life of a simple peasant.

Lehmbruck renders the introspective mood of a

young woman in his sculpture, while Maillol presents an idealized version of the
female bather.

Flannagan^s work is a comment on the classical theme of mother and

child, while Chaim Cross has captured a daring stunt of circus performers.
The exhibit is open to the public and is free of charge.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COILEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-9-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W, Va,
For Immediate Release

(Art Exhibit—1)

"Twelve Sculptors of the Twentieth Century" are being shown dally

through April 27 at the James E. Morrow Art Gallery in the Library Building of
Marshall College,
The exhibit will be shown Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.nu to

4:00 p.m. and from 9:00 a.m, to 12:00 Noon on Saturdays.

The program includes

twelve sculptures in wood, stone and bronze which have been selected from the
works of European and American artists.

Twelve photo panels showing works by

the same artists have been added to the exhibit.
Included in the group are sculptures hy Maillol, Despiau, Flannagan,

Barlach, Lehmbruck, Chaim Cross and Mareks.

The sculptors selected for the

exhibition are exponents of the classical concept of sculpture as solid mass and
volume.

7*he majority of them have enjoyed established reputations during the

first half of this century. Their work has since occupied prominent places in
many collections of contemporary art.
Each artist has adhered to the traditional techniques of carving the

form out of the material and building it up in clay to be cast in metal.

Their

interest is primarily directed towards the human form, through which they thought

to express their individual artistic concepts.

Thus Barlach, in his Singing Man, presents an illustration of the
peaceful life of simple peasant.
f

Lehmbruck renders the introspective mood of a

young woman in his sculpture, while Maillol presents an idealized version of the

female bather.

Flannagan*s work is a comment on the classical theme of mother and

child, while Chaim Cross has captured a daring stunt of circus performers.

(more)

L
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MARSHALL COLLEGE HIFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-9-56
(Art Exhibit---- 2)

The exhibit is open to the public and. is free of charge.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-10-56

For Immediate Release

To the Advertiser, Huntlagton, W. Va.

(Parents Week End-- 1)

Final Committee appointments for a May 11-12-13 Marshall College Parents
Week End were announced today by Maywood ©llifritt, Marshall student body president
and student chairman.

Committees and members are: Steering Committee—Maywood Elllfritt, Major
Purdy Phillips, assistant professor of military science; Janes H* Herring acslstan

professor of journalism and Information Service director; and R. Wayne Hugoboom,
associate professor of music.
Publicity Robert Adons, Huntington senior end Pat Cooper, Huntington
sophomore.

Finance-- James Davis, Huntington senior; Events—K. A. Ammar, Bluefield

senior; .Tim Eddins, Huntington junior; Joanne Jeffries, Clarksburg junior; and
Nancy Williams, Hurricane senifiSU

Intrarcurals events—G. David Humphreys, Huntington senior.

Information desk—Tammy Orr, Huntington junior; and Gloria Biggs,
Beckley freshman.

Presidents Reception—Jeon Ford, Huntington sophomore; Omicron

Delta Kappa Awards—William Keesee, War senior; and dance chairnan—Edward Davis

Hagen, Huntington junior.

Open House committee-William Moran, Huntington junior; Margaret Ann

Taylor, Charleston junior; and Mary Pondek, Boomer senior.
Other chairmen and committee members will be appointed as arrangements
progress, according to Ellifritt.
(more)

*SJ
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-10-56

(Parents Week End—-2)

The event la scheduled for May 11-12-13 and will consist of departmental

displays, demonstrations, guided campus tours, special teas and luncheons, sings,
musical concerts, and other events designed to interest the parent*

Parents of Marshal], students will havo an opportunity to acquaint them
selves with the college and its overall academic and social program during the

three days of activity*

Efforts will be made to conduct the program annually if this year’s

event is successful*
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-11-56
To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Science Fair students-- )

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- Four students of Williamson High School were
winners in two exhibits at the Marshall College Regional Science Fair held
recently in Huntington.

A group of three students, Jerry Ardigo, Linda Hatfield, and

Loretta Hager, all 16 years old, won the First Place Award for Group Exhibits
in the Senior Division.
Their exhibit illustrated the developmental stages of the chicken,

daily, during the incubation period of the egg.

Chester Frankie Laughlin, 16, of 114 Joseph Street in Williamson
won the Fourth Place Award in Biological Sciences.

The exhibit he presented

deAlt with the formation and development of the embryological stages in the
human being from the fusion of the gametes to the natal period.

All four are students of I’. H. Moricle of the Science Department
of Williamson High School,
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-11-56
To the Ashland Independent, Ashland, Kentucky

For Immediate Release

(Omicron Delta Kappa—J
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Ernest Wiite, of 2505 Jackson

Street in Ashland, was recently pledged to the Beta Lambda Circle of
Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall College.
Mr. iVhite is a graduate music student and a member of various
campus organizations, including Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education society,

and Phi Mu Alpha, national honorary music fraternity.

He is the husband of

Mrs. Patricia ‘$hite of Ashland.

Pledges are accepted by Omicron Delta Kappa on a basis of scholastic
ability and leadership qualities shown during their college enrollments.

k——-

.few •• -

1

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-11-56
To the Bthuefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Omicron Delta Kappa-- )
Ke&eel Ammar, son of Mr. end Mrs. K. A. Ammar of 1430 White Thorn
in Bluefield, was recently pledged to the Beta Lambda Circle of Omicron Delta

Kappa, men’s national honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall College in
Huntington.

Mr. Ammar is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall
and a member of various campus organizations, including Pi Kappa Alpha social

fraternity, and the Robe, senior men’s honorary society.

Pledges are accepted by Omicron Delta Kappa on a basis of scholastic
ability and leadership qualities shown during their college enrollments.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE DJFOW.TION SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.

4-11-56

To the Weirton Times, Weirton, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Omicron Delta Kappa)

Steve Posti, son of Mr. and ?^rs. S. Post! of 5505 Pennsylvania Avenue
in Weirton, was recently pledged to the Beta Lambda Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa,
men’s national honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall College in Huntington.
Mr. Posti is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall

and a graduate of Weriton High School.

He is a member of various campus organi-

zations, including Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity, the Press Club, men’s

journalism organization, and Sports Editor of The Parthenon, Marshall College

student newspaper.
Pledges are accepted by Omicron Delta Kappa on a basis of scholastic
ability and leadership qualities shown during their college enrollments.

- 30 -
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Tor T?-mediate Release

(Gcicron Delta Kapoa)

Morman Lewis Tones, son of ?'r. "nd 7rs. Vnr^an

t.

Tones of !'* dv:o~,

’ . ’“a,, ms recently pledged to the ”cta Lambda Circle of Qmicron Delta T’apna,

men’s national leadershin fraternity at Marshall Co]lege in H i: nt in yt on.
Vr. Tones is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Pprshell
and a comber of various campus organizations, including the Cavaliers, indenend-

ent r.en’s organization; >hi Eta Sigma, freshman men’s honorary; Aluha c:psi.lon
Delta, national pre-ned honorary and a member of the Lodges Hall Council.

Pledges are accepted by Omicron Delta Kappa on a basis of scholastic
ability and leadership qualities shown during their college enrollments.
30 -
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MARSHALL CQLLFCE iZJFOEtfATIOT 3FRVICE---- 4-11-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Thursday, April 12

(O’Connell Book—-)
Thomas S. O’Connell, associate professor of music at ferahall College,

has received a grant from the Southern Fellowships Fund to be used in writing a

book for college students of xnuaic literature.
Professor O’Connell will devote much of the summer to collecting data
and writing the book.

It will be titled, *A Guide to the Roman Catholic Liturgy

For Students of ITucic literature.*1
Devoting the first half of the sumer to travel and research, Professor
O’Connell will visit Catholic University in Washington, 0. C. and monasteries
and Catholic libraries in Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois and Michigan.

Plans for publication will be made after the book is completed.

When

published, the book would be available for nation-wide use in colleges and uni
versities.

It will be about 150 pages long.

Professor O’Connell is director of th® Marshall College marching band.
- 30 -
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7or Immediate Release
To the Heraid-Advertiser, Huntington,

Va

(Vhr?hall benefit perfomance-—)
:

The IZarshall College Music Department •dll present a scholarship fund

raising concert Thursday, April 26, at 8:30 p.n. in Old Main Auditorium.
The concert will he to provide funds for a scholarship for prospective
orchestral string students.

Tt rill feature the combined talents of Tone Hobson,

mos?.o soprano; Huth Tibbs, pianist; L’ax’y fliep Mann, pianist; and Alfred Lnno^ger,
violinist.
”’he group will present varied piano, vocal, and violin works.

Concerning the presentation Dr. C. 1. Kingsbury, hoed of the T'arshall

music department, said, ^Koat Virginia boasts 165 high school bands but only

ten cities in our state have high school orchestras*

Ve ^rant to offer sew en-

eouragemnt to thane orchestral students to attend H^rshall.

The number of

c*7 ■;. ■*<.<. i

students is sr-isll and roeruitnent is
7
help attract them.”

—J

but v/e hope a scholarship -.vill

- i;o -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

For immediate Release

To The Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, W.Va.
(With. Picture and Cut Line)
(Ultrasonic Generator)

The Physics Department at Marshall College has received

a General Electric Ultrasonic Generator which will provide
a simple and practical method of studying the effect of

ultrasonic energy on various materials and processes*
The purchase of the generator was made possible through

contributions from the American Car and Foundry Division
of the ACF Industries, Inc.; LeJohn Manufacturing Co.

9

Folan Industries; The Standard Ultramarine and Color Co. and

Electronics Supply,

Ultrasonic waves from the machine will transform
Immiscible liquids such as oil and water into stable emul

sions. They will also perform, desirable changes on metals
and destroy many types of bacteria, change the action of the

heart, and produce artificial fever in animals. They are
also being used as a substitution for the common drilling
process in cleaning out decayed tooth cavaties.

Dr. Donald. C. Martin

professor of physics at Marshall,

has begun demonstrating the machine for physics students
in his college laboratory.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

k-16-%

For Immediate Release
To The Huntington Advertiser

(Greeks Donate)

The Greek-letter organizations on the Marshall College
campus have donated $200 to the Marshall Foundation for the

establishment of an endowment fund, it was announced recently.
The funds which were donated represent a part of the

proceeds of the first Greek Week held at Marshall.
President Stewart H. Smith, in a statement made concerning
the fund, said that he "has for several years been trying to

interest alumni and friends of the college in establishing a
permanent endowment fund. Although this is a small beginning,"
he said, " I am extremely happy to see the fund get started

1

and I am particularly glad that it was begun by our students."

Dr. Smith added his "many thanks to the sorority and
fraternity members” for what he termed "this fine example of

interest and loyalty."
Net profits of the Greek Week totaled $576.11, which will

be set aside to help finance the week next year.
Greek Week was established this year to help unite the

I

sororities and fraternities in their efforts to work together

"for the betterment of the college and the community."
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-*+-16-%

For Immediate Release

To The Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W.Va.
(Greek Donation)
The Greek organizations have donated $200 to the Marshall

Foundation for the establishment of an endowment fund at Marshall
College, according to Albin Wheeler, Huntington junior and

'cO-chairman of the recently, inaugurated Greek Week.
The funds donated represent a portion of the proceeds of
the first Greek Week celebration, designed to unify social
sororities and fraternities "for the betterment of the college

and community”.
President Stewart II. Smith, in speaking of the donation,

said that he had "for several years been trying to interest
alumni and friends of the college in starting a permanent
endowment fund. Although this is a rather small sum when
compared with the millions in endowments of many other colleges

and universities, it is a good beginning."

Dr. Smith added that he was "extremely happy to see the
fund get started and particularly glad that it was begun by

our students." He expressed his "many thanks" to the sorority
and fraternity members for what he called "a fine example of
interest and loyalty."

-30-

M/jRSHAIL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-17-56
To The Portemouth Times, Portsmouth, Ohio

For Immediate Release

(Science Fair Grand Award—-)

Hayes Edward Wilcox, 17, of Route 3, Sclotoville, was the winner of the

Grand Award at the Marshall College Regional Science Fair held recently in
Huntington.
Mr. Wilcox is a student at Minford High School.
The award includes a free, expense-paid trip to Oklahoma City where
Mr. Wilcox* exhibit will be entered In the National Science Fair May 10-12.

He was awarded first place in the Senior division from among more than
180 entries.

His exhibit illustrated the basic principles dealing with

matter-energy relationships and consisted of a steam boiler operating a generator,

a small electric motor, a waterwheeliin operation, a small wet cell battery and
the conversion of chemical energy into radiant (light) energy-- all operated

by a simple photoelectric cell.
The Grand Prize trip will include special scientific and sight-seeing

events in Lexington, Ky., St. Louis, and Oklahoma City.

Entries in the national

event will compete for more than $2,500 in prizes, to be judged by top-ranking
scientists.

Dr. Howard L. Hills, director of the Marshall Regional Science Fair, will

accompany Mr. Wilcox and the first place v;lnner in the girls division on the

trip.
- 30 -

MARSHALL COTXEOE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-17-56

For Immediate Release

To the West Virginia News, Ronceverte, W. Va.

(Richard Orr Curry-- )

Richard Orr Curry, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Curry of 1533 - 6th Avenue
in Ronceverte, har rocontly been appointed to a graduate assistant ship at the
University of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Curry is presently enrol?.ed as a graduate student and candidate for
the M. A. degree in the Department of History at Marshall College in Huntington.

He is a veteran and a member of various campus organizations, including Onicron

Delta Kappa, men,s national honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-18-56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W, Va .

For Iimaodiate Release

(Kappa Delta Pi Brief-- )

A special mooting of Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi v’ill take place
tonight nt 8:00 p.r,:. in the North Parlor of Old Main at Marshall College.

?4r. Ernest TJhite, president of Phi Chapter, will deliver a import
on the National Convocation which he attended recently at Stillwater, Oklahoma.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-18-56

To the Heraid-Dispatch, Huntington , W. Vn.
For Immediate Release

(Teachers College Interviews—-)
Two interviews for graduating seniors will be held on the Marshall
College campus for future teaching positions in Columbus and Akron, Ohio on

April 24 and 25.
Joi Ji Griffith, Coordinator of Teacher Recruitment of the Akron, Ohio

Public Schools, will visit the Marshall canpus on Tuesday, April 24 at 3:30 pan.
and on YTedueaday morning April 25,tto Interview prospective graduates who are

interested’in teaching in Akron•
I. F. Young, Coordinator of the Division of Teacher Personnel of

Columbus, Ohio, Public Schools, will be on the campus on Wednesday, April 25,
to interview prospective graduates who are interested in teaching in Columbus.
He is ©specially interested in persons in elementary education, mathematics, and

geography, but will interview those interested in other fields also.
Prospective graduates who are interested in scheduling an interview
with either Mr. Young or Mr. Griffith, should make an appointment at the Teachers

College Office in Old Main at Marshall before the dates of their expected arrival.
30 -
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MARSHALL COILEGS INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-18-56

To The Parthenon

tTeachers College Interviews---- )
Two interviews for graduating seniors vdll be held on the Marshall

College campus for future teaching positions in Columbus and Aki'on, Ohio on

April 24 and 25.
John Griffith, Coordinator of Teacher Recruitment of the Akron, Ohio
Public Schools, will visit the Marshall campus on Tuesday, April 24 at 3:30 p.m.

and on Wednesday morning April 25, to interview prospective graduates who are
interested in teaching in Akron.

I. F. Young, Coordinator of the Division of Teacher Personnel of
Columbus, Ohio, Public Schools, will be on the campus on Wednesday, April 25, to

interview prospective graduates who are interested in teaching in Columbus. He
is especially interested in persons in elementary education, mathematics, and

geography, but will interview those interested in other fields also.
Prospective graduates who are interested in scheduling an interview
with either Mr. Young or Mr. Griffith, should make an appointment at the Teachers

College Office in Old Main at Marshall before the dates of their expected arrival.
- 30 -
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COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-18-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Teachers College Interviews-—)
Prospective May graduates of Marshall College will be interviewed

next week by representatives of public schools in Akron and Columbus, Ohio

for teaching positions in Columbus and Akron, Ohio on April 24 and 25.

John Griffith, Coordinator of Teacher Recruitment of the Akron, Ohio
Public Schools, will visit the Marshall campus on Tuesday, April 24 at 5:30 p.m.

on ?;ednesday morning April 25, to interview prospective graduates who are
interested in teaching in Akron.

I. 7, Young, Coordinator of the Divlsonnc </f Teacher Personnel of

Columbus, Ohio, Public Schools, will be on the campus on Wednesday, April 25,
to interview prospective graduates who are interested in teaching in Columbus.
He is especially interested in persons in elementary education, mathematics,

and geography, but will interview those interested in other fields also.
Prospective graduates who are interested in scheduling an interview
with either Hr. Young or Mr. Griffith, should make an appointment at the

Teachers College Office in Old Main at Marshall before the dates of their
expected arrival.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-18-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For limned iate Release

(Kappa Delta Pi Brief—-)

Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi will meet in the North .Pcrlor of

Old Main at Marshall College at 8:00 p.m. tonight*

The special meeting will include a report by Ernest V/hite, presi
dent of Phi Chapter, on the National Convocation which he recently attended
at Stillwater, Oklahoma.
- 30 ?

MARSHALL COLLE® INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, VJ. Va.-- 4-19-56

For Immediate Release

(Parents Weekend?—)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- A weekend of teas, luncheons,

departmental displays, military drills, concerts, and other activities will
be available to parents of Marshall College students during the 1956 Marshall

Parents Weekend, May 11-12-13
Desgined to acquaint the parents of Marshall students with the college and its overall academic and social seen*

The program will include

varied educational, musical and social events to interest the parent

It is

sponsored by the college and the Student Senate.
Dr. Stewart H

Smith, Marshall College President, has extended a

cardial invitation to all parents to attend the program.

"A schedule of

activities has been planned to give parents of our students the opportunity

to see as much of college life as possible,” said Dr. Smith.
One of the featured events of the three day affair will be the annual

Mothers Day Sing, at which campus sororities and fraternities will compete for
top group singing honors.

The college cafeteria will be opened to parents throughout the

weekend.

Guests will make their own arrangements for housing

According to Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood senior and program chairman,
efforts will be made to conduct the program annually if this years event is
successful.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-19-56

Tor Immediate Release
To Catherine Bliss Enslow, The Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(Nancy Williams—-)

Miss Nancy Williams, Marshall College senior, has been selected by
representatives of VTSAZ-Television to appear on the locally televised pre

sentation of "Today,” starring Dave Garroway, on April 24 •
Wise Williams was chosen from among twelve Marshall coeds on the

basis of poise, appearance and personality*

Miss Marg© Skelton, WSAZ-TV

publicity director, and Jack Williams, promotion manager, made the selection.
Miss Williams will appear on the program between ? and 8 a.n. Tues
day, April 24.

She will be Interviewed by Garroway along with representatives

from Marietta College and Morehead State Teachers College.

The presentation

concerns the industrial development of the Ohio Valloy.
Miss Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Will lame of Hurricane,

is a member of Fagus, womens honorary society; Pi Kappa Sigma sorority;

Mademoiselle Magazine College Board; and was regional "Dream Girl" of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.

She was a candidate for "Miss rtest Virginia” in her sophomore

year at Marshall.

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE WORKATIOH SERVICE-- 4-20-56
To the Inter-Mountain, Elkins, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Issue Burch, Jr.)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.---- (Special)---- Issac Burch, Jr

son of Mrs

Frances Kerns, of 101 Scott Street, Elkins, W. Va., has recnntiy been

elected treasurer of the Alpha Sigma Phi pledge class at Marshall College.
Mrs. Burch is a graduate of Elkins High School and is presently-

enrolled as a freshmen in the College of Arts and Sciences et Marshall.
- 30
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-20-56

To the Lincoln Republican, Hamlin, ?J. Va.
For Immediate Release
/

J

(Phyllis Crerneans)

HUNTINGTON, V/. VA.-- (Special)-- Phyllis Cremeans, daughter of
Mr. J. C. Creme an s, of Midkiff, was recently elected scholarship Chairman

of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57. z
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, V. Va ,-- 4-20-56

To the St. Marys Oracle, St. Marys, W. Va.
For Immodiato Release

(Rhoda Wagner)
HUNTINGTON, 'V. VA.-- (Special)-- Rhoda Wagner, duaghtor of Mrs. Mabfci

Wagner, of First Street, was recently elected recording secretary of the Alpha
Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.

Miss Vagner is a graduate of St. Mary’s High School and a member of
various campus organizations, including the Student Christian Association as

well as Alpha Xi Delta.
50 -
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MARSHALL CU1LE0E INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntln.<ton, W, Va.---- 4Q20-56

To the Webster Echo, Webster Springs. W. Va.
For Immediate Roltaee

(Cha rl e s Jo) ms on)

HIjITTINCTON, T. VA.-- (Special)-—Charles Johnson, son of Mr* and
Kirs. Charles Johnson, formerly of Oak Hill, now of Camden on Cauley, was a
representative of Zeta Zeta Zeta Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha tt the installa

tion of a new chapter of Lambda Chi at East Tennessee State Teacher*s College
recently•

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-20-56

To the Welch Daily News, Welch, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Raymond Bailey)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(Special)--Raymond Bailey, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Raymond Bailey, formerly of Welch, has recently been elected president
of the Alpha Sigma Phi pledge class at Marshall College.

Mrs. Bailey is a graduate of Welch High School and is presently

enrolled as a junior in Teachers College at Marshall.

- 30 I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-20-56

To the Wheeling Intelligencer, Wheeling, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(George Thomas)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- George Thomas, son of Mr. and
Mrs, Joseph Thomas, of 2206 Market Street, has recently been elected vice
president of the Alpha Sigma Phi pledge class at Marshall College.

Mrs. Thomas is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall end is
a veteran.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-20-56

To the Wheeling Intelligencer, Wheeling, W* Va.
For Immediate Release

(Judy Fearon)
HUNTINGTON,

VA.-- (Special)—Judy Fearon, daughter of Mr* and

Mrs* John J. Fearon of 523 Market Street, Wheeling, was recently elected
historian of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57*

Miss Fearon is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences and
formerly attended Bethany College*

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-20-56

To the Ironton Tribune, Ironton, Ohio
For Immediate Release

(Walden Fannin)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—t Special)-- Walden Fannin, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph L. Fannin, 303 Pine Street, Ironton, has been selected for membership

in Alpha Kappa Delta, national sociology honor society, at Marshall College.

Mr. Fannin is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall
and a veteran.
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SERVICE-----4-20-56

To the Industrial Ngyjs, Iaeger, 7. Va.

Tor tonediate Release

(^etty Lou. Ccrnette)
T7!’b’Tr;g?0?;,

VA.-- (Special)—-Petty Lou Gomotte, daughter of

’■•r. and Mrs. Clyde <T. Cornetts, of Northfork, has been selected for member

ship in Alpha Kappa Delta, national sociology honor society, at Marshall
Collefe.

Miss Cornett© is a graduate of Northfork Nigh School and a member
of Sigma "ifj'ia Sign

aorority, Life Planning ‘. cek Comittoe, and the Student

CovsriLment Cabinet •
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MARSHALL COLLEGE ILJFORHATION SERVICE---- 4-20-56

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Vu.
For Immediate Release

(Jean Ford)

lIUJ^TIMGTOn, W. VA.-—(Special)- Joan Ford, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. John M. Ford, of 1540 Ravina Road, Charleston, was recently re-elocted
president of Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.

Miss Ford is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall and a member
of Le Circle Franeais, Pi Delta Phi, Alpha Lambda Delta, and various other
campus organizations.

She is a graduate of Charleston High School.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-20-56
To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Linda Baird-- )
HWINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)—Linda Baird, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Bartlett T. Baird, of 1304 Woodland Drive, was recently elected assistant member
ship chairman of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year

1956-57.

Kiss Bail’d is a member of the German Club and a freshman in the College
of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

She is a graduate of Stonewall Jackson High

School.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE BTFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.---- 4-20-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Judy Grass)
HUNTBIGTON, IV. VA.-- (Special)—-Judy Grass, daughter of Hr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Grass, of 201 Creel Avenue, Charleston, was recently elected

treasurer of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year
1956-57.

Miss Grass is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall and was
graduated from Charleston High School.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE riFOR.LATTOH SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.---- 4-20-56

To the Ashland Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
For Imediate Release

(Anita McClure)
HUJJTIHGTOM, V/. VA.-- (Special)-- Anita McClure, daughter of Hr, and

Mrs. John H. McClure, of 820 Edgewood Street, was recently elected assistant
treasurer of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.
Miss McClure is presently enrolled as a sophonore in Teachers College

nt Marshall.

- 50 1
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EARSHAIL COLLEGE DJFO^ATION SERVICE---- 4-20-56
To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Betty Frye)

HIM’INGTON, W. VA.—(Special)—Betty Frye, daughter of Er. and

Mrs. George Yl. Frye, of Amherstdale, was recently elected marshal of the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.
Miss Frye is a junior in Teachers College and a graduate of Man

High School.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-20-56

To the South Charleston Free Press, South Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Joyce Pauley)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.™(Special)-- Joyce Pauley, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Amo Pauley, of 113 Central Street, was recently elected chaplin of the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.

Miss Pauley is a sophomore in Teachers College at Marshall and a
member of the Student Christian Association.
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ll&RSU&L COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-20-56

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.
For Release Monday, April 23

(Hurricane Student—)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(Special)-- Miss Nancy Williams, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Williams of Hurricane, will represent Marshall College on
the television program "Today”, which will he filmed in Huntington April 24

and 25.
Miss Williams, a senior at Marshall, was selected from among twelve

coeds on the basis of poise, appearance and personality.

She will be interviewed

by master of ceremonies Dave Garroway between 7 and 8 a.m. Tuesday, April 24,
along with representatives from Marietta College and Morehead State Teachers

College.

The program will be filmed both days from a steam boat Armco Steel
Corporation’s ”W. ?/• Sebald", at its dock on the Ohio river in Huntington.

The

presentation will illustrate the industrial development of the central Ohio Valley.
Miss Williams is a member of Fagus, women’s honorary society; Pi Kappa
Sigma social sorority; Mademoiselle Magazine’s College Board; and was regional

"Dream Girl" of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
She was a candidate for "Miss West Virginia" in her sophomore year
at Marshall.
- 30 -
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• ARSHALL COLLEGE EJFOH.ATIOW SERVICE---- 4-23-56

To The Parthenon

(Parents Weekend-- )

A weekend of teas, luncheons, departmental displays, military drills,

concerts, and other activities will be available to parents of Ifershall College
students during the 1956 Marshall Parents Weekend, May 11-12-13.

Designed to acquaint the parents of Marshall students with the college

and its overfill academic and social scene the program will include varied educational, musical and social events to interest the parent

It is sponsored by

the college and the Student Senate.

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall College President, has extended an in

vitation to all parents to attend the program#

”A schedule of activities has

been planned to give parents of our students the opportunity to see as much of

college life as possible,” said Dr. Smith.

One of the featured events of the three day affair wij.1 be the annual

Mothers Day Sing, at which campus sororities and fraternities will compete for
top group singing honors

The college cafeteria will be opened to parents throughout the weekend.
Guests will make their own arrangements for housing
According to Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood senior and program chairman,

efforts will be made to conduct the program annually if this years event is suc-

cessful.
- 30
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MARSHALL COLLECT INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-25-56
For Immediate Release
From:

Joe Maynor, Sports Publicity Director

Coach Bill Chambers’ Big Green baseball team got back into the win
column last Saturday when they defeated the Morehead Eagles by a three run

margin (8-5), after taking a 6-0 defeat from Morris Harvey the day before.

The Big Green was undefeated up to the Morris Harvey game, and was
sporting a 5-0 record.

While the baseball team was losing their first the tennis team
managed to win their first match last week when they defeated a strong Ohio

University team on the Marshall courts.

They had previously lost to Notre

Dame, Illinois, Richmond, V. P. I., and Washington and Lee.

The track team dropped their first meet of the year at Athens,
Ohio, where the Big Green was thumped, 59-6, by the Ohio U Bobcats.

their first meet of the season
50 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE IHFOW./eTION SERVICE-- 4-23-56
To the Jlerald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Tuesday, April 24

(Roundtable open to chai men)

The Explorer Leaders Roundtable will be opened to post and ship
committee chairmen of the Lawaca District when the next meeting takes place

at the Marshall Collage library building Tuesday, Kay 1.

The meeting is

scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the news room of the library basement floor.

James H. Herring, director of the Roundtable, said post or ship

advisers and crew leaders of Explorer posts or ships are already included

in the Roundtable.
"I hope we will have a full turnout of Explorer leaders May l,ff

said Herring.

"The Explorer Leaders Roundtable is new in the Tri-Sta.te Area

Council and it should be a help to all persons holding key positions in the
Explorer program."

Theme of the Hay meeting will be "Planning a Summer Adventure
Program

:Problems which individual leaders have will also be discussed.

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-20-56

To The News Advertiser, Summersville, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Betty Frame)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (fecial)-- Betty Frame, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Paul Frame, of Birch River, was recently elected journal correspondent

of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Marshall College for the year 1956-57.
Miss Frame is a majorette and a sophomore in Arts and Sciences

College at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLE® INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-23-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, V/. Va.

For Release Tuesday, April 24

(Degree Candidates-- 1)
A tentative list of 319 candidates for degrees at Marshall College’s

Spring commencement exercises was released today at the college.

This figure

represents an increase of twenty-two percent over last year’s spring commence

ment, when 262 degrees were awarded.

The graduation ceremonies will take place Monday, May 28 at the Keith(

Albee Theatre.

The total number to receive degrees includes students who com-

pleted their requirements by the end of the January term.

Candidates for degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences include:
Bachelor of Arts-

■Robert G. Adams, Robert Affolter, Elive Armstrong,

Barbara Barbour, Frank Bourner, Robert Burns, Boice N. Daugherty, Maywood Ellifritt,
Larry Endicott, William G. Evans, Joseph A. Garshaw, Jr., Dora Hoke, George D.

Humphreys, Thomas Jefferson, Donald Kelly Johnson, ‘William Keesee, and Flavie Hugh
McClung., Sophia Kourkoubas.

Steve Posti, Sylvia Ohlson, Gloria Schulze, John Seffense, Jack Theurer,

Sieglinde Werner, and Nancy K. Williams.
Bachelor of Science in chemistry-

■Raymond E. Bailey, Ira Paul Bradley,

Mary Ellen Shepherd and James Wilmoth.
Bachelor of Science

—Keleel Ammar, Jr., William H. Anderson, George

Bruce, Estil Brumfield, William Cabell, Jimmie Call, William Callaway, James Clay,

Albert Doersam, Joyce G. Edwards, James Ray Evans, Wesley Franklin, Ernest Henson,

Norman Holley, Ollie Ray Howard, James Holmes, Charles M. Johnson, and Kenneth
Jordan.

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE ^FORMATION SERVICE---- 4-23-56
(degree Candidates-—2)

Ronald Keaton, Joan Lawrence, Charles LeSuer, Jr., Jack Russell Lewis,
Doris T. McLane, Howard K. Martin, Phillip T. Meador, Robert Clay Hiller, Jack
Keith Phipps, John T. Price, Roy Price, Patricia Ann Queen, Robert Rader, Robert

E. Raney, Janes Ratliff, Charles Rece, Janes Robinette end Janes Saunders.
Ton Skeeter, Jack Spurlock, Kenneth Sydenstricker, Janes F. Tabor,

Barbara Thabet, Goebel R, Thacker, Jerry Thomas, Paul Thomasson, and Linda Tooley,
Carolyn Van Gordon, Freddie Lee White, and Paul Young, Jr.

Bachelor of Business Administration---- Mary Ann Bailey, Heibert C.
Dawkins, Betty Jane Dickson, Richard Farmer, Catherine Zinn Kincaid, William Morris,' —

James E. Moss, Kamal Rahal, and William Seidel.

Bachelor of Engineering Science'

William Adkins, Paul E. Dyke, Dallas

Harper, and Howard D. Little.
Associate Science-- Jacqueline Ayers, Doris Anne Bailey, Gary C. Baker,

Nancy Jane Berry, Richard Lee Burgess, John Joe Cantees, Joan Carole Chambers,
Peggy Cogar, JoAnn Walker Damron, Bill Lee Dean, Betty Ann Petty, Dolores Ann

Hayes, Nancy Lee Jones, Joyce Mae Lickliter, Barbara Ann Paxton, Paul E. Porter,

Patricia Diane Rourke, Dayle Jean Schultz, Janis Anne Smith, Barbara Snow,

Mary Ann Treste, William F. White, and Shirley Ann Williams.
Candidates for degrees from Teachers College include:
Bach&brr of Arts'

Janet Atkins, Julia Bearzi, Donita Bentley, Shirley

Bowen, Shirley Jo Bressler, Billie Joan Brooks, Alvis "rown, Shirley .Ann Cantor,
Linda Cassell, William Clark, Clarence Clarkson, Patricia Clay, Elizabeth Anne

Cline, Harry Cline, Elizabeth Anne Clonch, Phyllis Cook, Dortha Crigger, Ava Crum
Claridele Cubby, Barbara Dillard, Peter Donathan, Robert Duffield, Rose Edwards

Caroline Ehlers, and Eulalah Ellis.
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-23-56

(Degree Candidates—-3)

Mary Lou Farriss, Barbara Flinn, William Gill, Jerry Gillern, Melba S.
Gillispie, Bonnie Sue Greene, Roscoe Hale, Jr., William Harris, Doris Hedrick,
Edith Hensley, John Hevener, Sue Ann Hicks, Ruth Hoff, Joy Houck, Jack Jervis, Jr.,

Betty Lynne Johnson, Margaret Evelyn Jones, Haney Anne Jones, Carolyn Karickhoff,
Rita Keaton, Jerry Keeney, Alice Keffer, Dale Kinsell, Mary Lou Law, Ethel LeBlanc,

Albert Lilly, and Robert McCollins.
Helen Mays, Jacqueline Meade, Susan Merritt, Angela Moore, Eva Mullins,

Susie Osborne, Ruth Oshel, Mary Ellen Prince, Donald Clifton Reynolds, Jack Rixie

Rogers, Donna Rowe, Ralph Rowlette, Margaret Royer, Cecil Schulse, Charles Slack,
Jerry Snow, James Southers, Alvin Sowards, Jacqueline Spaulding, Marlene Spradling,
Betty Lou Squire, Margaret Waddell, Barbara Walden, Ada Walton, Lois Jean Wegwart,

Garnet Wilson, Dina Jean Witt, Anna Woods, and Carol Lee VJorkman.
A list of 26 candidates for Master of Arts degrees has been announced, with

two students eligible for Master of Science degrees.

Students who completed their requirements by January 28 include 38 Bachelor

of Arts candidates in Teachers College; 48 students in Arts and Science College
completed requirements for degrees in various fields, including A. B., B. S. > and
B. S. in Chemistry, B. B. A., B. E. S. and A. S. degrees.

Eleven graduate students

of the January term will receive M. A. degrees, making a total of 97 mid-term
graduates.
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HARSHAU. CO? .7:7'7.

To the FenUd-Advertl.OGT, Huntington, V. Va.
For Fa4or.a<js Sunday, April 29

Ry Robert n. Mp™s
Marshall student Journalist

(Fred R. Smith—I)

The old dog looked in bad s:i8pe#

She limped sloyjly across the yard

and sat down on her haunches* her sad, tired eyes looking out of a mud covered
face at the small boy that watched her approach, his mouth open*

The boy was excitedI
hunting dog up closeI

It was the first tine that he had over seen a

Oh, he hud watched them as they darted expertly beck

and forth across acighbcrir.g fields during the hunting season, but never had he

seen one right In his front yard# He ran to the window loudly phoutinc to his
family about the unexpected visitor#

Today, after almost thirty years of training and hunting with bird
dogs, Fred R. Smith, Karshall College comptroller and canine trainer, smiles as
he recalls hia boyish exuberance on that day years ago.

’’Its a wonder that I

didn’t scare the poor animnl to death,” he said, nbut she was tired and hungry,

and didn’t hove time to worry about energetic boys*

Fe cleaned her up and fod

her and in a few days she was as good as new. it

Yeung Steiith end his canine visitor became great friends and when the
dogs owners could not be found he adojted. her for his own.
for five ye^rs afterwards.

”Turing those five years I discovered i«hat a v?onder-

ful co^pcnioji a dor could be," said 8mith.
since ,*

The aiiin?al lived

*’7faey have been part of ny life ever

r»

MARSHALL COLLWK Iv<FOH!ATION SERVICE—4-24-56
(Fred R. Smith---- 2)

Smith has been working with canines since that early experience and

estimates that he has to date trained more than
proficiency.

hundred animals into hunting

"When I first started I studied all of the books I could find on

the subject of dogs, their feeding, care and training," he said.

nI quickly

found, however, that patience and understanding were to be my most valuable tools."

. ! f •—

:3MiWnas learned that each dog has its own individual personality and

requires a different approach in training.

"Some respond to training excellently

and others are unresponsive and take years of special handling,” he said.
Smith began training bird dogs for other people at the age of seventeen

He primarily worked with problem animals that owners could not handle.

"Many of

the dogs were gun shy, or just wouldn’t take commands," recalls Smith, "and in

most cases they were very high strung and nervous.

Rome could not be helped, but

in the majority of instances, after hal'd work on the part of the dog and the

twiner, &°od results were achieved.”
XVhile in high school Smith charged a flat fee of ten dollars for
training, housing and feeding each animal for one year.

"Even in those days ten

dollars wasn’t much1,"* he said, ’’out I enjoyed the work and I didn’t worry about

making money."
Smith has won various local end trl-state trophies and ribbons for
prizewinning puppies and dogs since taking up his hobby.
He has served as judge in field trial events in West Virginia, Kentucky,
Virginia, Ohio, North Carolina, and Tennessee where top ranking game bird dogs

/

f

\

from throughout the area have competed for honors.

"Some of the winners at these

events would sell for as high as §10,000," Sfciith commented.
(more)
i_
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(Fred R, Cmith-- 3)

Smith, Marshall College’s comptroller and business manager since

19&6, now limits his training of animals to working with a neighbors dog once

in a while, and teaching his own American pointer and her two puppies the
techniques of pointing and retrieving.

A former member of the United States Army Intelligence Corps, Smith
served in England, North Africa, Sicily, Italy, Egypt, Arabis, India,

China, and Australia during tforld VTar II,
He earned an A Be degree at l&rshall College and did bis graduate

work at the University of Kentucky, He served as comptroller at Concord College

prior to accepting his present position at Parshell,
After a day of working over a college*s financial problems Smith finds

a walk in the woods with a frisky pup or affectionate dog along aide him. very

relaxing.

"Dogs like companionship ss well as do humans,” he said, "and I have

found that being friendly with them. doesn’t affect their hunting ability,"

$nith says that although dogs ere generally hardy animals, they are
susceptible to colds, skin diseases, end intestinal disorders and must be

adequately housed and fed

"It costs about ten dollars per month to feed a full

dog properly,n said Smith,

"TheHn'diet should, include meal or canned dog

foods, and noat and table scraps with an occasional round, soft bone for calcium,"
Most of the dogs that Smith has trained have been used by local hunters

to hunt quail during the are4s annual November to January gone bird season.
/

Canine enthusiasts differ on the are at which a hunting dogs education
should start, but Smith believes that training should begin when the animal is

about two months old.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-24-56
(Fred Smith-- 4)

”1 usually Start a puppy off on his training by teaching him to

retrieve a ball or something soft,

and never tire the pup.

seid J. zr.ith.

”1 keep the lessons short

"Although most young bird dogs will point game by

instinct it is difficult to teach them retrieve,”
f«?iith resides with his wife Marian ond their two eons, ?cott and

Don, at 621D Highland Avenue.

In his years of training dogs he has learned

several lessons concerning the teaching of animals.

”Mevor tiro them, don’t

punish them, end above all don’t lose your temper, if you ?.ant to achieve the
beat results,” he said.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLHGS INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-24-56
To the Heraid-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(W. Va. Speech Festival)
The West Virginia Intercollegiate Speech Festival will begin on the

Marshall College campus with three rounds of debates on Friday, April 27 at
1:30 p.m. in the Science Hall Auditorium.
Six colleges in addition to Marshall will be represented in the debates,

including Concord College, Fairmont College, Glenville College, Morris Harvey
College, Potomac State College and Salem College.
The debate sessions will continue on Saturday morning, April 28 with
two rounds at 8:30 and 10:00 a.m.

Included on the festival program are an oratory contest at 7:30 Friday
evening and an extemporaneous session at 4:30 Saturday afternoon.

Contestants

will compote fey trophies in each oftthe various fields.
Main topic of the team debates will be -’The Guaranteed Annual Wage.”
The extemporaneous sessions will concern ’’Integration in Public Schools.”

Entered in the oratory sessions are Fairmont, Marshall, and Morris Harvey
Colleges, with Fairmont, Glenville, Marshall, and Morris Harvey registered for
the extemporaneous debates.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-24-56
To The Parthenon
For Release Friday, April 27, 1956

(Teachers College Interviews—)
Mr. C, M. Farmin, Assistant Superintendent of Cabell County Schools,

will visit the Marshall campus on Monday, April 30 from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
for the purpose of interviewing prospective graduates who will be qualified

for positions in junior and senior high schools.

Prospective graduates who are interested in having an interview with
Mr. Fannin may make an appointment at the Teachers College office.
- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-24-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Hypothetical Court Martial-- 1)

Students of the Senior Military Science Class of the Marshall College
ROTC enacted a hypothetical court-martial scene as part of the course in Mili
tary Justice yesterday at noon»
The simulated trial, in which students performed all the functions of

required court personnel, culminated a ten-hour instruction period in which they

were instructed in basic military court procedure, rules of evidence and related
<

topics.
The situation was presented to the students enacting the trial exactly

as if it were an actual court martial.

The "case" enacted dealt with an imaginary

situation in which the "accused" was charged with the military offense of having
abandoned his guard post without permission.

Moderator of the class was Major

Purdy Pliillips, assistant professor of military science and tactics.

- 30 -
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April 85, 1956

NOTE TO ALL INFORMATION

STAFF MEMBERS I

Both Speed Graphic cameras are being completely overhauled

by the Ashland Camera Repair Service, Aahlend, Kye

They vj1.11 bo

returned in first class operating condition Friday, &sx Ifay 4®
Ho pictures should be scheduled by the Information Service photographer

until Monday, Fay 79

Any number of pictures nay be scheduled after

th .-it for the remainder of the term*
M will keep the dark roon open Tuesdays and Thursdays totesx from
2 to 4 and from 8 to 8 p* m® as usual®

hand Ci’n to mde

qs

Reprints of negatives already on

soon as an erergoncy paper order comes in®

Janes K< Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFOK^.TION SERVICE-- 4-25-56
To The Parthenon

(Selective Service Test—1)

Applications for the final administration of the Selective Service Quali

fication test to take place at Marshall College on Thursday, May 17, must be
postmarked not latei’ them nidni^t, May 7.

This final session is for testing those Selective Service Registrants who

did not have an opportunity to bo tested on one of the proceeding testing dates,
November 17, 1955 or April 19, 1956.
The administration of the May 17 testing will be identical with the
November and April programs•

A definiate number of applicants willbbe assigned

to the Marshall College testing center, according to Luther E. Bledsoe, Registrar
and Director of Admissions at Marshall.

Applications for the test can bo acquired from Caboll County’s Local
Board Number 2, or through any Selective Service office.

Applications must be

postmarked not later than May 7, 1956, if the applicant is to be eligible for the

test.
Students who are interested in taking the test, which assures draft
exemption while fulfilling requirements in a college course of study, are advised

to contact Local Board Number 2 in the basement of tho Cabell County Court House
or their own local board not later than May 6.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE E1FORMATION SERVICE---- 4-25-5G
To Kiss Catherine Bliss Enslotv, the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Dr* II. Gresham Toole'—)

H. Gresham Toole, Head of the History Department at Marshall College,
recently returned from the annual session of the Mississippi Historical As

sociation held at Pittsburgh, April 19-21.

Dr. Toole has been on the membership committee since the beginning of
this year, and was chosen to represent this area as Program Committeeman for

next year.
While in Pennsylvania, he also visited his daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Fitzhugh Beazley (both Marshall Colloge graduates of 1954).
Mr. Beazley teaches accounting at Waynesburg College.

- 30 -
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MARSH/IL COLLEGE ^FORMATION SERVICE---- 4-25-56

To the Herald-Ad vert leer, Huntington, W. Vn.
For Release Sunday, April 29

(Selective Service Test—)

The third and final administration of the Selective Service College
Qualification Test will take place at Marshall College on Thursday, May 17.
This final session is for testing those Selective Service Registrants who

did not have an opportunity to be tested on one of the preceding testing
dates, November 17, 1955 or April 19, 1956.

The administration of the May 17 testing will be identical with the
November and April programs.

A definite number of apjjlicants will be assigned

to the Marshall College testing center, according to Luther E. Bledsoe, Regi
strar and Director of Admissions at Marshall.

Applications for the test can be acquired from Cabell County’s Local
Boaid Number 2, or through any Selective Service office.

Applications must

be postmarked not later than May 7, 1956, if the applicant is to be eligible
for the test.
Students who are interested in taking the test, which assures draft

exemption while fulfilling requirements in a college course of study, are
advised to contact Local Roar’d Number 3, in the basement of the Cabell County
Court House or their own Local Board not later than May 6.

- 50 -
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rVlPSHAIi COLLEGE LjIFOKUTION SERVICE-- 4-25-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Selective Service Test)

Applications for the final administration of the Selective Service
Qualification Test to take place at Marshall College on Thursday, May 17,
must be postmarked not later than midnight, May 7•

‘Phis final session is for testing those Selective Service Registrants
who did not have an opportunity to be tested on one of the preceding testing

dates, November 17, 1955 or April 19, 1956,

Tiie administration of the May 17 testing will be identical with the
November and April programs.

A definite number of applicants will be assigned

to the Marshall College testing center, according to Luther E, Bledcoe, Regi

strar and Director of Admissions at Marshall.

Applications for the test can be acquired from Cabell County’s Local
Board Number 2, or through any Selective Service office.

App? i c a t i on s inust

be postmarked not later than May 7, 1956, if the applicant is to be eligible
for the test.

Students who are interested in taking the test, which assures draft

exemption while fulfilling requirements in a college course of study, arei
advised to contact Local Board Number 2 in the basement of the Cabell County

Court House or their own Local Board not later than May 6,

—30—
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-25-56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Professor Buell to Speak)

Stephen D. Buell, assistant professor of speech at Marshall College,
•will deliver an address at a luncheon meeting of the Ad Club in the Garden
Room of the Hotel Frederick tomorrow at 12:00 noon.

His topic will be "Radio:

Its Advantages and Future.”

Mr. Buell has been at Marshall since September of 1955.

He received

his Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees from North Texas State
College and has done graduate v/ork at New York University and Ohio State Uni

versity.

He was formerly a speech instructor at North Texas and Ohio State,

and is a member of the Speech Association of America and the Kiwanis Club.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-25-56
To the St. Albans Advertiser, St. Albans, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Ruth Ann McCabe)
HUNTINGTON, V/. VA.—-(Special)-—Miss Ruth Ann McCabe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred D. McCabe, 822 Seventh Avenue, St. Albans, was recently
chosen to participate in the State Intercollegiate Forensics Tournament to

be held on the Marshall College campus April 27-28.
Mias McCabe is a member of the college debate team which will take

part in the tournament.

She is a graduate of St. Albans High School and is now enrolled as
a sophomore in Teachers College at Marshall.

She is a member of the Debate

Squad, the Student Christian Association, Alpha Lambda Delta, Pi Kappa Delta,
and various other campus organizations.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE WOTIATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 4-25-56

To The Cameron News, Cameron, 17. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Janice Caldabaugh)

HUMTLIGTON, W. VA»—--(Special)——Miss Janice Mary Caldabaugh, daughter

of Mr. and Hrs. Philip Caldabaugh, 29 Tenth Street, McMechen, VJ. Va., was

recently chosen to participate in the State Intercollegiate Forensics Tournament
to be held on the Marshall College campus April 27-28.

She is a member of the

college debate team which will take part in the tournament.
Miss Caldabeugh is a graduate of Union High School and is now enrolled

as a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

She is a member

of the Student Christian Association, Sportlottes, the Debate Squad, and various

other campus organizations.
30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-26-56

To The Hurricane Breeze, Hurricane, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Nancy K. Williams)

. i

HUNTWTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Miss Nancy Williams, daughter

of Itc. and Mrs. Owen 11. Williams, Route 1, Hurricane, represented Marshall
College on Dave Garroway’s television program, ’’Today”, which originated in
Huntington on Tuesday, April 24.
/

Miss Williams was interviewed on the program with representatives

from Morehead and Marietta Colleges.

The program told of industrial development in the central Ohio
Valley and the three Colleges were selected as representatives of the area.
A queen was chosen from each College.

Miss Williams was chosen from Marshall on the basis of appearance,

poise, and conversational ability.
Active in several campus organizations, Miss Williams is now a

member of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority; secretary-treasurer for Fagus, women’s
honorary; vice president of Fourth Estate, women’s honorary journalism or
ganization; and has been a member of tho Student Senate for three years.

- 50 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-26-56

To the Heraid-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Release Wednesday, May 2

(German Club Film)

Three Swiss movies will be shown by the German Club of Marshall

College at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 3, in the Science Auditorium at
Marshall•

The films to be shown include "Precision Flight to Switzerland",

followed by "Two Generations of Swiss: life of a watchmaker and his son,
an airplane pilot"; and "The Magic Touch of Color: from the Mediterranean

to the Enchanting Near East."

All three films are in color and are presented

through the courtesy of Swiss Air Airlines of New York.
Installation of new officers for the 1956-57 academic year will

precede the showing tflethe films.

Dr. Walter H. Perl, associate professor

of German and adviser to the club, will introduce the films, with Ernie

Henson, club president, announcing.

The showing is open to the public and admission is free.
30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-26-56
To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va»

For Release Sunday, April 29

(German Club Films)

The German Club of Marshall College will show three Swiss movies
on Thursday, May 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall
College.

The installation of new officers of the club for 1956-57 will

precede the showing of the films, which will begin at 7:45*

The films are

presented by the courtesy of the Swiss Air Airlines in New York.

The first film to be shown is entitled "Precision Flight to
Switzerland”, followed by "Two Generations of Swiss: life of a watchmaker
and his son, an airplane pilot."

"The Magic Touch Color: from the Mediter

ranean to the enchanting Near East" is the title of the third film.

All

three movies will be shorn in color.

Dr. Walter H. Perl, associate professor of German at Marshall and
adviser to the club, will introduce the films. Ernie Henson, German Club

president, will announce then.
The showing is open to the public and admission is free.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 4-25-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Release Thursday, April 26

(Dixon Callihan—1)

Dr. Dixon Callihan, Marshall Collego graduate of 1929, is the new

chairman of the Southeastern section of the American Physical Society.
He was elected to the post at the annual meeting in Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. Callihan is a physicist at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory of

the Atomic Energy Commission.

Dr. R. P. Hron, retired head of the Marshall College department of
physics, recalled yesterday that Dr. Callihan entered Marshall College in

1925 and graduated as a physics major in 1929.

He served as both a student

assistant and graduate assistant in the department.
Dr. Callihan holds a master’s degree from Duke University and a

Ph. D. degree from New York University.
He joined the atomic energy program in 1941 with the Division of
War Research at Columbia University.

Prior to that time he was assistant

professor of physios at the College of the City of New York.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-26-56

To The Parthenon

(German Club Films)

The Genian Club of Marshall College will show three Swiss movies
on Thursday, May 3, at 7:30 p.n. in the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall
College.

The installation of new officers of tho club for 1956-57 will
precede the showing of the films, which will begin at 7:45.

The films are

presented by the courtesy of the Swiss Air Airlines in New ^ork.
The first film to be shown is entitled "Precision Flight to

Switzerland”, followed by "Two Generations of Swiss: life of a watchmaker
and his son, an airplane pilot."

"The Magic Touch Colon from the Eedi-

terranean to the enchanting Near East" is the title of the third film.

All

three movies will be shown in color.

Dr. Walter H. Perl, associate professor of German at Marshall and

adviser to the club, will introduce the films. Ernie Henson, German Club

president, will announce them.
The showing is open to the public and admission is free.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-25-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Release May 2, 1956

(Gorman Club Films)

Three Swiss color films will be shown by the German Club of
Marshall College on Thursday, Hay 3, at 7:30

in the Science Audi

tor iun at Marshall College.

The films are being presented through the courtesy of Swissair
Airlines of New York City,

The first to be shown is entitled "Precision

Flight to Switzerland," followed by "Two Generations of Swiss: Life of

a Watchmaker and His Son, an Airplane Pilot", end "The Magic Touch of

Color: From the Blue Mediterranean to the Enchanting Near East."
Installation of new officers for the 1956-57 academic year will
precede the showing of the fi&ns.

Dr. Walter H. Perl, associate professor

of German at Marshall and adviser to the club, will introduce the films.

Ernie Henson, club president, will announce them.
The showing is open to the public, with admission free.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COTJJIGE FIFOmTlOH SERVICE-- 4-25-56
To the Advertiser, Hunt incton, W. Va.

For Immediate release

(Intercollegiate Speech Festival-- 1)
representatives of seven colleges in the state will participate in the

13th Annual State Intercollegiate Speech Festival to take place at Marshall
College tomorrow and Saturday.
Colleges to be represented, in addition to Marshall, Include Fairmont,

Concord, Glenville State, Morris Harvey, Potomac State, and Salem.

X

Debaters from the various colleges include Concord representatives

ib

Bonnie Robert son, David Knight, Stanley Woolwine, and George Hoss.

Their coach

will be James B. Shrewsbury.
Fairmont College will be represented by Bill Seifrit, Bill Bonasso,

Ed Brooks and Bill Schooley, with George E. Moore acting as conch.
Marshall’s representatives include Charles Wagner, Tom Carter, Janice

Caldabaugh and Huth McCabe.

Professor B. W. Hope will coach the Marshall group.

Potomac State College debaters are Kenneth McDonald, Paul Kane, William
Withers end Eugene Slmnons, with Jc.y V. Groves as coach.

Glenville College’s team includes Shirley Ann James, Ronald Shuman,

Jack Cawthon and Richard Smith.

William S. E. Coleman will act as coach.

Coaches for Morris Hervey and Salem College will bo 0. J. Tilson and

Susan tr. Kistler respectively, v?hllo the teams of the two schools have not yot

boon announced.

(more)
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aon;:CE TlTOK-VflOH SOTVICE---- 4-2(5-66
(Interco2.lenie.te Speech Festival—-2)

Individual contestants in the Extemporaneous Speaking section of the
program are Hobart Hverson, coached by jo An Lough, representing S ’a i wont

College; Albert Homerville, coached by Rillian S. B. Coloman, re procont ing
Clonville state College; Pich.ard Hepler, coached by P. ' • Hope, representing

Marshall, and an unannounced speaker from Ferris Harvey, coached by 0. .?•
llflon.

representatives in the Oratory Contest include Tom Puford for Ihirmont;

Charles Turner for I/arshall; and ??orris H .-rvoy, unrjmou'.iced •

Tbe program for the festival will begin with registration ut the Speech
Office in the Science r-ulldinc at i’arshe.ll College from 11:00 n.ru to 1:00 p.ri.

Friday,

Registration will,be followed by h general meeting in F.ocr* 17 of the

Speech Deportment at 1:00 p.r.

The first round of debates will begin in the Science Hall Auditorium nt
1:30 p.m.B with a second round at 3:00 p.n., followed by a coffee break in the

I ounce on the Oratory Contest at 4:00 p.n
Extemporaneous drawing will begin, at 6:30 p.r. with the Tbctemporaneous
Speaking at 7:30 jj.ru end a third round of debate at 8:f0

Saturday*b schedule begins with debates at 8:20 a.n. and 10:00 a<ne>

followed by a final coaches meeting at 18:00 noon.
trophies In each field of public apemking.
30 -

Contestants will compote for
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arnv.TOB—4*20-55

Tor Palease After 0 P*^*» TVaroday, ?ipril 36, 1956

(Ited ‘'ork—1)
Declaring that tlm,a is no eti^y shortcut to learning* Dr* Otovmrt H.
f’nith, president of l^rshall College, ^fdd In o. speech Thursday night that

•’tho price of victory and succosc in Ilf© is hard, necumto > ropstltlous and
®1O(work

addressing th© Cabell County Tducution Asgocintlon at Huntington Higji
School* the educator said school children mwt bo taught that hal’d work

is

th® cornerstone to success in all the profess leno and arts

MI believe/’ Dr. Cnfth mid* "that the best. ?m.y to develop basic
virtue® in children is to sneoursg® them to do thoir daily v?ork wlV
7>se school* in the Marshall president*® viw<, nvM mice the child to

Ito stondarf-o.

It mist not lower it® standarda to the child’s or parent*©

whim*

M3h®re in no shortcut to ©kill,* he dealers#• HTt token training and

pctleneo, whether you run

b

typwriter, pl^y a violin or mater nn assignment

And thr& tmining in priceless*

It builds characters

Dr* Smith said mny children my lo®o intoroat in school because It

pre^ihte

hq

challmuton, no high puxpoeee* no eatlefactlon® that com from

doirw; a Jeb mil*

Cftinr the desire for macoes® as ® basic u.n:e of mankind* ho mid

everyone needs th® kind of success that romilts from concentrating sll thought®

and energies upon a difficult problem.
« nor® -

1

&

&

I '-im.-n, comw

'“’'J-.

r'v-vrc?<—4-2G-56

(Hard * ork---- 2)

”

g

met iwneFsber/’ an id

tntth, ’’that alnost every boy or clrl

wants to be sombody, wants to $et aorwhoro, wants to gain the respect and
approval of bio teacher and parents.*

The speaker’s subject iww lihat I Pxpeot the rehool to Do ^or ?*y

I

Child."
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 4-26-56

To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Sunday, April 29

(Intercollegiate Speech Festival—-1)

Representatives of five state colleges participated in the 18th
Annual State Intercollegiate Speech Festival yesterday and Friday at Mar

shall College.

Colleges represented were, in addition to Marshall, Fairmont,

Concord, Glenville State and Potomac State.
Morris Harvey College and Salem College withdrew prior to the

tournament.
Debating for Concord College were: Bonnie Robertson, David Knight,

Stanley Woolwine, and George Hess.

Their coach is Panes B. Shrewsbury.

Faimont College was represented by Bill Seifrit, Bill Bonasso,

Ed Brooks end Bill Schooley, with George E. Moore acting as coach
Marshall*3 representatives Included Charles Wagner, Tom Carter,

Janice Caldabaugb and Ruth McCabe. Professor B. W. Hope coached the Mar

shall group.
Potomac State College debaters wero Kenneth McDonald, Paul Kane,

William Withers and Eugene Simmons, with Jay V. Groves as coach.
Glenville College’s representatives were Shirley Ann James, Ronald

Shuman, Jack Cawthon end Richard Smith.
- 30 -

William S» E. Coleman acted as coach.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- k-27-56

To the Herald-Dispatch—Miss Ruth Napier
For Release Saturday, April 28

(For Huntington Daybook)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College,
is attending a meeting of the American Social Hygiene Association

in Washington, D. C.

The meeting began yesterday (Friday) and

will continue through today (Saturday)e

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-4-36-56
For Immediate Release

To the Wheeling Intelligencer, Wheeling, W. Va*

(Physics Award)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (special)---Donald James Armstrong,
son of Mr. and hrs* Wiley V. Armstrong, of Route 3, Elm Grove,

W

Va., recently received the Physics Handbook award given an-

nually to the most outstanding chemical and physics students in

American colleges and universities.

The award is presented each year by the publication of
the Chemical Rubber Company to students selected by faculty

members and department heads as being the most outstanding in
their scientific fields.

Mr. Armstrong is a sophomore in Teachers College at
Marshall and a member of Phi Eta Sigma honorary fraternity.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLIEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—4-30-56

To The Parthenon

For Immediate If Not Sooner Release

(Parents Weekend-- 1)
Approximately 2,000 invitations were sent out this week
inviting the parents of students to participate in the first

Marshall Parents Weekend May 11-12-13.

The invitations were in letter form and personally addressed
to each parent.

They included a personal invitation from President

Stewart H. Smith, and a general list of activities that have been
arranged for the parents during the weekend.

The event is designed to acquaint parents with the college
and its overall academic and social program.

It will consist of

departmental displays, military demonstrations, guided campus tours,
musical concerts, teas, luncheons, religious services, and other
events.

One of the featured attractions of the three day affair
will be the annual Mothers Day Sing at which fraternities and
sororities will compete for top singing honors.

Efforts will be made to conduct the program annually if
this year’s event is successful, according to Maywood Ellifritt,
student body president and program chairman.

The program is sponsored by the college and the student
s.eant..e*

• 30 -
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■Kats In Cage Slated
Marshall As Science Fair Prize
<7Pitching
Uncertain

Would you'like to receive a'pair of rats in a cage as a prize?
You probably would if you were a youngster interested in sci
ence, especially biology.
At any rate, a “pair of rats and cage” is listed as one of the
prizes in the biology group of both the senior and junior divisions
>f Marshall College’s Regional Science Fair Friday and Saturday at
Marshall College opens i t s ;he college.
^-American Conference base- The boy‘and gjri wjming
category prizes will be a radio
/I ball schedule this afternoon, ,lace In the senior division kit, drafting set, electric drill,
optical kit and slide rule.
7■
- •
■!’! meetulE; BowIlne Green at Inco grades 10-12 inclusive) win get
In the “earth science group”,
n
all-expense
paid
trip
to
the
NaPark.
Starting
time
is
3:30.
?. yrr,,n n * Snnnes
onal Science Fair at Oklahoma awards will include a telescope,
The
two
will
also
play
at
Inco
~
'
Md.,
national
C Chevy Chase,
barometer, mineral collection and
ity next month.
tomorrow, beginning at 2 P. M. Other prizes for the biology compass.
I president of Alpha Chi Omega
Marshall coach Bill Chambers roup”in "this'division” include a
In the junior division (grades!
i sorority, will be the guest of
today said he hadn’t made up Horoscope, aquarium, plastic 6-9 inclusive) prizes in the biology '
Gamma Omicron chapter of Alhis mind who to pitch this after- nbedding set; dissecting set and section will be an aquarium, plant j
; pha Chi Omega at' Marshall Colgrafting set, pail* of rats and;
noon, Bob Ashley, Paul Under.
..............
■ lege this weekend. She will ari Chemistry prizes will include a cage, dissecting set, insect net, •
wood or Jim Lane. He hinted emistry set, a handbook of spreading board, hand lens and!
• rive in Huntington Saturday night
Underwood, the Big Green’s No. emistfy and physics, scientific Nature Guide (seashores, reptiles
and will be honored with a tea
given by the Mothers Club Sun 1 hurler, would probably -draw issware set and Bunsen burner, and amphibia, insects or trees).
(n the physics and engineering
the assignment.
Winners in the physical science
day at 3 P. M., at the chapter
category will receive an electrical
■BG Winless
house, 1601 Fifth avenue.
kit, weather kit, compass, min
Mrs. Suppes was first elected j; “But if he gets in the least bit
eral collection, drawing set, hand
to the top office at the 1953 con- 1‘ of trouble,” promised Cha Ju
lens and Nature Guide — stars.
vention at Banff and was elected bers, “I’ll take him out and put
Trophies will be awarded the.
schools attended by the two
to her second term at the 1955 in Bob or Jim.”
grand prize winners. Trophies
convention at The Greenbrier p Bowling Green arrived in Hun
also will go to the schools the two
tington
late
last
night.
It
has
White Sulphur Springs last July.
junior high winners represent.
lost its only two games played—
She has previously served on the both to Kent State in MAC en
Gold, silver and bronze medal
council as national treasurer counters.
awards will be given in each
Marshall now owns a 4-1 recand was formerly advisor to sevclassification of individual exhib
its in addition to the prizes of
eral chapters. Mrs. Suppes was 1 ord, winning over Concord
scientific equipment.
•' organizing officer for the Mar- ■ twice, Morehead and West Vir
ginia Tech. Its only loss was to
Certificates of awards will be
; shall College chapter.
Morris Harvey.
given to the best group exhibits.
She is a graduate of the Uni- Smith Hurt
All entries will receive certificates
i versity of Washington, Seattle
of merit.
Sam Smith, the Big Green’s
, and a member of Rho chapter starting catcher, will sit out to
day’s game due to a shoulder
• and Phi Beta Kappa,
j
Alpha Chi Omega national injury suffered in the Morehead
contest. Bill Harris will sub for
i sorority has 81 chapters, over Smith.
j 201 alumnae chapters and clubs
Other starters should be: Hal
and members totaling to over * Greer,
first, Gary Wolfe, sec
' 38,000. The sorority was founded ond, Donzil Hall, third, John h
I October 15, 1885 at De Pauw Mayberry, shortstop, Lafe Pars- V
I, University, Greencastle, Ind.
. ley, left, Dyke Six, center, and
either Clarence York or Stan
Alilecki in right.

f

Officer
To Visit
Sorority

7^

Big Green Nine "]
I Plays Host To
I
Morris Harvey
■■■

■

1 Marshall^ College’s"^'baseball

;team gets back into action tonight
‘ at Inco Park, battling old foe Morris Harvey at 7:30.
And, expected to draw mound
duty for the Big Green nine is
’Paul Underwood. Underwood
hasn’t pitched since pacing the
Big Green to victory at More
head, Kentucky, over a week ago.
Coach Bill Chambers’ crew is
unbeaten in three games. Besides
that 144 drubbing of Morehead,
Marshall holds victories over Con
cord College, 74 and. 7-6.
The Big Green plays again to
morrow, in a rematch with More
at Inco Park. Game time is
» 2head
P. M.
i
Besides Underwood, slated to
start for Marshall tonight are
catcher Sam Smith, first baseman
Hal Greer, second baseman Gary
Wolfe, shortstop John Mayberry,
third baseman Donzil Hall, and
outfielders Lafe Parsley, Dyke Six
and Clarence York.

Bearcat Netters
Blank Marshall .

.

r

Big Green Golf
Teqrp Is Victor ,

_
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while studying there. During this
time he was also an apprentice
to Gustav Keller, violin maker,
the art of
where .he learned
violin making.. At this concert '
will play one of !
Mr. ---Lanegger
he made in 1933. In j
the violins*
i
this country he played with the ;
New York
Symphony, N. B. C. ■
’
recording symphony and taught j
at Syracuse University and the i
Saranac Lake, N. Y. During the >
war Mr. Lanegger was an in- •
terpreter overseas, and toured i
Europe with the G. I. Symphony ‘
Orchestra.1
Ruth Northup Tibbs, wife of ;
Thomas S. Tibbs, has been in^i
Huntington four years.
— • She— is
• a« (
graduate of the Eastman School !
of Music at Rochester, N. Y., j
where she was a teacher of the-:
ory. Mrs. Tibbs, a student of ;
both piano and organ, has ap- ;
peared in chamber music re- ;
citals at the Huntington Galler
ies and on Woman’s Clubj?ioeJ
grams.
THE PROCEEDS from &&&&<
cert will be used to establish a i
“String Scholarship Fund’’ at j
Marshall College. The scholar-1
ship in strings will be used to i
encourage string students to at- ■
tend Marshall College.
Tickets for the concert may '
be purchased at Becker’s Music;
Store, at the office of the Mar
shall College music department,
and from Marshall College mu
sic students and faculty.
''
-

CINciftNATl',
'Marsi
College’s tennis teamlibattles
the i|
today, the
University of Cincinnati today, the
second match of a two-day road
trip.
I
Yesterday the Big Green, bowed
to Xavier, 6-3, here for loss No. 6
in,its seven outings to date.
Results of yesterday’s matches: i
Jim Brockhoff (X) beat Bill
Bias (M) 3-6, 7-5, 9-7; Charles
Beardon (M) defeated Lloyd Hill
. (X) 6-2, 6-1; John Shields (X)
downed Larry Hite (M) 2-6, 6-3,1
6-4; Mike Hassett (X) topped Bill;
Seidel (M) 6-4, 6-2; Mike McCon
ville (X) won over Dubby Morris1
(M) 6-1, 3-6, 6-3; George Smith
(X) bettered George Templin (M)
8-10, 6-3, 6-3.
Doubles: Bias - Morris (M)
trimmed Brockhoff-Smith, 6-2, 8-6;
Shields-McConville (X) defeated
Bearden-Seidel (M) 3-6, 10-8, 6-1;
Hite-Templin (M) won over Has
sett-Lili (X), 6-2, 3-6, 6-4.
I

■

I

A String Scholarship Benefit
Concert will be presented by the
Marshall College Music Depart
ment Thursday, at 8:30 P. M. in
the Marshall College auditorium.
Mrs. Robert Shepherd, mezzo
soprano, with Mary Shep Mann
at the piano, Alfred Lanegger,
violin, and Ruth Northup Tibbs,
piano, are giving their services
in this all-Mozart program.
Mrs. Robert Shepherd is pro
fessionally known as Jane Hob
son. Mrs. Shepherd attended the
Cincinnati Conservatory of Mu
sic, Juilliard School of Music and
the American Conservatory at
Fontainebleau, France. The
wide scope of Mrs. Shepherd’s
.performances include Concert
Artist Series and appearances
with leading symphonies under
such eminent conductors as Toscanni, Steinberg and Szell.

Marshall Net
Team To Playr /

... ...

Mdrsfiall ^College's ‘golf 'team
won its first of three matches
scheduled for this week yesterday,
trouncing Beckley College, 24%2li, at the Guyan Country Club.
1 Results of yesterday’s matches:
Jack Freeman (M) 40-36-76 (3)
vs Bob Easley (B) 47-38-85 (O);
Ray Burcham (M) 46-39-85 (1) vs
Best Ball, Marshall (3).
Jack Strewart (M) 39-37-76 (3)
vs Fred Allen (B) 43-41-84 (O);
Roger White (M) 39-39-78 (3) vs
Cotton White (B) 42-43-85 (O);
Best ball Marshall (3.
■ Thurman Watts (M) 42-37-79 (3)
vs Jim Berry (B) 43-41-84 (0).

Local Musicians Will
Give Benefit Recital

MARY SHEP MANN HAS Stu
died both here and abroad with
prominent teachers including
Robert Casadesus, Edwin
Hughes, Sederin Eisenberger,
and the late Conraed Bos. Mrs.
Mann is known for her ability
. both as a teacher and an accom
panist.
Alfred Lanegger of the Mar
shall faculty is widely known
throughout this area though con
cert performances. He is a
graduate of the State Academy
of Music at Munich, and played
in theatre and opera orchestras

A powerful University of Cin
cinnati tennis squad blanked
Marshall, 7-0 yesterday afternoon
at Cincinnati. In dropping their
seventh match in eight outings,
the Big Green, failed to win a
single set against the Bearcat
netmen.
The results: Wally Holzman
over Bill Bias, 6-1, 6-3; Bill Had
ley over Charlie Bearden, 6-1, 6-0;
Harry Lambert over Larry Hite,
6-1, 7-5; Denny Nabors over Bill
Seidel, 6-3, 6-2;. Dick Roehr over
Dubby Morris, 6-1, 6-3; Curt Beier
over George Templin, 6-0, 6-2. In
doubles, which rain curtailed to
one match, Beier-Lamb defeated
Templin-Seidel, 7-5, 6-1,
I

I
1

1

Explorer Group j
'Sets Roundtable
, A^^rer Pdst advisers,'crew :
leaders and post committee chair-1Il;
man of the Lawaca district have ■
been asked to attend the Explorer -1,
Leaders Roundtable in the Mar- iI
’shall Collofre
rv Tnssflav
College libra
library
Tuesday,',*■
IMay 1, at 7:30 P. M.
i
The meeting will take place in !j
: the news room on the basement ;
loor of the library. It will last .
:,wo hours.
|i
James H. Herring, director of •
, ‘.he round ble. said Explorer lead- 'j
ers attending will discuss the sub-. j
ject, “Planning a Summer Adven-ji
j ture Program.” Problems which1
, individual leaders have also will I
| be discussed.
I
The Explorer Leaders Round‘table is a new feature of the Tri
State Area Boy Scout Council’s ef
fort to assist its leaders of boys
and young men.
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Marshall Symphonette
Gives Pleasing Program

1

i Marshall
i Reunion

•j

(■ Planned

By WALTER -H. PERL
“
■ was jjozarj;’s wonderful “Sym
The Marshall Symphonette un phony No. 39” in E Flat Major,
der the direction of Professor Al the second of the four great sym
phonies of Mozart’s latest period.
fred Lanegger gave their second
The difficult work was rendered
semi-annual concert of this winter with great skill, the tempis were
yesterday.
excellent and the dynamic charm
The program listed Mozart and of the menuetto and the Finale
Schubert. It is indeed difficult for allegro was very inspiringly re
a local group to play a Mozart flected.
program a week after the per Only one word about the audi
formance of the ■ great Salzburg ence: The old saying that the
orchestra, but we must state that prophet is not estimated in his
our fine disciplined local ensem native land was unfortunately true.
ble passed the test well.
The audience was the smallest we
The 38 musicians, composed of have seen at any; symphony con
Marshall students, faculty and orcert here — and there was not
- chestral players of the commu- ;; even
an entrance fee.
i nity, proved to be sincere musiAlfred
Lanegger tries with an
: cians. Alfred Lanegger, of Ausi trian stock, is a wonderful inter- heroic effort to keep up the old
s preter of Mozart and Schubert. symphony tradition of our fine
Carmen Pursley is a fine and ef- town, which was interrupted with
support our fine local musicians
; ficient concert master.
The concert opened with t h e by giving them the following they
great Overture to Mozart’s “Magic deserve.
Flute”, a solemn work of the mas
ter. The fine woodwind and horn
section was delightful.
The two movements of Schu
bert’s “Unfinished Symphony”
(No. 8) followed. This genial frag
ment of the German musical ro- •
manticism is one of the most in-1
spired • compositions of the early
19th century, and in a way re
The physics department at Mar
flects the heritage of Mozart in
shall
College has received a Gen
the next generation. Here the
eral Electric ultrasonic generator
; string section was excellent and
! played the “andante” with grace
which will provide a simple and
ful tenderness.
practical method of studying the
i The main work of the evening
effect of ultrasonic energy on vari
ous materials and processes.
The purchase of the generator
was made possible through con
tributions from the American Car
and Foundry Division of ACF In
dustries Inc.; LeJohn Manufactur
ing Co.. Polan Industries, Stand
ard Ultramarine and Color Co.
and Electronics Supply Inc.
Ultrasonic waves from the ma
chine will transform immiscible
liquids such as oil and water into
stable emulsions. They will also
perform desirable changes on met
als and destroy many types of
bacteria, change the action of the
heart, and produce artificial fever
in animals. They are also being
used as a substitution for the com
mon drilling process in cleaning
out decayed tooth cavities.
Dr. Donald C. Martin, professor
of physics at Marshall, has begun
demonstrating the machine for1
physics students in his college lab
ora torv.

College Gets
Ultrasonic
Generator
/

/

/
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Class Of 1931
Will Meet
J

V"

The 25th anniversary reunion
, of the Marshall College class of
1931 will be held in conjunction
with Alumni Day activities at the
college May 26, it was. announced
today.
John W. Lea Jr., principal of
Gallaher school, is general chair
man for the reunion. Other mem
bers of the committee are Toni
Stark, Mrs. Virginia Estep Austin,
Rome F. Brooks, C. P. Wilson,
Mrs. Hite Wilson Compton, Miss
Boyce Yarbrough, Mrs. Esther
Fish Myers, John Butler, Mrs.
Betty Rosenheim Caldwell, Mrs.
Daisy Blankenship Gillette, Mrs.
Mary Carolyn Staton Gayle and
Grayson Thornton.
All ’31 Grads Asked (/# jf'
Mr. Lea said all persons who
received either Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science or Standard
Normal degrees in the spring or
summer graduating classes in 1931
are invited to participate in the
reunion.
A member of the class of ’31,
C. Pete Wilson, will be toastmas
ter for the Marshall College
Alumni Association banquet
May 26 at 6:30 P. M. in the
college dining hall. Mrs. K. C.
Boogs is general chairman for the
banquet. William A. (B u c k)
Thompson is president of the
Alumni Association.
The class of 1906 'also is |
planning a reunion this year.

I
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Frosh Face Spring
Valley Caddies
Marshals unbeaten ZeshKian
golf team will play the Spring
Valley caddies today at 3:30
P. M. at the Spring Vallejf
Country Club. The frosh hold two
,wins over the varsity, along with
a win over the Guyan Country
Club caddies.

i
t
i

and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wetzel
Adkins, live at Lavalette, took
part in a field training exercise
with the Ninth Infantry Division
in Southern Germany. He is a
medical technician in the 39th In
fantry Regiment. Pfc. Adkins
graduated from Marshall College
in 1954 and is a member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He en
tered the Army in September,
1054 and arrived in Europe in
April, 1955. /

i

i
I

Big Green Net
Team Defeated

Dr. Britton
To Be Sneaker
St. John’s Abuth Fellowship
will meet today at 7 P. M. at
the church.

. Professor Robert L. Britton of
Marshall College will be the
guest speaker. His topic will be
“Religion and Science”.
A social hour will follow. Ray
mond E. Hage is adviser to the
group.

Sorority Club
To Sponsor Sale
/■[ ’ />

\ ' ■■ ■

A rummage sale will be spon• sored today by the Mothers Club
of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
at Marshall College from 8 A. M.
to 4 P. M. at 834 Sixteenth
street.
Mrs. W. A. Coakley and Mrs.
Aubrey Harris will be in charge.

Marshall’s freshman golf squad
copped their fourth victory in, as
many outings by walloping the
Logan caddies, 15-0 yesterday
afternoon at the Guyan Country
Club. •
Lindon Meade had the day’s
best score, firing a 37-35-72.

annual

'Regional Science Fair will begin setting up their exhibits in the
i college gymnasium tomorrow at 9 A. M. as the event gets under
i way.
More than 200 entries have been submitted by boys and girls
in the sixth through the 12th grades in a 21-county area in Ohio,
~
—
West Virginia and Kentucky.
1 The exhibition hall will be open
to the public from 7:30 to 10 P. M.
tomorrow and on Saturday from
9 A. M. to 12 noon.
Admission is free.
The exhibits will be judged to
morrow afternoon and winners an
<7. r
nounced at the awards dinner at
A group of sixty paintingsc'by
6 P. M. in the college cafeteria.
public school children of Paris,
Dr. Mudge To Talk ($£*</?
France, aged nine to 16 years,
will go on view at the Art room
The dinner speaker ^11 be Dr.
iff the James E. Morrow Library
William A. Mudge, director of
beginning tomorrow and extend
ing through May 12. These paint
technical service on mill products
ings interpret assigned themes
for the International Nickel Co.,
such as “Animals”, “Decora
Inc. His subject will be “More
tion”, “My Friend”, “Paris
Engineers for Progress.’* Dr.
Landscape”, “School”, and “Still
Life”, and convey an excellent
Mudge, who has been with Inco
impression of the art activities s since 1920, was chief metallurgist
of children in the Paris public
at the Huntington k Works of the
schools.
company before going to the
This exhibit, one of a group
of 10, has been assembled by firm’s New York offices.
Fail’ entrants have been divided
the Inspector General of the
Teaching of Art of the City of into two. groups: a senior division
Paris and is being circulated which includes students in the 10th
among schools and colleges in
through the 12th grades, and a
the United States by the French
Culture Services of New York junior division which includes
those in the sixth through the
' City.
ninth grades.
Exhibition hours are from nine
The two grand award winners
A. M. to four P. M. Mondays
in the senior division will receive
through Fridays and from nine
all expense paid trips to the Na
to noon Saturdays.
tional Science Fair in Oklahoma
City May 10-12. In addition, prizes
will be awarded winners in the
different classes in the junior and
senior divisions. Prizes will c o nsist of gold, silver and bronze
medals as well as a large selec
tion of articles of scientific equip| ment.
Interest Increases
Dr. Howard L. Mills, director of
the fair, said interest in the fair
has been much greater this year
than it was last year.
Purposes of the science fair are
to offer opportunity for display of
scientific talent and provide recog
nition of this talent: to motivate,
encourage and inspire in students
Marshall College’s baseball
and teachers a desire for scientific
forces, victors in their first three
experimentation and discovery; to
encounters, will be under the arc
encourage talented youths to enter
lights tonight entertaining Morris
scientific careers, and to f o c u s
Harvey at 7:30 P. M. at Inco
attention on science and stimulate
Park.
student, teacher and community
Paul Underwood wall probably
interest.
be Coach Bill Chambers selec
tion to face the Golden Eagles.
He defeated Morehead in the sea
son’s opener. There is no admis
sion charged at the ball park, I

i
:
‘

1

Marshall In Night
(Game With Eagles
*

Marshall Frosh/ ,,
Top Logan Caddies

Students participating ^in -$Iarsh'?ll ^College^Second

French Art
At Marshall

Mialni University defeate'd-Marshall College tennis team, 7-2,
in a Mid-American Conference
match at the Marshall courts yes
terday.
It was loss No. 8 in nine matches
for Marshall.
Bill Bias and the coubles team
of Charlie Bearden and Bill Seidel
gave Marshall its only victories.
Bias won over Don Hackney, 6-4,
6-3, and Bearden-Sweidel defeated
Duane Wyatt and Fred Weinman,
4-6, 6-4, default.

- /->■’> c (fi

‘Students To Set Up
Science Fair Exhibits
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Big Green Nine
To Open League
Tilts Tomorrow
c6ach' B£li Chanibers^akes bls

debut in Mid-American Confer
ence competition tomorrow when
his Marshal] College baseball
team meets Bowling Green at
Inco Park. Game time is 3:30
P. M.
Chambers’ team will take a 4-1
record into the contest. The Big
Green has beaten Morehead,
West Virginia Tech and Concord
twice. It’s only loss was to Morris
Harvey.
Slim right-hander Paul Under
wood may draw the mound assign
ment for tomorrow. Underwood,
probably the top pitcher on the
' Marshall squad, threw last against
Morris Harvey Friday night.
Chambers’ catching problems
have grown a bit smaller. He now
1 has two backstops ready in Bill
Harris and Irvin Wilson, while
Sam Smith, his regular, may be
ready. Smith injured a shoulder
against Morris Harvey and it '
hasn’t mended yet.
I----------------— ------
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Bowling Green
• Edges Marshall
In Tenth. 6-5

Marshes!!

4- ■■■

Puzzles

I

Chambers
4- C < S £ /Z-/:

(

' i

. Bowling Green battled' from b'e.hind to push across the winning
■run in the 10th inning and edge
Marshall, 6-5 yesterday afternoon
in a Mid-American clash at Inco
Park.
Bill Carlsen singled in Fred
Hansen from second base with two
iout to provide the Falcons with
the victory.
■ Marshall scored four of their
'runs in the second inning after two
were out to move into a 4-1 lead.
Only three of the runs off losing
pitcher Paul Underwood were
earned, as the Green defense was
guilty of five errors. Both’ -teams )
j play again today.
.f/
•( •
fall
F-‘
I MARSHALL
bowl, green

Yesterday’s extra-inning loss to
Mid-American Conference foe
Bowling Green. 6-5, at Inco Park j
left Marshall College baseball .
coach Bill Chambers a little puz ‘
zled.
•'
“I don’t know what’s wrong,” ;
he said. “We get the hits, but not
at the right time. And, we make
errors. The boys aren’t playing too
badly. I guess most of it’s due to
inexperience. I thought some of '
them knew more baseball than
they actually do.”
AB II O A
AB K U A
2 2 12
Marshall held a 4-2 lead, but Mat’r,3b 4 0 1 0■
Sch'e.ss 4 0 1 5 ______ 4 13 1
lost it when Fred Hanson hit a
Han'n.lf 5 2 1 0 Wolfe.2b 4 0 5 1
Ken’y.rf 4 12 0 Mal’kl.rf 4 110
two-run homer in the sixth. Both Carl
xCook’
’n. c 5 2 8 1 xCook
0 0 0 0
Prnn'n
~~ 10 0 0
’n.cf
teams added runs in the eighth Smo’a.lb 3 1 11 00 Frce
Seidl, cf 4 0 2
Hall, 3b 3 0 0 1
and both went scoreless in the Mor
Mnr’h,'2b
n 9.1 1 0 1 61 Six. cf 3 1 1 0
Endon,2b 2 1 3 21 xxYork.rf 2 0 10
ninth. The Beegees scored the win Price,
p
31000 Greer, lb 4 0 10 0
■Tnhn'n
r» 3 0 0 2 [Harris, c 3 * * “
’n.p
ning tally in the tenth when Bill John
Und’pd.p 4
Carlsen singled in Hansen.
Totals* 38 7 30 11?
Totals 36 7 30 10
for Maieokl ln^ 8th.
The two meet again .today at 2 , xxx——Ran
Grounded out for Six in 8th.
o’clock, also at Inco.
Two ‘members of the' Marshall
BOWLING GREEN
011 002 010 1—6
The loss was No. 2 for Marshall MARSHALL
College laboratory school faculty
M0 000 010 0—5
will speak at the annual spring, in six games. It was the Big
Runs: Matter, Schake, Hansen 2,
Green’s MAC opener. Bowling Kenney. Carlsen 2. Mayberry, Maleckl,
meeting of the .West Virgin a
Greer, Harris, Underwood; E — Schake
Green now has a 1-5 record over 2. Matter, Mayberry. Wolfe, York,
Council for Social Studies in
Underwood. RBI: Hansen 3. Carl
all and is 1-2 in the conference. Greer,
Charleston Saturday.
sen 2, Seidl. Mayberry. Parsley. Maleckl.
Greer, Underwood. 2B: Smolka. HR:
They are Mrs. Mae Houston and
AB K H Marshall
<
AB
R H
B. Green
_____ Hansen. SB: Matter, Schake. Kenney,
4‘ I 0 Mayberry,ss 4
Matter, 3b
:
Lyell V. Douthat. The topic of the
Hensen, Malecki. Mayberry. SF: Seidl.
1 0 Parsley, If 4 0 1
Schake,
DP: Schake. Eaden, Smolka; Smolka,
day’s program will be “Tech
4 o o
2 2 Wolfe. 2b
Hansen,
Harris, Greer. LOB: Bowling Green 7,
j i.
4
_
0
*
Malecti.rf
Kenney,
niques for Greater Student PaiMarshall 6. BB: Price 1, Johnson 4.
o
o
i
Cook, x
0
5 2
Carlsen,
Freeman,cf
o o Underwood 6. SO: Johnson 4, Underwood
Smolka, lb 8 0
ticipation.”
__ • ..
soo 6. SO: Johnson 7, Underwood 6. HO:
0
Hall, 3b

ir

Two Here Talk .

I A------ AVWU

M

i

Seidl,
11. cf
ct
4
Mori■ris'n, 2b 1 0 0
Eadcn,
cn, 2b
.
2 0 1

Xe»„1

RecitalSet

For May 1
Mrs. Eugenia Roe McMullen,
assistant professor of music at
Marshall College, will present a
piano recital Wednesday at 8:20
P. M. in the College Auditorium.
Mrs. McMullen has studied
under Coenraad Bos at the Juilliard School in New York, and
with Prof. Anthony Laudis and
I
Dr. Raymond Burrows.
Her program follows:
Ballade No. 2 F major Op. 38
Chopin

- 13
p

0 f»

0 0

Six. cf
York, xx
Greer, lb
Harris, c
Undcrw’d.p>

3 o

I
o o

4

3
4

Etude D Flat Major: Un Sospiro

Liszt

Grosse Senate fur das Hammerklavier B Flat Major Op. 106
Beethoven

(i
o
2

36 5 r
__
Totals
3« 6. .
Totals
z- ran for Maleckl in 8th.
zz grounded out for Six in. 8th.
Bowling G.________ 0O 110
1 J O 0» 2i 0 J «
«
Marshall
04000601 0• 0--5
E: Schake 2, Matter. Mayberry, Wolfe,
York. Greer. Underwood; RBI: Hansen
3, Carlsen 2, Seidl, Mayberry, Jarsley,
Maleckl, Greer. Underwood; 2B: Smolka,
Hit: Hansen; SB: Matter. Schafce, KenHansen, Maleckl, Mayberry; SAC.
Seidel; DP: Schake. Eadcn, Smolka;
"
Harris, Greer; LOB: Bowling
| Smolka:
G 7, Marshall 6: BB: Price 1. John- ,
Underwood 6: SO: Johnson 4,
1 6; HO: Price 5 in 2 innings:
Johnson 21 in «■ WP: Underwood: PB:
Carlson
Carlson 2,
2, Harris; Winner: Johnson;
Loser:
Underwood; VMPi Clagg &
Loser: _U"
Camp; Time: 2:15.

a.
axXs-

Etude Op. 25 No. 7 C Sharp
Chopin
Minor
25
No.
12
C
Minor
Etude Op.
Chopin
“

i
1
1

Allegro
Scherzo
Adagio Sostenuto
Largo . . . Allegro Risoluto
Fuga a tre voci

AVA

iUCHGVM

A14

OU14.

I
I

Price 5 in 2 innings; Johnson 2 In 8
innings. WP: Underwood: PB: Carlsen
2, Harris. Winer: Johnson; Loser:
Underwood (1-2). UMP: Clagg <fc Camp.
' Time: 2:45.

[Dayton Golfers
Trim Marshall

1
‘T*'•
15
' Marshall opened its three" game
road trip by dropping a 19-8 golf
match to the University of Day
ton. The Green meets Villa Ma
donna College today, while finish
ing their trip against Kentucky to
morrow.
The scores:
j
Jack Freeman (M) 37-40-77 <O):
Joe Miller (D) 36-37-73 (3), Jack1
Stewart (M) 44-42-86 (0), Ed
Longo (D) 43-40-83 (3). Best ball,
Ohio 34-34-68 (3).
Roger White (M) 43-40-83 (3),
Bruce Lamb (D) 45-43-88 ( 0), Ray
Burcham (M) 41-44-85 ( 0). Frank
Hennessey (D) 40-43-83 (3). Best
ball M 2’/2, Ohio %.
Thurman Watts (M) 40-48-88
.(1%). Jerry Kindle (D) 43-45-88
Jack Powers (M) 43-46-89
(0), Ron Winkowicz (D) 41-44-85
(3). Best ball M. 1, Ohio 2.
|
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Mementos,
Newspapers
In 'Capsule'
The burial of a time’capsiile, to
be unearthed in the year 2,000,
took place at the C. & O. Passen
ger Station here yesterday as one
of the main features of “Rail
road Week.”
Sponhored by the Railroad
Community Committee of the
Huntington area, the time capsule
contained mementos of Hunting
ton as it is today. Prominent
among the contents were copies
of the Huntington Advertiser, Herall-Dispatch and Herald-Adver
tiser, for a seven day period of
time. It was felt by members of
the Railroad Community Commit
tee that these papers would be a
valuable documentation of the
past week’s events, including the
origination of the “Today” pro
gram from Huntington, “Railroad
Week,” and “Chemical Progress
Week.”
Has Marshall Year Book
Letters from Governor Marland,
the presidents of the three partic
ipating railroads, and civic offi
cials were included — each ad
dressed to the signers counterpart ,
in the year 2,000.
Also included were current ’pe
riodicals, railroad trade maga
zines, railroad literature, and pub
lications pertaining to Huntington
activities during the past year
such as Chamber of Commerce re
ports and a yearbook from Mar
shall College.
The capsule itself, a cylindrical
container, was made of Monel at
the C. & O. Railway Huntington
Shops. A brass plaque, made by
the Norfolk & Western East End
Shops at Roanoke bore the in- '
scription, “A ‘Time Capsule’ was
buried here on April 25, 1956 dur
ing Railroad Week and is to be
< opened April 25, 2,000.”

■ I

MC Alumni
Banquet Set
For May 26

1} ■ ni- <
The annuaf banquet 'of the
Marshall College Alumni Associa
tion will be held Saturday, May
26, in the college dining hall.
Brief reports will be given by
William A. Thompson, president
of the Alumni Association; Dun
can W. Daughterly, president of
the Marshall Foundation, and
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of the college.

Parthenon's
New Editor
Capital Girl,.
I //.-

/ •--
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By LAVERNE LOGAN - :■V‘
The staff for the 1956-57 Parthe
non, Marshall College student
newspaper was announced today
by Bill Keesee, War senior and
present editor-in chief.
Ann Garrity, Charleston junior,
has been elected editor-in-chief.
Miss Garrity is a 1953 graduate
of Charleston high school and at
tended West Virginia University
for one year. She is a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon sorority,
Mrs. K. C. Boggs is general ' the Student Court, and Fourth
Estate, local women’s journalism
chairman for the dinner. Heber
honorary of which-she is pledge
Rife is in charge of tickets i mistress. Miss Garrity presently,
which may be purchased from
is managing editor. y-'rt, >■ t "
any Of the following: George
Hagan Managing Ed, / f
>
Wright Jr., at the George H.
Edward Hagan, HuiiWngton-jum
lor and picture editor, was named
Wright Co.; Miss Ellin Magner,
managing editor. Marjorie Capat Amsbary Johnson Co.; Mrs.
pellari.
Point Pleasant sophomore,
Edith Cohen Gross, at the Style
was elected news editor to re
Shope and Percy Galloway, Col place co-news editors Robert
lege Book Store.
Adams, Huntington senior, and
THE COMMITTEE on arrange Nancy Williams, Hurricane senior,
both of whom graduate next
ments assisting Mrs. Boggs in
month.
cludes Mrs. Vincent Diehl, Miss
Pat Cooper, Huntington sopho
Bertha Rider, Miss Lucy Rider,
more, was appointed assistant
|
Mrs. Edward Johnson and Mrs. news editor.
Lowell Cade, Wayne sopho- I
Leonard Cavendish.
more, was appointed sports editor.
The class of 1906 will celebrate
He
replaces Steve Post!, Weirton
its 50th anniversary reunion and
the class of 1931 will observe senior. Also elected to the sports
its 25th anniversary. Mrs. Mary staff was George Bennett, South
Berry Chadwick is chairman of Charleston junior, who will be as
the 1906 class reunion and John sistant sports editor.
W. Lea Jr. is chairman of the New Society Editor
1931 class reunion.
LaVerne Logan, Huntington
Miss Adrienne Arnett is in sophomore, was elected society
charge of the program for the editor, replacing Patricia Talbert,
Clarksburg senior. Miss Talbert
dinner. Music will
win be provided by has served as society editor for
two years. Betty Frame, Birch
Archie Snyder of Charleston.
River sophomore, will replace
At the business session t h e Hagan as picture editor.
election of officers for next year
Pasty Friend, Ivydale junior, re
will take place.
places Barbara Barbour, Hunting
ton junior, as feature editor.
Named staff reporters were Ge
neva Scott, Huntington sopho
more; Suzanne Hensley, Bluefield
junior and Eugenia Damron, Hun
tington sophomore.
i All appointments are subject to
! the approval of the Student Pub
lications Board and the Student
Senate. They are effective in Sep
tember.
*
*? ■
r
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The eighteenth annual intercollegiate speech ’ vey College and Salem
S;'
College withdrew prior
festival came to a close last night in Huntington to. the tournament.
The Marshall representatives were Charles
with Marshall College winning first place for exWagner, Tom Carter, Janice Caldabaugh, Rich
temporous speaking and tieing with Concord ard Hepler, and Ruth McCade. Professor Ben
College for first place in debate.
Hope was the coach for the Marshall group.
The members of the Concord team are Bon
Fairmont College won first place in oratory.
Other colleges represented in the festival were nie Robertson, David Knight, Stanley Woolwine
and George Hess. Their coach is James B.
Glenville State and Potomac State. Morris Har Shrewsbury.

Marshall Wins Extemporaneous
Speaking Award In Festival

I

r — April 29, 1956

’Mary Sue Ratcliffe Wins
Over-All Chopin Award
Miss Alary Sue Ratcliffe, a freshman'at Marshall College, was named over-all winner of
the eighth annual Chopin Award Festival here
yesterday at the Woman’s Club.
Miss Ratcliffe is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy R. Ratcliffe of Philippi, W. Va. She is a
piano student of Miss Joanne Drescher.
Other winners from the four groups partici
.
pating in the festival were as follows:
ELEMENTARY Group (through the sixth
grade): Jan Jenkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Jenkins, 326 West Seventh avenue,
pupil of Mi's. Hilda F. Livezey; Sara Powell,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Lucius L. Powell, 205
Washington Boulevard, pupil of Mrs. Earl V.
Townshend.
JUNIOR HIGH Group (grades 7, 8 and 9):
Bill Weaver, son of Mi-, and Mi's. W. W. Weaver,
935 West Eleventh avenue, pupil of Mrs. Towns—J; and Becky Smith, daughter of Mr.
j|, 1hend;
' and Mrs. J. Clifford Smith, 2624 Washington
j Boulevard, pupil of Mrs. Charles H. Tucker.
:
.
j
•

j
;
i
,

were presented in a program last night at the
Woman’s Club.
— - Afterwards
...
. they and Miss Anne
A—
McClenny, judge for this year’s event, were
honored at a reception at the Woman’s Club.
MISS RATCLIFFE and others from the four
groups will appear on a program over WHTN-TV
this afternoon, from 5 to 5:30 P. M. Miss Rat
cliffe also will appear on the “Current” program tomorrow afternoon over WSAZ-TV.
As winner of the festival she was presented
with the works of Chopin last night.
Each elementary grade school student participating in the festival received a bust of
Mozart, one of the three composers whose works
were featured in the festival this year. The oth
ers were Domenico Scarlatti and Muzio Clem
enti.
Each junior high, high school and college
student taking part was given a ticket to a
program of the Marshall College Artists Series
for 1956-57. The tickets were donated by the Mar
shall College Artists Series Association.

r--

MISS RATCLIFFE also will be featured in
the musical portion of the annual business meet
ing of the Woman’s Club of Huntington Wednes
day.
The Chopin Award Festival is sponsored by.
the “Woman’s Club and is under the direction
of its Music Department.
COLLEGE Group: Miss Nancy Barbour,
Miss McClenny, who spoke briefly following
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Barbour, last night’s program, is assistant professor of
4046 Eighth Street Road, pupil of Mrs. Lavelle music at Hollins College. She has served as a
T. Jones, and Miss Rosalie Hudson, daughter judge for the State Federation Contest in Piano
of Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Hudson of Costa, W. Va., of West Virginia and North Carolina. She also
also a pupil of Mrs. Jones.
' has judged for the District Federation Contest
The over-all winner and the group winners in Southwest Virginia.
HIGH SCHOOL Group (10th, 11th and 12th
grades): Miss Grace Barrett, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Robert S. Barrett, 535 Madison Avenue, pupil of Mrs. Townshend, and Miss Judy
Boso, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Boso, 712
Harrison Court, pupil of Mi’s. E. S. Chandler, Jr.

1
Marshall Prof Receives Grant

------- —■——------- ’

shein, 126 Roby Road; Mrs. H.
A. Meadows, 1125 Nineteenth
j 'street; John Meador, 1661 Thir; jteenth avenue; Edna Rutherford,
3025 Hughes street; William
Hughes, 2823 Collis avenue; Mary
M. Duckworth, 620 Sixth street;
H. B. Patterson, 2234 Washington
avenue;
Mildred Stearns, 746 Twentieth
t
street; Mrs. H. C. Hanholtz, 1315
Thirteenth street; Pauline Beard,
2982 McCoy Road; Peggy Vickers,
633% Fourth street; Mrs. Jane
Meadows, 320 Thirty-fifth street;
Sarah Goodrich, 1249 West Fifth
avenue; Mrs.- Douglas Ellis, Mil
ton; A. L. Spurlock, 334 Gallaher
street;
B. L. Bunn, 4197 Four-Pole Road;
Daisy Little, Ashland, Ky.; Mrs.
D. M. Trainer, 5609 Taylor Road;
Pat Taylor, Ashland, Ky.; Alvis
Riddle, 1457 Eleventh avenue; Mrs.
Kenneth B. Thompson, 724 Elouise
street; and George Mills, 1142
.Spring Valley Drive.
ii1
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Marshall Net
Thomas S. O’Connell, associate <' Mr.' O’Connell was one of two
the
nrofessor of music at Marshall West Virginians to receive
Team Beaten <
professor of ...—
grants which range from $300 to
College, has received a summer $500. The other is Mrs. Esther T. |
’ By The Associated Press .
grant-in-aid from the Southern Fel
of West Virginia Wes- CINCINNATI, Ohio — Marshall
u
lowship Fund at Chapel Hill, N. C., McAllester
J College ended an unsuccessful
leyan College.
jit was announced here today.
road trip here yesterday, bowing
to Cincinnati University’s power
ful tennis etam, 7-0, without win
ning a single set.
. The results:
FROSH GOLFERS WIN
I Wally Holzman (C) defeated Bill
Marshan’s-~sharp shooting fresh
Bias, 6 1, 6-3; Bill Hadley (C) won
man golf team slammed their way
over Charlie Bearden, 6-1, 6-0;
to their seventh straight win of
i, Harry Lambert (C) beat Larry
the season yesterday afternoon,
Hite, 6-1, 7-5; Denny Nabors (C)
walloping the Logan caddies, 14 %knocked off Bill Seidel, 6-3, 6-2;
% at the Logan Country Club.
Dick Roehr (C) downed Dubby
Linden Meade and Buddy Graham
Morris, 6-1, 6-3; Curt Beier (C)
had the day’s best score with 74’s.
.topped George Templin, 6-0, 6-2;
• Doubles — Beier-Lamb (C) de
feated Templin-Seidel, 7-5, 6-1.
a

Fourth Estate
Dinner Marks.
Anniversary
The Fourth Estate, woman’s
honorary journalism club at Mar
shall College, will celebrate its
25th anniversary Tuesday with
an initiation and banquet in the
Garden room of the Hotel Fred
erick. The initiation will be at
, 5 P. M. and the banquet at 6
P. M.
• Presiding officers at the ini
tiation will be Miss Virginia Lee,
faculty adviser and founder of
the Fourth Estate; Miss Patricia
Talbert, president, and Mrs.
Page Pitt, alumnae.
Pledges to be initiated will be
Misses Patsy Friend, Pat Cooper, i
Marjorie Cappellari, Jo Ann Mc
Clellan, Geneva Scott, Eugenia
Damron, LeVerne Logan and
Betty Frame.
Special awards will be given
to the woman student who has
done the most consist-ant work in
journalism and to the one who
has had the best published work.
The judges will be W. Page
Pitt, head of the Journalism De
partment, Marshall College; Miss
Dorothy Buzek, general news re
porter for The Huntington Ad
vertiser and William S. Keesee
I editor of The Parthenon.
Officers will also be elected
, at the dinner.
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Slack Cops Two Honors As Marshall
Cage Squad Is Feted At Banquet

’

Big Green
Squads Set
Busy Week

/ ' /

(See1 P'ictur^n'^age' 17)

The Marshall College tennis,
track and golf squads will all see
action this week.
The het squad will open this
week’s card today when it meets
the Ohio University Bobcats at the
Marshall Courts. Starting time is |
2 o’clock.
Coach Lanny Brisbin’s team will
be looking for its first victory
of the still young season. It has
lost six in a row, returning from
a disastrous road trip where it
met with defeat with the Univer-.
sity of Richmond, V. P. I., Uni-'
versity of Virginia and Washing
ton and Lee.
Coach Jules Rivlin and ' his
track squad will make its initial
showing of the season tomorrow
when it travels to Athens, Ohio to
participate in the Ohio University
Relays.
Coach Whitey Wilson and his
linksmen will engage in three con
tests this week. The first of these
will be Thursday when the squad
travels to Dayton, Ohio to meet
the Dayton Flyers. Starting time
is 2 P. M.
The Golf team will be in action
again Friday. This time it hits the
road to the Blue Grass state of
Kentucky where it plays Villa Madonna. Starting time is set at
1:30.

From there the linksmen will
move over to Lexington Saturday
to be entertained by the Universit'
. of Kentucky Wildcats.

Fulcher Will
Preside At
Conference

r"^ Ab*'*
Tom' Fulcher,' youth directoY at
Central Methodist Church and a
Marshall College junior, will
leave Wednesday for Philadelphia
to preside at a planning confer
ence for Methodist youth to be
held Thursday and Friday at
Swarthmore College.
Mr. Fulcher was chosen youth
chairman of the Northeastern
Jurisdiction last July at a train
ing conference for subdistrict,
district and conference officers of
the Methodist Youth Organization
held at Lycoming College, Wil
liamsport, Pa.
The jurisdiction covers 13 states,
the District of Columbus, Puerto
•Rico, and six church areas, in
deluding Pittsburgh, of which Hun
tington Methodist churches are a
ipart.
... IM>.,...
___________

BY FRED BURNS /
Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

A habit he picked up during the basketball season was still
in control last night as Charlie Slack copped the only two honors
passed out at the campus banquet honoring Coach Jules Rivlin
and his Marshall College basketball team.
The champions of the Mid-American Conference were feted
during a program sponsored by the Big Green Club and they
heard praise heaped on them
ing his companionship.
from all angles.
By a vote of the squad memAndy Dantoni, president of the
hers Captain Slack received a Big Green Club, presided and set
wrist watch as the most valu the pattern by thanking the visiable player and a plaque which tors for the cooperation they had
honored him for his outstanding given the Marshall athletic proleadership. The watch was a ram.
From there on everyone got a
presentation of arry .Greenstein
of Rogers Jewelers and the “thank you” from some direction.
plaque was provided by Larry
Actually the affair was also
Glick of Dunhill’s.
in honor of the freshman basket
ball team and the varsity wrest
In making the presentations ling team. Dr. Stewart H. Smith,
Coach Rivlin complimented Slack Marshall president, pointed out the
for his fine performances and his very successful season enjoyed
abilities as a leader. Rivlin pointed by Dr. Mike Joseph’s frosh eagers
out that since the season had and complimented Dr. Sam
closed Slack had played in five Clagg’s success with the varsity
independent tournaments and had wrestling team.
been named the most valuable
Rivlin made the featured talk
.player in. four, of-them..
and was highly complimentary
Slack proved himself a champ as he related a long list of in
ion in another field as he re dividuals who, “have been so
sponded with a fine talk in which kind to me, helped me with many
he thanked everyone for their problems and contributed heavily
consideration and said that his to the success we have enjoyed
ambition now is to be a credit in my first year of college coach
to the school which had afforded ing. Without this kind of loyal
him such wonderful opportunities. support the road would have been
“And,” he said, “I only hope my rocky and rough.” He introduced
boys can have the advantage of the members of his squad and
the leadership I did and also the again the compliments flowed. He
fine companionship I enjoyed.” contributed the team success to
Concerning the leadership he nod the cooperation the boys gave
ded toward Coach Rivlin and him and the fine physicial con
pointed to his teammates concern- dition they maintained.

Rivlin also had some com
ments about his trip to the bas
ketball coaches meeting during
the NCAA tournament. Of chief
interest was the fact that he
couldn’t pin any of the. big name
schools down concerning a basket
ball game in the Immediate fut
ure, "but we got several prom
iises.”
“Marshall has a pretty good
.
reputation
out in the basketball
■
world
so we can’t expect some
( the big boys to take us on un
of
j they do a little thinking. Port
til
;land University and the Air Force
Academy team are both scheduled
to come East in the next couple of
years and we may be able to
interest them. Also the University
of Miami Hurricanes, down in
Florida, are scheduled to come
up this way and we- may be able
to get a game with them. I would
also like to tell you that our suecess in basketball is having a
good effect in that there are many
boys wanting to come to Marshall.
I hate to say it but we have some
20 to 25 boys who wanted to come
here but we could not take on
scholarships.' We only have a few
scholarships and we have to pick
the most outstanding boys and
some with some height.”

Physicist To Address Teachers

1

. i /
r>f'
s
7- /5"5t
•
prior to becoming a sire financial aid may be eligible j
Lecturers for the Summer Ih-/tucky
L.
stitute for Secondary School Sci member of the Vanderbilt Uni-, for stipends of $300 to $450. The
| stipends will be granted on a basis
ence Teachers to take place at versity staff in 1943.
THE PURPOSE of the Summer of need« eligibility of applicant j
Marshall College from June 4
through July 13 include Dr. Guy institute is to help high school[ ’ for graduate work, professional I
Forman, member of the Physics1 teachers gain a better insight science preparation and teaching
Department of Vanderbilt Univer- into basic concepts and subject experience.,
sity.
matter of the different physical Further information concerning
Dr. Forman will lecture and give | sciences. The Institute is one of 21
_ Program ana, the, awarding
of
stipends
may be obtained by
demonstrations in physics for being conducted throughout the writing to Dr.
Donald C. Martin, .
qualified high school science country by the National Science director of Summer Institute for
teachers from seven states who Foundation.
I Science Teachers, Marshall College.‘_________
will attend the Summer Institute. . Only teachers from West Vir- lege
— ——
_
Dr. Forman received his ginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia,
Bachelor of Science degree from . Tennessee, North Carolina, and
Western Kentucky State College. South Carolina who hold a Bach
Master of Arts work was com elors Degree will participate in 4
;
pleted at the University of In the Marshall program.
diana. He received his Ph. D. de Qualified teachers who are in
gree from the University of Ken- terested in attending and who de-[ •;

.
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Bad Science Problem Exists J j

But It’s Not Insurmountable
‘ can ■'step 'intoS?u<^ good positions

(Last In
By BROOKS WELLS
i “Is it really true our children
are graduating from high school
unprepared to enter science and
engineering courses in college?”
j This was the question being
masked today by Cabell county par
ents. It was as though they had
suddenly become aware of a per
sonal problem.’
From the colleges came only
one answer. Yes.
! At Marshall, Dr. Donald C. Mar
tin. head of the physics depart, ment, said “This year I have only
one student who is majoring in
physics. In past years I usually
have had two or three students.
“Yes, it’s a fact that freshmen
college students for the most part
are unprepared to enter the sci
ence field.”
Need “Pure Scientists”
Dr. Martin added that there is
an urgent need for more “pure
scientists”.
“Most of the students who ma
jor in physics do not go ahead
and take post graduate work. They

when they get out of college, they
just don’t bother to take graduate
work,” he declared.
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall, while admitting that
a serious problem exists, in
jected some hope into the picture.
“The problems of our schools
today are many as well as seri
ous. Although they are serious,
there is nothing insurmountable
about them.
“The regrettable thing is that
the public has been so painfully
slow in assuming its share of the
responsibilities for solving these
problems. Of course, the layman
cannot solve them alone. By work
ing together the job can be done.
Much progress has been made
during the past two years but it
will require many more years of
great effort and close cooperation
before the serious deterioration in
our schools can be corrected.”
Concrete Plan
From among the myriad sug
gestions by educators and boards
of education dealing with the
shortage of engineering students

ConcertTonight Ends Series
-'V - /. k k.

k,1 >

The' 20th season' of tHe lifar■ shall College Artists Series will
end with a 0000611. by the Roe; Chester Symphony Orchestra toI night at 8:30 P. M. at the KeithAlbee Theater.
j The 90-piece organization will
I arrive by Chesapeake & Ohio
i train at 10:45 A. M. The conduc
tor is Erich Leinsdorf.

Appearing as soloist at the con
cert will be Jorge Bolet, Cuban
pianist.
Present series subscribers may
renew their seat locations for the
1956-57 season during the re
nt a i n d e r of this week at the I
Becker Music Store, 1040 Fourth
Avenue. Seat sales for new sub
scribers will begin Monday.

General Netters
Defeat Marshall.

(

CONCERT AT COLLEGE
The Marshall College Symphonette will present a concert of the
works v*
of Mozart
J ----- -and Schubert at
wuxws
*-•
8:15
“X t invM
auitorium. The" public is invited
to attend.
/

I

LEXINGTON, Va., April 10 —
The Washington and Lee tennis !
team turned back Marshall Col
lege 7-2 here today by sweeping
the doubles and winning the
singles 4-2.
Bill Bias of Marshall defeated
Mauricio Glauser 8-6 and 6-4 and
Charles Bearden of Marshall
downed Dick Butrick 6-1 and 6-3.
Other results, with W-L players listed first, were John Peale
’defeated Larry Hite, 6-4 and 6-1;
Art Hufford defeated Bill Seidel
6-4 and 6-4; Bill Boyle defeated
Dubby Morris, 6-3 and 7-5;
George Stuart defeated Cebe
Price 6-3 and 6-3; Glauser and
Hufford defeated Bias and Mor-;
ris, 5-7, 10-8 and 6-1; Butrick
and Peale defeated Bearden and
Seidel 10-8 and 6-2; and Boyle
and Woods defeated Price and
Hite 6-0 and 9-7.

and the growing shortage of teach they say. “But today the surge of
ers, there has emerged one con war-born youngsters advancing
steadily upon our limited high {
crete plan.
This summer high school teach school facilities has created a new
j
ers of physical sciences will at problem.
tend a Summer Institute at Mar “The pattern is being repeated i
in our colleges. These same young
shall.
The Summer Institute is spon people are growing up. Many of
sored. by the National Science them will soon enter institutions j
Foundation. The Foundation un of higher learning. Shall we re- ;
derwrites most of the expenses of peat our mistakes by waiting until I
the teachers who attend the ses the problem is upon us? Or shall |
we anticipate the need for more
sions.
During the course, high school college teachers, more space, and
teachers will be informed of the more equipment, particularly in
serious national threat being im engineering and science?”
posed upon the United States by Overhaul Needed
the decline in the number of grad Despite all the controversy. De- I
uating engineers and scientists.
spite the hundreds of suggested so- !
It is hoped that the high school lutions. The fact remains that an
teachers will return to their class overhaul of the country’s system ,
rooms next fall with a clearer un of education is one of its most
derstanding of the importance of important problems.
preparing their students for col That is why local educators ap
lege.
plaud the forthcoming Summer In- ;
Teachers Drop
stitute for high school teachers at.
Meanwhile, school authorities Marshall.
continue to watch the catastrophic
It is a tiny light in a vast and
drop in the number of teachers.
dark room. But it is a light, and
“We could calculate the grow from it there could emerge a new
ing need as far back as 1950” illumination on the problem.
j

Rhine Journey ColoiTo^ue

To Be Shown April 23
The Marshall College Cofnrnunity" Form will present Curtis ’
F. Nagel and his colorlogue, “Rhine Journey,” April 23, at
8:15 P. M. in the college auditorium. Nagel is considered to i
be one-of the world’s most traveled men as well as a pioneer i
of ■ theatrical color motion pictures.
_
j
In the early 1920’s Mr. Nagel was associated with technicolor
at its pioneer plant in Boston,
Mass. One of the motion pic ural lead into the lecture field.«
tures youngest producers of that Today Mr. Nagel has twelve or '
time, he made over forty Tech more glorious Kodachrome mas- ;
nicolor Color Classics and Color terpieces available for the lec- j
Symphonies which set a new ture audiences of the country.1
standard for the theatres of the They cover in a mpst complete ]
manner, Scandinavia, the rest
country. His outstanding film,
“The Toyshop”, won the highest of Europe, the Pacific, the
praise and honors ever given Caribbean, the Central and
a short subject, including the South Americans, Ireland, (
Photoplay medal of that year. Alaska, Rhine Journey, “Por- \
Later he was co-producer with trait of Paris” completed late ;
F. W. Murnau of “TABU”, an 1953 which continues to receive |
the plaudit of those who have
epic film of the South Seas
which won the Academy Award, seen many of his other films; I
“Song of Switzerland”, and lus j
the greatest honor which can be
bestowed upon a film in the latest “The Beautiful Blue
motion picture industry. Turn Danube” presented this season
ing from Hollywood, Mr. Nagel has received “raves” of audi
toured almost every part of the ences coast-to-coast.
All new members of the
world filming his “Romantic
Journeys” for Educational Forum for 1956-57 who have pur
Films and “Paramount Color chased their season tickets will
Cruises” for Paramount Pic be admitted to “Rhine Journey” I
free of charge. They will also be
tures.
Urged by friends and travel admitted to the final presentaenthusiasts
to expand the tation of the season, the
length of his films for full fea Dublin Players, who will appear,
ture time showings, was a nat- May 14.
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Big Green Nine
Triumphs Over
Morehead 14-4

Marshall Nine

Will Play Tech
At Inco Today /
Ma'rsliaii College’s baseballteam, unbeaten in three games, '
attempt to make it four today
when it plays host to West Vir
ginia Tech at Inco Park. Game
time is 2 o’clock.
Coach Bill Chambers’ crew
holds victories over Morehead and
Concord, beating the latter in a
double-header here Thursday.
Chambers, however, figures Tech
to be the roughest of the three.
“I don’t know too much about
them,” he said. “But they’ve al
ways had good baseball teams.
They’ll be rough.”
Pitching assignments haven’t
been made as yet. Paul Under
wood, Marshall's top h u r 1 e r,
pitched at Morehead Tuesday.
Three other hurlers, Jim Lane,
Rudy Chandler and Bob Ashley,
1 saw action Thursday. Only one
Marshall pitcher is still untested
—forme HHS athletic Pat Paden.
Marshall hitters have accounted
for three home runs in its three
games. Donzil Hall hit two of
those, both in the first game with ‘
' Concord. John Mayberry slammed !
! the other, in the second game with
Iconcord. •

Putnam Bands
Are Tuning Up
For Festival
The All-Putnam County Band
will rehearse at Hurricane High
School from 9:30 to 11:30 A. M.
jand from 12:30 to 2:30 P. M. to;day. The band is composed of
25 musicians from Poca High
School, 25 from Hurricane High,
25 from Winfield High, 13 from
Buffalo High and 13 from Eleanor
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AXD Sorority
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Marshall
College turned 14 hits into exactly
that many runs Tuesday to defeat
the Morehead Eagles, 14-4, in a
i baseball game. The Big Green
piled up six quick runs in the first
two innings.
Pitcher Paul Underwood went all
the way for the visitors, striking
out nine and walking two. He also
was the big batsman, with four
hits out of five trips, including a
triple in Marshall’s five-run sev
enth inning.
Johnny Fannin and Don Hester
each had a single and triple for
Morehead.
MARSHALL
1
AR
AB JI P0 A
May’y ss 5 2 2 1
Parsley If 4.200
2 " n
Six cf
4 ”
1 2 0*
Ma’kl 3b 3' 1 2 1
-Hall 3b 0 0 0* 1
■Wolfe 2b 6 2 0_ 3
Greer lb 6 0 10 o
Brown rf 1_ 0 1' 0
i York rf ?3 2 1 0
Smith c 4 1 9- 0
U'wood p 5 4 0 4

Totals 43 15 27 10

MOREHEAD
AB H PO
Stu’ss cf 4 0 0
Fan'ln 3b 4 2 1
4 2 2
Tolle 2b
L
Sw’tz lb 4 1 9.
Cau’Ul c 4 1 10’
Fair rf 3 1 1
Skaggs rf 0 0- 0King of 2 0 1
Gre'ry If 1 0 1
Hes’r ss 4 2_ 1
Spen’r p 3 0
“ 0
An’son p 0 0 0
zCreech 1 0 0

A
0
1
3
0
2

0
0
0
03
2■
3
0
0

Totals ~34 9 27 11

z—Struck out for Anderson In 9th.

MARSHALL
MOREHEAD

240 110 150—14
100 002 1OO— 4

............
Parsley 2, York 2,
R
— 2,
Mayberry
Underwood 2, Six, Maleckl. Wolfe. Greer,
Brown, Smith, Sturglss, Fannin, Swartz,
Gregory. E—Mayberry. Underwood. Hes
ter 2, Gregory 2, King, Tolle. RBI—Un
derwood 4. Maleokl 3, Wolfe 2, Mayberry,
Parsley, York, Smith. Tolle, Hester 2,
Caudill. 2B — Mayberry. Wolfe 2,
Fair. 3B — Parsley, Underwood, Swartz.
Fannin, Hester. SAC — Smith 2. Pars
ley, York. DP — Greer, unassisted.
LOB — Marshall 12. Morehead 6. BB
— Underwood 2, Spencer 5. Anderson 2.
SO — Underwood 9. Spencer 7. Ander
son 2. HO — Spencer. 14 in 71/3 in
nings; Anderson, 1 in 12/3 innings.
HBP — Anderson (Six). Winner —
Underwood. Time — 2:45.

MC's Weaver
Given Trophy^

High.

Tomorrow at 7:30 P. M. the
band will play at a meeting of
Putnam County teachers at Hur
ricane High School.
On Saturday alb county bands
will participate in a band festival
at Hurricane, starting at 9 A. M.
Adjudicator will be Thomas O’
Connell of Marshall College.
On April 17 there will be rL
concert by the Hurricane junior
and senior High School bands at
7:30 P. M. at the high school.
A free will offering for the
band will be received.

i

Marslial/Code’s Don- Destver I
waltzed off with a sportsmanship
trophy Saturday as the Big Green
table tennis team finished fifth in
an inter-collegiate meet.
The team of Dubby Morris,
Weaver and Bill Sledel downed
Dayton, Ohio U and Case Tech,
but lost to Upsala. The group of
Ron Self, Walt Stowers and Carl |
Wolfe defeated Ohio U but lost to
Indian, Kent State and Upsala.

To Hold Meet
In Huntington
The Huntington alumnae chapter and the active chapter of
Alpha Xi Delta sorority at Maiv
shall College, will’serve as host
esses to the Province HI con
vention of the sorority May 4
5, and 6, in Huntington.
The Hotel Frederick will be
the convention headquarters. Ap
proximately 125 delegates will
attend.
Chapters to be represented
will be those at West Virginia
Wesleyan, Bethany College, West
Virginia University, Allegheny I
College, the University of PennI sylvania, University of MaryI land, Gettysburg College, Penn
State University, ^.and •"Marshall
College.
’ f
]
Alumnae chapters 'to be repre
sented are from Baltimore, Md.,
Buckhannon, W. Va.; Charles
ton, W. Va.; Clarksburg, W. Va.;
Gettysburg, Pa.; Meadville, Pa.,
Morgantown, W. Va.; Phila
delphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa.;
State College, Pa.; Uniontown,
Pa.; Richmond, Va.; Washing
ton. - D.- - c.; Wilmington,
Del.; Ii
—
_

| Northern Virginia, and Hunting
ton.
Mrs. James T. Danford is
, chairman, and Miss Vera Peters,
• co-chairman of the convention.
■ Province officers who will be j
in charge of the business sessions'are Mrs. Harold. E. Harkins of Bridgeport, Pa., president;
Mrs. James R. Welshonce of
Elkins, W. Va.; vice president;
Miss Doris Cheesman of Charles
ton, W.’Va.; secretary; and Miss
Grace Lemon of McKeesport,
Pa., treasurer.
!

MC Basebailers
Play Morehead
baseball
team left this morning for More
head, Kentucky where it was
scheduled to open its 1956 base
ball season today at 2 o’clock. |
The Big Green has three more
games scheduled this week.
Thursday, it plays Concord in a
twin-bill. The first game will start,
at 2 P. M., the second at 7:30 1
P. M. both slated for Inco park.
Marshall’s next game after that
is Saturday when it entertains
West Virginia Tech, also at
[2 P. M.
___ ■----------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------—
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2 Leaving
At Marshall

) ODK Awards;
i Assembly Is
i Set May 12

Two members of the Marshall
College faculty " have submitted
their resignations, effective at, i
: the end of the current college
year, President Stewart H. Smith
announced yesterday.
Both have accepted positions
at other schools at “substantial
salary increments,’’ Dr. Smith
j
■added.
Dr. David P. Stewart, assist
ant professory of geology, will
join the faculty of Miami Uni
versity at Oxford, O. Dr. Jeanne
Owen, associate professor of bus-I
iness administration, will take a i
position at Wake Forest (N. C.)
College.
Dr. Stewart has been at Mar-1
shall since 1949, and Dr. Owen I
since 1947.

r—’
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’ Dr. Mudge

Speaks At

M. C. Fok I

The'anfnnrl awards j&emWy at
Marshall College sponsored by
Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s lead
ership fraternity, has been sched-i
Formerly With
uled for May 12 at 7:30. P. M. in.
Old Main auditorium, it was an-:
Inco Here
nounced today.
Any individuals or organizations
Dr. William A. Mudge of New
in Huntington having awards or
York City, director of technical
scholarships to present at this as-,
sembly are asked to contact Bill; . service on mill products for the
International Nickel Co., will be i
Keesee at the office of The Partheprincipal speaker at the awards I
' non, Marshall student newspaper,
dinner of the Marshall College.
for an -application which must be
filled out.
Regional Science Fair Friday at
6 P. M. in the college cafeteria. ;
All applications must be in by
April 27.
His subject will be. “More Engl- i
neers for Progress.”
The assembly is an annual event,
Dr. Mudge was graduated from
held
to
students Wwho
_ __ - —
fl O ’ ’- recognize
.. . . OLUUUX1U5
Union College in 1914 and re
have excelled in various fields—-I
ceived his doctor’s degree at
academic, athletic and leadership j
— throughout the year.
Columbia University in 1920.
For 18 years he was chief
metallurgist at the Huntington
Works, of Inco. He has been with
the company since 1920.
Fair
Friday, Saturday
Banquet Honors
Dr. Mudge is a member of
many technical societies and has
Marshall Cage
published many technical articles
on nickel and high-nickel alloys.
Squad Tonight
The science fair at Marshall will
be held Friday and Saturday.
Marshall College’s Mid - Amer
' More than 200 exhibits entered by
ican basketball champions will be
students from the sixth through
feted with a banquet tonight at
the 12th grades in tri-state area
16:30
P. M. ...I
at 11the
College
“
______
Cafe
schools will be open to the public
teria. Tickets for the affair have
in the college gymnasium from
been listed at $2.50; and may be
7:30 to 10 P. M. Friday and
purchased at the Athletic Office
from 9 A. M. to noon Saturday.
and Dan’s Sport Shop.
Winners in both the junior and
Coach Jules Rivlin, who in his
senior divisions of the fair will be
first year as mentor* at his alma
announced at the dinner.
mater brought the college a
Campus tours and special
en- _
championship, will be the main
tertainment is being planned for
speaker. Rivlin has been quite
the students who will be visiting
busy in the knife and fork circuit
the campus' during the fair. This
the past two months, being guest
is the second year Marshall has
speaker at numerous banquets
sponsored such an event. One of
throughout the state.
its main purposes is to encourage
Members of the squad being
talented youths to enter scientific
honored are: Capt. Charlie Slack,
careers.
Cebe Price, Paul - Underwood,
Dr. Howard L. Mills- of
thevvicol-, ,
-----------Dave Kirk, Hal Greer, Jack Free
lege faculty is . fail- director.
man, Bob Ashley, Dave Dingess,
.....---John. Mayfield, Joe Hunnicutt,
Jerry Pierson, and Mgr. Ron Wil
liamson. Slack is the only senior
of the group.

I

Big Green Golf
Team Is Beaten

/

i Ohio University, defending Mid- i
[American Conference golf cham-1
pion, edged Marshall College, 18*4-:
j8%, yesterday at the Guyan
Country Club.
The victory was the sixth in
eight starts for Ohio U. It evened
Marshall's record at 1-1. It was
the Big Green’s first MAC match
of the year.
Best scorers were Dave Morris
and Dudley Kinder of Ohio with
75s. Marshall’s Ray Burcham had
a 77.
The results:
Jack Freeman (M) .88-40-78 (0) vs.
Dudley Kinder (OU) 87-38-75 (8).
Jack Stewart (M) 38-42-80 (1) vs.
Warren Worthley (OU) 40-39-70 (2).
Rorer White (M) 40-41-81 (0) vs. Dave
Moore (OU) 37-38-75 (3).
Ray Burcham (M) 30-38-77 (2%) vs.
Bob Waggoner (OU) 40-38-78 (»/*).
Thurman Watts (M) 39-41-80 (1%)
vs. Dick Luther (OU) 39-41-80 <1%).
Jack Powers (M) 43-41-84 (1) vs.
Jerry Knox (OU) 45-36-81 (2).
Best Ball:
Freeman-Stewart (M) 3-7-38-73 (V.V)
vs.
Klnder-Worthley
(OU)
36-37-37
(P/4).
White-Burcham (M> 39-37-70 (O) vs.
Moore-Waggoner (OU) 36-35-71 (3).
Watts-Powers (M) 38-39-77 (I) vs.
Luther-Knox (OU) 39-35-74 (2).

Beck Speaker
For Unitarians,. k

(

Dr.' Lloyd Beck, professor of
i Philosophy at Marshall College,
will address the Unitarian Fel
lowship of Huntington on “Mod
ern Ideas on Religion” tomorrow.
Dr. H. C. Darlington is the pres
ident of the group. The meeting
held
in the
will be 1..
— ...
‘ bridge room
—
of the Hotel 1Prichard at 7:30
discussion
period
P. M. A short
will be held at the close of the
speech, and a coffee hour will
follow.

J--------- —VVXlif

Endowment Fund
Started At College

Marshall Tennis
Team Plays Gens

A
Sonatldfi"to"the Marshall
College Foundation by Greek
letter organizations on the cam
pus was announced yesterday by
Albin Wheeler, who served as cochairman for Greek Week at the
college. The contribution repre
sents part of the proceeds from

Marshall College’s tennis squad
seeks its first victory of the sea
son this afternoon in Lexington,
Va. when it battles the Washing-'
ton & Lee netmen.
. The Big Green lost its fourth
straight match yesterday in Char
lottesville, bowing to the Univer
sity of Virginia, 8-1.
Bill Bias and Dubby Morris
teamed up to give Marshall its
| only win — a doubles victory. The
•pair defeated Jim Cromwell and
'John Berkley, 3-6, 6-4, 7-5.

^The $200 will be used to start
an endowment fund. President
i stewart H. Smith of Marshall weli corned the gift as “a good begin-1
ning” for such a. fund. _____ '

I
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Marshall Takes Top Honors
At Pershing Rifle Meeting

\

'AMss Armed Forces Day'
Entries Being Accepted

XIJ.X1V XIA WlXXJl^

,

"
/vrz.
Members%f the' Pershing^ifle®
' and academics within the ROTC.
of the Marshall College ROTC It is not a part of the Army but
unit literally walked away with only ROTC students may belong.
top honors yesterday in the sec Judges for the competition were
ond annual Invitational Pershing Maj. L. J. White, Unit Advisor
the U. S. Army Reserve here,
Rifles Drill Meet, sponsored by for
Maj. William Perkowsky and
Marshall and conducted on the Capt. Joseph Wingard, both of
college campus.
the USAR here.
Marshall took second place in Maj. Robert Wensley, assistant
all events leading up to the professor of military science and
platoon drill competition and took tactics, is • faculty advisor to the
Marshall Pershing Rifles. .
the trophy in that event putting
them eight-points ahead of the
over-all runner-up, Ohio Univer
sity.
Ohio State University rated
third place and the fourth school,
West Virginia State College,
trailed.
Marshall College initiated the |i

/■

I
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Entrie^ for tfrt ^’Miss iKned Forces Day” contest are be' ing accepted now, Major Purdy Phillips announced today. Ma
jor Phillips is contest chairman.
■ The contest is a traditional feature of the annual Armed
Forces Day on May 19. The winner will be selected at the
Armed Forces day dance at Memorial Field House May 19.
More than 33 contestants were sponsored by local civic
. groups and military reserve units in last year’s contest. Miss
Darlene Harbour, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harbour of
253 Locust street, was the winner. She was sponsored by the
670th Quartermaster Co.
Rules for this year’s contest require that contestants be
from the Huntington area and between 16 and 21 years old. Each
contestant must be sponsored by a local recognized organiza
tion, such as a fraternal order, club, military unit or business
establishment.
The contest committee will contact the agencies who spon
sored contestants last year by letter, and others desiring to
sponsor a contestant are encouraged to notify Major Phillips
at the military department, Marshall College. Rules governing
the conduct of the contest will be sent to prospective sponsors.
i
Sponsoring organizations are asked to make application to
Major, Phillips prior to May’ 1 in order to permit arrangement
for appropriate publicity. A contestant may be registered simply
by notifying Major Phillips by telephone or letter.

meet last year. Ohio State Uni- j
versity took the first place trophy
that year’ but lost it to Marshall
yesterday.
Smaller trophies and their win
ners were: best individual cadet
in drill, Ohio State University;
Dr. Paul D. Stewart, 412 Nor-] of political science af"Marshall | of the All Huntington Associa
Associa-
best squad drill, Ohio University;
best rifle team, Ohio State Uni way Avenue, associate professor College, yesterday became the tion.
| second candidate to announce for Dr. Stewart was born in Flor
versity; and best platoon drill,
! a seat on the 11-member charter ida. He holds an A. B. degree
Marshall College.
• board to be qualified if Hunting- from Hope College at Holland,
The Marshall platoon was di
I ton voters decide May 8 to have Mich., and a master’s degree
rected through the paces by
I a new charter drafted.
and his doctorate from Duke
Platoon Cadet Lt. Joe Griffith.
| Votes will be cast for charter University.
His commands and the platoon’s .
Dr. Stewart came to Marshall
board at the same time votes
responses io them were carried'
are cast for or against drafting College in 1948. He is an elder
out with exact precision.
at the Beverly Hills Presbyterian
a new charter.
The Pershing Rifles is a naDr. Stewart is supported by the Church, member of Phi Beta
tional organization of students ofj
All Huntington Association, which Kappa and holds membership in
ROTC colleges who are outstand-. ‘
. ■ advocates a city manager char the National Municipal League,
ing in precision drill, leadership I,
i ter. The first to announce for the Southeast Huntington Im
the board was Borge Rosing, provement Association and the
Political Science Asso
vice-president and sales manager Southern
of the West Virginia Steel & ciation.
He and Mrs. Stewart are the
X
/W/r. I Manufacturing Co. and president parents
of three children.
Marshall's'freshhfeif' golfers de'feated their varsity counterparts
yesterday at the Guyan Country
Club, 11-7 in a match which was
continued from last week.
Miss Berridge Long, state wom
en’s amateur champion, won her
match for the frosh — her first
event as a member of a Marshal squad. She defeated Thur- ?
man Watts, 82-86 (3).
The .results: Linden Meade (F)
37- 39—76 (3), Jack Stewart (V)
40-41—81; Jack Freeman (V)
38- 40—79 (3), Drexel Meade (F)
40- 42—82; Buddy Graham (F)
(2%), Roger White
41- 23—79
42- 38—80 (%); Berri Long (F)
41-41—82 (3) Thurman Watts (V)
(F)
r • 43-43—86; Larry McDowell
“
” —
43- 40—83 (2%), Jack Powers
43- 41—84 (%), Mike Perry (V)
44- 42-36 (3), Jerry Robinson (F)
45- 44-89.

Professor Seeking Seat On Charter Board

——

Frosh Golfers

Defeat Varsity

'

d Contacts To Marshall Group)
i

LZ U

By ZDORIS MILLElt
i The spring retreat of the Stulents Christian Association of
Marshall College, held at Howjll’s Mills last weekend, brought
tome significant world contacts
o a Huntington group of Chris
tian youth.
“The purpose of the retreat
is to give the students a time to
get away from the hustle and
bustle of the campus and spend
time in thought and medita
tion,” Lander Beal, student re
ligious counselor at the college,
explained.
And one of the objectives of
the SCA is to bring all Christian
students together for fellowship
. and unity in the common p u im
poses of Christianity, the coun
selor said. This purpose was
well fulfilled by the retreat,
which was held in an Evange*. lical United Brethren camp by
‘.'representatives from a number
' of denominations and three
I races. William D. Hall, IndianI ipolis, Ind., former Christian
i ’.hui'ch Missionary to India and
| resent director of the general
I hurch program of the Departi tent of Missionary Education,
i as one of the speakers. Miss
ary Garland Taylor, PresbyI vian missionary on furlough
| m Brazil, was another. Miss
:o Yokoya, Japanese Meth! >t who is a graduate student
I Marshall College, was a disl Ion group adviser.
L e topic for discussion and
, . Luitation was “The Campus
' and the Revolutionary World.”L1..In_ preparation, a number of

the group had read “Encounter
With Revolution” by Richard
Shaull, a Christian education
textbook which points out the
general unrest and revolution
which prevails throughout the
world today, and urges the in
dividual Christian to present, a
better example through active
Christian participation in world
affairs. Both textbook and
speakers presented some chal
lenging modern viewpoints.
Mr. Hall, the Saturday night
speaker, told of some of his own
experiences in the mission field
and explained why the work of
the missionary is vitally importtant.
“If we want to help Asia’s
millions, we first must change
their outlook on life,” he said.
“Millions live constantly in fear •
of evil spirits, or gods, they be
lieve are around them. Progress
is impossible where people live
by a religion based on the fear
of hideous, malevolent gods,
with only the purpose to deceive
or propitiate them. When we
teach them that God is a loving
Father, they are released from
bondage.”
The missionary expressed the
thought that life in Christian
countries is based on belief in
the goodness of God and the dig-

nity of the individual as a child
ot God. He added that compara
tively few of us live consistently
according to our basic beliefs.
“Furthermore, we have a
stewardship of the gospel mes
sage,” Mr. Hall pointed out.”
Think of all the miserably un
happy people who are looking
for some good news, some up
lifting spiritual truth to which
they can dedicate their lives.
The only plan God has for re
deeming the world is through
weak people, like us. Christian
converts in Asia rejoice in the
love of Christ. ‘When you have
such wonderful news, why have
you been so long telling us? they
ask.”
“The world has the anoma
lous situation today of the Com-

„
|
!

munists arousing deep spiritual
dedication by denying that the
spiritual things exist, and the
Christians failing to arouse spir
itual response to the great
truths of Christianity because of
their own lack of dedication,”
the missionary stated.
After the general meeting, the
students broke up into small
groups for further discussion.
About 50 students and Christian
leaders were present.

/
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| Artists Series Box Office
To Close For Season Monday

New IneriiBerships (’‘to tfie ' may
‘
be purchased tomorrow at
Marshall College Artists Series
the downtown box office at the U
I Becker Music Store, 1040
Fourth avenue.
The box office will close to
morrow and tickets will not be
available again until next fall.
|
The Artists Series 21st sea
son will feature the Yugoslav
State Company of dancers,
singers- and musicians on Oc
tober 23. This will’ be the open
ing attraction.
Thursday, November 8, Jane
Hobson (Mrs. John V. Shepherd
of Huntington) will be soloist
. with the National Symphony
A painting,''“Hillside Community7”, by Arthur Carpenter, of
Orchestra of Washington, D. C.
Huntington, was placed among the six best works in the Allied
The NBC Opera, on Novem
Artists of West Virginia 21st annual art exhibition at MorrisHarvey College in Charleston. The awards were judged Monday
ber 27, will present “The Mar
night.
riage of Figaro”, by Mozart,
with a company of 100.
Carpenter also won the Woodrum’s Award for the best portrait
The Ballet Russe de Monte
In the show with his painting of
Carlo will appear Monday, De
a “miner”.
cember 3. Featured dancers
The exhibition was given in co
will be Igor Youskevitch, one of
operation with the second an I
■
'<
the world’s greatest male danc
nual Creative Arts Festival of
ers today, and Cuban dancer
West Virginia which opened in
Alicea Alonso. They will have
Charleston last Sunday and
a company of 100 with orchestra
closes tomorrow.
and full corps de ballet.
On February 20, the St. Louis
OTHER Huntington artists and
Symphony Orchestra will be
their works which are being dis
in Huntington with Szigeti, vio
played at the exhibit are Joan
linist, as soloist.
Loeblein Mondrach, “Coquette”
Thursday, March 14, the se
and “King Leo,” and Olga
ries will close the season with
Thabet, “Dream On A Christ
mas Tree” and “Huntington
a return engagement of the
Skyline Eighth Street Hill”.
world famous pianist Artur
Rubinstein.
Judge Virgil Cantini, of t h e
Members of the Artists Series
University of Pittsburgh faculty,
board include Dr. Stewart H.
selected 70 pieces for exhibit
Smith, president; Mr. Baxter,
j from a total of 135 entries. He
manager; Mrs. Will Mount’,
I also chose the award-winners.
secretary - treasurer: Ralph
|
The two Huntington women’s
Edeburn, Okey Keadle. Wilbur
; works were among those chosen
j
Pursley, Barbara Flinn and
! for display.
ARTHUR CARPENTER __ ___J
Jamie Johnston. Miss Flinn
and Mr. Johnston are student
member®.

Huntington Man Wins Art
Awards In Charleston

wadj j
If. »
’

lift.
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: Eight At Marshall
Chosen Cheerleaders

Ii

Famed Pianist With
Rochester Orchestra

Jorge Bolet/ renowned pianist? j <democratic musical organizations.
Heal’d in symphony concerts, •
will appear with the Rochester
>
U
■
j
-5
By LAVERNE LOGAN
over
the air and on recordings,1
Philharmonic Orchestra here
the Rochester Philharmonic has;
Eight Marshall College women have been chosen to serve as’
Thursday night. The concert at been increasingly recognized as
for the next year, according to Larry Hite, Hunting-:
r cheerleaders
<
8:30 P. M. at the Keith-Albee a first-class symphonic group.
I iton junior and cheerleader committee chairman.
Theatre will conclude the current
Erich Leinsdorf has been music
They include Par Davidson, Branchland junior; Jo Ann Reilly,
season of the Marshall College director and conductor of the:
orchestra for seven years. He has
Huntington sophomore; Judy Fearon, Wheeling sophomore; Mary
Artist Series. ,
conducted a number of the world’s
Joyce
I Ann Thompson, Charleston freshman; C
__ _ Lucas,
__ . South
" Charles-:
Mr. Bolet is an artist of inter leading orchestras, including the
ton freshman and Barbara Var
national stature. His gifted per London Philharmonic, the NBC
ney, Williamson freshman.
formances have been acclaimed Symphony, the Robin Hood Dell i
colleges and universities that have
Evelyn Grose, Crumpler soph- chapters of Pi Kappa Delta, na
on both sides of the Atlantic. The Orchestra of Philadelphia, the
tional
speech
honorary.
a
n
d
Peggy
Tolley,
Mulpiano virtuoso is one of the most Cleveland Orchestra and the Chi- i
omore,
Sorority
Formal
Set
i
widely heard recitalists in North cago Symphony. Mr. Leinsdorf'
lens freshman, are alternates,
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority will’
America, and is a favorite or was recently made director of the
selected
by
a
The women were
chestral soloist with major sym New York City Opera Company.
have its annual Spring Formal;
new point system devised by a dance, “The Royal Sigma Ball”
phonies.
i two faculty members who also tomorrow night from 9 to 1 at
Mr: Bolet received his early
:rved
as judges for the tryouts.
’ sei
.
training at the Curtis Institute in
the Cabaret Room. Bill Ed Clark
Philadelphia. After early success
Debaters Will Vie
and his orchestra will play.
es in Europe, Mr. Bolet returned
j Four members of the debate Chaperons will be Mr. James
to the United States to win the
team, coached by Ben W. Hope iStais, Dr. Michael Josephs, and
coveted Neumburg and Josef
'associate professor of speech, will I'Mr. and Mi’s. R. C. Steele.
Hoffman Awards. His debut with
be in Grove City, Pa., April 9-11 . The ‘“Forty-Niners Ball” of
;to
compete
the Province of the |I Sigma
X11C .Alpha Epsilon------the New York Philharmonic-Sym
Lakes
Pi in
Kappa
fraternity
Delta speech will be Saturday night from 9 to
phony was hailed as “the
most outstanding concerto read
1 at the Cabaret Room. Johnny
j tournament.
Janice Caldabaugh, McMechen x ** v“u r™**”
— ------- ing of the season.”
: sophomore; Ruth Ann McCabe. McCoy and hls orchestra will furSince recording the Prokofieff
nish the thusiv.— •
Piano Concerto No. 2, the great
■St. Albans sophomore; Tom Car1i
pianist has fast become person
iter. Huntington freshman, and
ally identified with the concerto.
■" Charles Wagner, Huntington sophOne leading critic has written:
, omore, comprise the team.
i
“Bolet is like a bullet that pierces
“*; The topic for debate is the
the very tough steel that is with
i guaranteed annual wage plan.,
out a doubt the most exhaustingly
{Each team will debate the nega
virtuosic piano work of our cen
tive and affirmative sides of the
tury.”
i question, and participate in dis
|
Mr. Bolet will appear as soloist i
cussions pertaining to it.
Students enrolling in 1956 sum
i in Rachmaninoff’s “Concerto No.
The team will compete with
mer classes at Marshall College
3
”
Thursday
night.
I representatives from northeastern
may select courses of study from
A native of Havana, Cuba, he
7 ■ / </-/y : 214 classes in 30 fields, according
Mrs. Raymond Suppes of
has long been an American citi
to Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall (
zen. His career was interrupted
Chevy Chase, Md., national
registrar and director of admis-1
by World War II, during which
president of Alpha Chi Omega
'
sions.
■
he served as an officer in both
; The summer term, which begins
sorority, will be honored today
the Cuban and U. S. Armies.
June 5, will consist of two six-;
The Rochester orchestra, receiv
with a tea given by the Moth
, Week sessions. Twelve semester
ing the full support of its home
'hours in graduate or undergradu-j
ers Club of Gamma Omicron
i community, may well be one of
ate work may be earned.
• j
| the world’s largest and most
chapter at Marshall College, at
Summer term schedules have \
3 P. M. at the chapter house,
• been printed and may be obtained;
by writing the college registrar’s!
1601 Fifth avenue.
office.
;
Mrs. Suppes, who is serving
Fields represented are art, Bible
and religion, biological sciences,
her second term as president,
botany, business administration,
colonized the Marshall chapter
chemistry, economics, education,
in the fall of 1952. She will at
engineering, English, French, ge
ography, geology, history, home
tend a meeting of the chapter
i economics, journalism and library
Monday night and will conduct
science;
a workshop following the meet
Mathematics, music, philosophy,
ing.
physical education, physics, politi
Mrs. Suppes is a graduate of
cal science, psychology, science,
social studies, sociology, Spanish,
the University of Washington,
speech and zoology.
Seattle, where she was a mem
ber of Rho chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega, and phi Beta Kap
pa. She will leave Hunting ton
Tuesday.
--.CT
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Sorority Head
To Be Honored
At Tea Today , 1

214 Summer
Classes Set
At Marshall

Marshall Net
Team Defeats
OU For 1st Win

t ’S<e' /Ma ' *•

!' The tennis team of Marshall Col
lege finally won its first match
yesterday, and it' couldn’t have
come at a better time or against
a better foe. The Big Green de
feated Ohio University in a Mid
American Conference match, 7-2.
Coach Lanny Brisbin’s team
[ had dropped four s t r a i gh t
matches, a 11 non-conference en- r
counters.
The results:
Bill Bias (M) defeated Jim Hart
man, 6-3, 6-3; Charlie Bearden
(M) lost to Al Ludlum, 6-8, 6-1,
6-3; Larry Hite (M) topped Joe
Saggio, 6-3, 64; Bill Seidel (M)
beat Carl Hutchinson, 64, 6-3;
Dubby Morris (M) was defeated
by Bob Bredenfuerber, 6-8, 6-3,
11-9; Cebe Price (M) downed
Dick Woolwine, 6-2, 6-0.
Doubles scores; Bias-Morris (M)
upended Hartman-Ludlum, 64, 4-6,
6-3; Bearden-Seidel (M) dumped
Saggio-Bredenfuerber, 64, 5-7, 6-3;
Price-George Templin (M) toppled Dick Nellis-Roger Fenneman,
6-2, 6-4.

Foreign Languages Being
Taught Grade Schoolers
I
“Bonjour, -mothe'r. Comment allez-vous aujoui'd’hui” say soma
i Huntington elementary school students bouncing into their home®
| with all the energy of a school-age youngster.
|
From this, mother' can presume that her child has had a lesson
1 in French sometime during the school day from one of the six
volunteer and student teachers at Marshall who are either majoring
in that field or have consented to
do such teaching.
school system will show.
Take Miss Florence Brown's
Known as the Cleveland Plan,
sixth grade class for example.
Identifying such things as pencils it has had remarkable results as
(le crayon); books (le livre); far as teaching a foreign language
, American and French flags to elementary school students
. (le drapeau americain, francais); goes. It proves that students in
colors of various objects, bleu the first six, grades learn a for
(blue) rouge (red), vert (green), eign' language easier than later
’ noir (black), are all a small part in high school.
of the twice-weekly, half-hour ses
As for the Huntington pupils who
sions in foreign language learning. are having this fine opportunity
In general, it is learning to speak to learn a new language it is .
French by beginning at an age strictly voluntary on the part of
when this is easiest. Just about the students and their parents. No s"
the same way we all began in child is forced to receive this./ /i
teaching and, in fact, must nave'J*'<* *-■
learning to speak English.
written permission from his par-1'"*-.*...
Plan Proves Success
Responsible for initiating such ents before starting such training.
a plan of teaching a foreign Minds Absorb Quicker
language to pre-high school chilIn all cases the youngsters
■dren is Dr. Alma N. Noble, learning French show how mucn
French department head at Mar easier a young mind can absorb
shall. It is a plan that has been such training as compared to
■'tried and proved highly effective. one that is more mature, accord
I as results from the Cleveland, O., ing. to Dr. Noble.

20th Century Sculptor
Show To Close Friday

Green Golfers
Play Wildcats
In Lexington ,
(Special U> The Advertiser)

LEXINGTON, Kyi — Marshall
College’s golf team invades Lex
ington today for a match with the
University of Kentucky linksmen.
Marshall will be closing out a
three-match, three-day road trip.
The Big Green of Huntington
won yesterday in Villa MaDonna,
18-9. Two days ago, it was dej
fealed at Dayton.
Results of yesterday’s matches:’
Jack Freeman (M) 39-38-77 (0>vs. Bob Schultz (VM) 34-37-71 (3);
Ray Burcham (M) 3941-80 (2) vs.;
Pete Cahill (VM) 43-39-82 (1);
Best ball (VM) 34-35-74 (3).
Roger White (M) 41-38-79 (3) vs.
Jim Berling (VM) 4542-87 (0);
Jack Stewart (M) 40 40-80 ( 3) vs.’
Jim Fedders (VM) 4342-85 (0);
Best ball (M) 36-38-74 (3).
Thurman Watts (M) 42-44-86
! (2’/2) vs. Jerry Mann (VM) 4246-88 (%); Jack Powers (M) 44.44-88 (2) vs. Jerry Lorenze (VM)
4643-89 (1); Best ball (M) 40>41-81 (2%).

>’

The exhibit Twelve Sculptors
of the Twentieth century now
showing at Marshall College’s
Morrow library under sponsor
ship of the art department will
close Friday.
Hours during which the ex
hibit may be seen are Monday
through Friday from 9 A. M.
to 4 P. M. according to ProfJoseph Jablonski head of the
art department.
Included are twelve sculpt
ures in wood, stone and bronze
which have been selected from
the work of European and Amer
ican artists such as Maillol,
Despiau, Flannagan, Barlach,
Lehmbruck, Chaim Gross and
Mareks. To the group of sculpt
ures have been added twelve
large photo'"panels showing important works by the same art
ists, which could not be circu
lated because of their largo
size.
With but few exceptions the
■f

en- i
sculptors included already en
joyed established reputations dur
ing the first half of this century, I
and their work has since oc
cupied important places in many
collections of contemporary art.
Contrary to the recently de
veloped experiments in open
and linear forms, the sculptors
selected for this exhibition are
exponents of the classical con
cept of sculpture as solid mass
and volume. Each has adhered
to the traditional techniques of
carving the form out of the ma
terial of building it up in clay
to be cast in metal. Their in- I
terest is primarily directed to- ’
wards the human form through
which they sought to express.;
their artistic concepts. Thus has
Barlach, in his Singing Man,1
presented us with an illustration
of the peaceful life of a simple I
peasant, Lehmbruck has rend-!
ered the introspective mood of I
a young woman. Maillol’s is an •
i idealised version of female ba-:
1 ther and Flannagan’s a deeply
felt comment on the classical ’
theme of mother and child, while
Chaim Cross is captivated by |
a daring stunt of circus per- I
{formers.
z

By JO. ANN HERRI^Q.
Wnats^the ^ecfet'^of success
fully combining a teaching ca
reer with a full-time job as a
wife and the mother of three
active teen-agers?
The answer is simple in the
I
opinion of Mrs. Ralph D. Purdy,
8 Virginia Court. It’s nothing
more than complete cooperation
. by every member of a family
of five.
Mrs. Purdy, wife of Dr. Ralph
D. Purdy, Marshall College
professor of education, teaches
music and the fifth grade at
Meadows school. At the same
time she does an efficient job
of homemaking.

I

THE PURDY children are
Gary, 18, a senior Rosemary,
16, tenth grade student and
Kathleen, 13, eighth grader, all
of Marshall High School.

two of the three do part-time
work outside. Gary is an usher
at the Palace Theater. Rose
mary works in her spare time
at Cabell-Huntington Hospital.
In the home of this working
mother, everyone has a regular
responsibility to assume. Each
person reaps the benefits of a
good home while helping to as
sure those benefits for another
day.
“The amazing thing,” said
Mrs. Purdy, “is that with every
body helping, things just work
out. Since I work, the children
assume home responsibilities
that they wouldn’t otherwise.”
TAKE THE girls, for example.
They help plan menus and as
sist in shopping.
“Rosemary and Kathleen al
ways know what foods we have
on hand,” said vivacious Mrs.
Purdy. “No time is lost fretting
over what we’ll have for a meal.
It helps, of course, that we’re

a family that likes about any
thing. That gives us a wide
variety to select from. Our
menus are so varied that there’s
no monotony whatever in o u r
eating.”
The Purdys — mother and
daughters — go shopping f o r
foods at the end of each week.
They. make semi-monthly visits
to their frozen food locker to
get meats and vegetables for
two weeks at a time. Then it’s
just a matter of following the
menues.
Systematic meal planning at
the Purdy home reflects the
mother’s background as a home
economics college graduate. She
enjoys meal planning and prep
aration. Following Mrs. Purdy’s
example, Rosemary and Kath
leen take naturally to the food
chores of a home — and en
joy it, too.

THE FAMILY has man;
favorites for week-day evening
meals. Spaghetti — Mrs. Purdy’?
own tastey version — always
finds the family appetite at iU
best. As a snack item, the
Purdy children and their
like mother’s raised donuts.
At school, Mrs. Purdy teaches
the fifth grade in the morning
and music in the afternoon.
In her dual role as a mother
and homemaker, you can take
it from her that she’s “having
a wonderful time.”
Combining home work with
■ jobs outside are an old story
with active Mrs. Purdy.
She formerly taught high
school music at Asbury College
Laboratory School in Kentucky.
While there, her mixed glee
club won the first place award
in a state-wide competition. She
.is a former music teacher of
Wilmore High School in the blue
grass state and is a veteran
at substitute teaching.

“GARY’S BIGGEST help Is
bringing boys home for dinner
without letting us know,” Mrs.
BESIDES home responsiblities,
----- - - - - ---------------d
THIS PERSONABLE working
Purdy laughed. “Seriously, mother became a beautician af
ter completing training at Louis
though, he certainly does hii ville College of Cosmetology.
share. All the children make She operated her own beauty
their own beds and pick up af shop in Wilmore, Ky., for three
ter themselves.”
years.
Economy and time saving
Mrs. Purdy formerly sold ad
are constantly kept In mind in vertising for the Fairfield County
A new Curtis-NagePcoioflbgue,
e, Freiburg, the Black Forest,
food planning at the Purdy home. school magazine in Ohio. She
"Rhine - Journey”, will be pre Baden-Baden, Karlsruhe, WormsManneheim, Heidelberg, NumIn fact, even with Mrs. Purdy also has worked as a statistical
sented here tomorrow at 8:15 berg, Rothenberg, Bayreuth,
investigator for the department
working outside the home all of labor in the tri-state area.
P. M. in the Marshall College au Koblenz, Bonn, Cologne, Dussel
day, the food bill is not excesl
ditorium under sponsorship of the dorf, Nijmegen, Dordrecht, Hol
In addition to these duties,
sive.
’ she takes an active leadership
land
’
s
tulip
fields,
Schiedam,
ViaMarshall College Community
ardingen', Rotterdam and the Hook
Hamburgers are made Into part in affairs of the Marshall
Forum.
'
of Holland.
patties and frozen for quick College Faculty Wives Club.
Curtis Baxter, Forum manager,
use. Pie crusts are made in
The Purdys admit that they 1
said season memberships for 1956- Mr. Nagel will narrate the film
dozen lots and refrigerated
/ half
57 may be purchased at the doors in person.
for immediate use with fresh have fun as a family, it is,
of the auditorium. These tickets, ‘
fillings.
they say, that unending spirit
in addition to admitting new mem
Mrs. Purdy went to a nearby of working together that adds
bers to all of next season’s at
market last summer and bought zest to their living. Its tangible
tractions, will also entitle them to
enough fresh peaches to can 75
attend the program tomorrow
result is seen in the family
quarts at Huntington Trade
night and a presentation by the
home itself. Everybody had a
School.
She
also
canned
green
Dublin Players here on May 14.
hand
in planning it to suit his
beans and vegetable soup which
The film to be shown by Mr.
or
her
convenience. .
come in handy in quick meal
Nagel is described as “a photo
preparation.
graphic poem of the most fabled
river on earth.” With the immortal
Other canned foods are bought music of Wagner as a background,
The freshmen golfers of Mar
in case lots are bought fresh
the story of the Rhine unfolds, shall won their fifth straight yes
and stored in the family food
showing its legends, castles and terday, downing the Spring Val
locker.
old world charm.
ley Country Club caddies, 14%-%
A pressure cooker cuts t h e
Included in the highlights of this at Spring Valley.
time of food preparation es
“Rhine-Journey” itinerary are the
The frosh, who hold two wins
pecially for chuck and p o t
world famed beauties of Lake Con over Marshall’s varsity, are still
roasts. Chicken is traditionally
stance and the Bavarian Alps, undefeated.
the Purdy Sunday dinner main
Dick Burger gave the losers
dish. Roasts are the second
their only score when he tied
favorite.
Jerry Robinson on the front line.
The Green’s scores were: Lin
don Meade, 70; Buddy Graham,
77; Drexel Meade, 78; Larry Mc
Dowell, 72; Jerry Robinson, 82.
Caddies’ scores were: John
' Kounse, 78; David Boyer, 83; Paul
Nelson, 83: Bill Cremeans, 83;
Dick Burger, 85.

Rhine Journey Colorlogue
To Be Shown Monday Night

Frosh Defeat
Caddie Team .

F"---- -------- --------- •---------------- K’”

Chambers Will
Juggle Lineup /
7' .. /' / L-

/K t > •

By DON HATIELD'
Bill Chambers, Marshall College
baseball coach, promised a few
’ changes in his lineup following last
night
night’’ss 6-0
6-0 lose
loss tn
to Mnrric
Morris Warvov
Harvey
Vat Inco Park.
I Chambers immediately began
thinking about his team’s game to
day with Morehead at 2 o’clock,
also at Inco. Marshall beat Moreaead earlier in the year, 14-4.
, The Big Green coach said he'
vould start Jim Layne against the
Sagles, with Bob Ashley and Pat
?aden ready for relief work;
’’ Thinking again about his team’s
sub-par showing against M o r r i i
• Harvey, in which was its first loss
in four games this year, Cham
bers could only point to the list
of errors on the scoreboard.
Errors Hurt
i “We had eight errors — eight 1”
he said. “And they all hurt, too.
Our boys didn’t hit as well as they
should have, either.
“But, I will say Morris Harvey
is by far the best team we’ve
played. And that pitcher of theirs
(Jim Melmige) is one of the finest
I’ve seen in college ball. He’s had
' experience and he knows what
he’s doing.”
I Chambers, however, wouldn’t
‘ blame his Marshall team.
“These things happen,” he re
marked. “And there’s nothing you
can do. Eight errors—-I wish we’d
made 14, then maybe we’d havo
it out of our system.
Changes Due
“But I’m definitely going to jug
gle that lineup. Some of the boys
[ aren't hitting like they should.
I Yessir, there’s going to be some
changes made.”
Chambers also moaned about his
catching problem, made even
worse last night by the injury of
Sam Smith, the Big Green’s No. 1
backstop. Smith injured his right
' shoulder and arm while making a
tag at home plate. He was to be
x-rayed this morning to determine
| the extent of his ailment.
I Marshall just didn’t get started
all night. It’s hits were well-scat. tered, with Paul Underwood, who
pitched a good game himself, ac
counting for two of them.
Underwood yielded only four
hits, the same as Melmlge, and
struck out eight. Melmige fanned
ten. Underwood, however, walked
iten while Milmige issued six
passes.
■
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! Morris H. AB R H
Ross, as
A « I.
1 Dixon, If
2 J 0
Melnlge,
p
....
.-.,500
Vaughan,lb 3 1 1
1i Vaughan,1b
rf 3 1 #
j■ R.Jones, .2
I Cook, 3b
5
j-------------B.Jones, .c 2 o1 Powers, cf 4 0 0
I C’penter.ib 4 1 1

s 1
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i Librarians
Fraternity
Installs

E: Parsley, - Woire.—rw
RBI: R. Jones. J. Cook,
B. Jones; LOB: I
Carpenter; SB: Six, C.
Morris Harvey 10, Marahi
Melnlre (I, Underwood
10, Underwood 8; Balk:
WP: Underwood; PR:
Winner: Melnige; Loser: UndenroodI
Jme: 2:30.
UMP: White & Cl*tP Tin

j

«

Marshall
AB R H
Mayberry,sa 4 o* n*
Parsley, If 2 o o
2 0
Six. cf
Freeman,of 1 0
3 0
3 0
Cook. 3b
0 «
4 0 0
Greer, lb
2 0 0
York, rf
Mlleckl. rf 2 0 1
•00
Smith, •
oo o
Scot, c
irr’ls. e
1® 2
Harrli
iderw'd,
Unu..
•,p 4 0 3

I

Totals 'o 30
0 0 4
0 0—0

H. 2 2 0
,M*KsiiAUi_i,i 1 LIa
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Ohio Track Team
Defeats Marshall

I

Although Marshall- College got
romped in their first track meet,
110-36’,a against Ohio U. yester
day at Athens, Ray Dunlap man
aged to capture a couple of first
place finishes for the Big Green.
Dunlap took the 100-yard dash
with a time of 10.1, and the 220
in 22.4. Running anchor man in
the 880-yard relay, Dunlap gave1
Marshall its third first place of.
the afternoon. Dunap combined'
with teammates Lee Smith, Don
Adkins and Ken Adkins for the
880 triumph.

Diament, Formerly
At Marshall, Dies
Word has' been received in Hun
tington of the death April 12 in
Chicago of Nathan F. Diament,
former instructor of business ad
ministration at Marshall College.
Friends reported that Mr. Dia
ment, a personnel expert for the
federal government, was killed in
an automobile accident. Mr. Dia
ment, in his late forties, left Hun
tington approximately five years
ago having taught at the college
for several years.

'
'
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Installation ceremonies for the |
newly organized Marshall College chapter• of Alpha Beta)
Beta!
Alpha, national undergraduate
library science fraternity, were
held recently in the North Par- I
lor of Old Main.
The chapter of the organiza
tion from Concord College con
ducted the installation. Officers
of the Mrshall chapter are Mary
Jo Sullivan, president; Donna
Lawson, vice-president; Marg-^z ‘1
aret Lindsay, secretary; NancyV
Morgan, treasurer; Susan Hensley, reporter, and Joyce Pauley, j
parliamentarian. Miss Virginia'
Locke is the faculty sponsor, j
The installation ceremony was I
followed by a banquet at Rob- ‘
inson’s Lakeside Inn.
Charter
unarter members
mcniuwa of
u* the orv. '
sanitation are Harriett Womack, ’
7 ' ‘Linkenhoker, Edna
“ n, !
________
Elizabeth
Simpkins, Vera Peters, Jean '■
Evans, Maria Kesler. Helen
Wortman, Barbara Meadows,
Nora Bennett. Betty Price, ;
Betty Arrowood, Mary Cather- .'
ine Adkison, Donna Lawson, ,
Betty Meadows.
Donna Lycan, Betty Jo Legg,
Carolyn Boggs, Shirley Hud
dleston, Betty Lynne Johnson, A
Anna Vickers, Janet Walker, i
Susan Hensley, Margaret Lind- ■
say, Mary Jo Sullivan, Joyce
Pauley, Jan Britton, Rose Ann I
Ballangee, Nancy Morgan, Eu- ;
nice Boyd, Ann Flack and Jo
Kish.

Color Film Here Wednesday

Nature lovers wlio enjoyed his ""’tiering
; Tennessee River. With
film, “Lake Erie’s C h a n g i n g vacation season just ahead, the
Shores,” shown here a few years film is timely in its beckoning
ago, will welcome the return appeal to the motorist to visit
Wednesday evening, April 25 of and enjoy this nearby picture
G. Harrison Orians, with his new land area.
color film “Great Smoky Sky
Dr. Orians, author and pho
land”. This is the concluding tographer, is a native of Marion,
presentation for the year of the O., who has pursued and dis
Huntington Bird Club and the pic covered adventure in the world
ture will be shown in the Science of nature since boyhood. Now
Hall Auditorium, Marshall Col associated with the University
lege, at 8 P. M.
of Toledo, he has pictured scenic
The Great Smoky Mountains spots throughout the United
National Park, a wild and rugged States and Canada, served as a
area of great interest to vaca ranger naturalist in Yosemite Na
tionists, straddles the high di tional Park, and on the faculty
vide between Tennessee and of University of Illinois and the
North Carolina, about 600 miles University of Idaho. During
south of Huntington. The film World War H he taught pre
depicts the natural beauty of the flight instruction for the Army
area’s forests and flowery fields, Air Corps. Photography has been
the hobby which Dr. Orians
its high peaks and waterfalls,
interesting animal and bird life, cultivated until he has become
i and shows also some of the con an outstanding expert. Tickets
trast in primitive mountain folk may be secured from members
, customs and the advance of in- of the Huntington Bird Club or
i dustry and trade along the bor- at the door Wednesday evening.
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Schools Lag Behind Scientific
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By BROOKS WELLS
and superintendent of Cabell an estimated 4,000,000 children are facing the present educational sys- ,
County Schools had this to say under incompetent teachers.
tern.
(Third in a Series)
The present system of education concerning the suggestions from “The schools have been given a Years Of Trouble
the Tri-State Technical Societies
has failed to keep abreast of the Council:
tremendous job to do without the Most educators agree that a step
solving the teacher short
fast-changing economic pattern.
financial
support to do the job toward
“I'd love to have a coordinator
age and the shortage of graduating
Stated simply: There are too few of physical science and mathemat satisfactorily. I refer in particu engineer scientists, is in recog I
teachers and too few students ics. But where is the money going lar to teachers’ salaries,” Dr. nizing the problem. They also
to come from? There is not suffi Smith said.
agree that it will take many
training for technical positions.
There is a current need for cient money supplied now for “I know this is an old story that years before a complete solution is
I reached.
37,000 new engineers each year. teachers at the classroom level,
Meanwhile, the fact remains
There is a backlog shortage of 50,- and until the financial situation is is perhaps sometimes used as an
000. By 1970 it is estimated the straightened out I don’t know what excuse for not having done some that what our schools are today
things that might have been done, will determine, in large measure,
(country will need 45,000 new en- we are going to do.
i gineers annually.
I| “Big industries come in and take ,Yet we cannot ignore it. We can what our nation will be tomor
schools a r e i our best teachers. We can't com- solve many of our problems with row. And the course our schools
Our engineering
________ _.
1 pete with industries on salaries.
follow depends'upon decisions the
graduating 27,000 annually.
i Where will the additional engi-'Our teaching staff is so thinly more good teachers. The fact is
noarc ho
neers
be fnnndQ
found? whnt
What is thp
the sninsolu- spread now we just can’t spread that we continue to recruit an in
sufficient number of good young
tion? What, if anything, can be any thinner.”
teachers for the same reason.
done about it?
Educate The Parents
Some Suggestions
Howard B. Thornburg, member Interest Is Vital
In view of the fact that one-third ' of the Cabell County Board of Ed “Recent increased public inter
of the teaching time at Marshall ucation had very strong convic est in solving educational prob
lems is most heartening. I believe
'is spent teaching high school math tions concerning the problem.
ematics and algebra to freshmen, “It is a matter-,” said Mr. we are on the way. But we have
the Tri-State Technical Societies Thornburg, “of educating- the far to go. The solution of our
Council has suggested the follow parents first. The parents cry ‘I problems would be much less dif
ficult if more parents would at
ing:
don’t want my child to be over tach at least as much value and .
■ 1. That a coordinator of physical worked in school.’
i science and mathematics be em “We can prepare students for importance to the mastery of
ployed for Cabell County schools; college engineering courses with studies such as mathematics, sci
and, further, that he be fully qual the teachers we have now, if the ences, history, English and lan
guages as they place upon people make, in their role as cit
ified for the position.
parents would let us alone.
achieving prominence in extra-cur izens. If an apathetic -public re
2. That certain units of chemis
try or advanced physical science “We do not have any additional ricular activities.
fuses to concern itself with school
be required for graduation in any money with which to hire a sci “I doubt that they (the schools) affairs, it jeopardizes the welfare
ence and mathematics coordinator. deserve all the blame. For. one of this crucially important institu
course in all high schools.
• 3. That the high schools But $ven if we could hire one th? thing they have needed much more tion.
strengthen college preparatory cur- parents wouldn’t let him do an assistance from parents; but the
Only an interested and informed
efficient job.
parental tendency has been to de citizenry can, keep A m e r i c a's
; riculums.
The above suggestions were rec “If the child complains about fault responsibilities to the schools schools vital and sensitive to the
ommended to the Cabell County how hard mathematics and phys and then criticize the schools for ‘changing needs of our dynamic
Board of Education and the State ics are, the ‘ parents demand that not discharging them.
society. That is why our top edu
Board of Education. The sugges he take band, or. some ‘easy’
“Today the schools are held re cators say:
elective.
”
The American people face no
tions if followed would be a start
sponsible for many things pre
toward better technical prepara Need Financial Support
viously treated in the home or, at. more important responsibility.
tion for college.
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshal] times, behind the woodshed.”
' (Tomorrow: What does the
But what about teachers and president, quoted the National Ed Thus Dr. Smith expressed his I public think about this probqualified science instructors in ucation Association as saying that opinion concerning the. problems I 'lem.)
the high schools? Where are the
teachers to be obtained?
Olin C. Nutter, secretary of the
Cabell County Board of Education

Needs

Sorority To Have Banquet
:
.
(
:

“The Years Remembered” will
be the theme of the Founder’s
Day banquet of Psi chapter of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority tonight at 6 o’clock at the Woman’s Club of Huntington.
Toastmistress for the dinner
will be Miss Becky Marshall,
immediate past president of the

sorority. Other past officers will
give talks.
Chairman of Founder’s Day is
Miss Pat Cooper.
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Cats. Frogs, Rabbits—All
[ Do Their Bit For You
*---- -—.............. J
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By BOB WILKINSON
Hospitals and schools through
out the country make wide use
of a large variety of animals, and
Huntington area hospitals and
the laboratories at Marshall Col
lege are no exception. The hos
pitals use live animals, while at
Marshall College the pre-medical
■ students experiment on dead ani
mals only.
The local hospitals use three
, different kind of live animals —
the . guinea pig, frogs, and white
rabbits, the latter two being used
for a pregnancy test, while the
’guinea pigs are used in tests for
tuberculosis.
At Marshall College nine dif
ferent kinds of animals are used
for dissection and study by premedical and pre-dental students,
according to Dr. Ralph Edeburn,
professor of zoology and college
pre-medical advisor.
Those used more frequently
are cats, the dog fish sharks, and
frogs in great numbers, according
to Dr. Edeburn. Other animals
used include; necturus (big sala
mander), crayfish, earthworms,
starfish, ascaris (big dog worms),
and clams.

DR. EDEBURN explained that
the students begin by working on
the smaller animals and towards
the end of their pre-medical stud- ’
ies, before going to medical •
schools, work on the cat, whose
organs nearly approximate those
of the human body.
Dr. Edeburn said that cqntrary to what some local people
think, colleges and their students
do not work on the human body
— such .-work being reserved for
■ the medical colleges. He also said
that Marshall College obtains
practically all of their animals
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from out of state biological sup
ply' houses, and do not practice
going around the community
picking up stray cats.
"All of the animals purchased
from the supply .houses are em
balmed, so that they will stay in
a preserved state longer,” he said.

Supplying most of the labora
tory needs are such places as
Carolina Biological Supply Co., lo
cated at Elon College, N. C., the
General Biological Supply concern
in Chicago, and the Wards Nat
ural History Company at Roch
ester, N. Y. He explained that
all of the purchases are made
on requisition forms through the
office of State Auditor Edgar B.
Sims, of Charleston.
Dr. Edeburn said, that several
days ago a local resident phoned
the college seeking to make some
ready money by offering to sell
his body to the college for/dissection purposes upon his death, but
that the man was turned down
as all such cases are.
NO MONKEYS are used in
Huntington for research work, al
though Dr. Edeburn said that two
pet monkeys are kept at the sci
ence hall, which are owned by
other faculty members. In some,
of the larger centers they are
used for polio research, carried on
by the National Polio Foundation.
The pets at Marshall happen
• to be the Rhesus monkeys — the
same type that the Rh factor was
discovered in.
At one time the white rabbit
was used in most laboratories for
the pregnancy tests. However,
that is not generally true today,
although W. T. Whitman, chief
laboratory technician at the Vet
erans’ Adminisration Hospital in
Wayne County said an occasional
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MOST OF the rabbits that are
not being used or were formerly /
used were obtaine'd from local
markets as well as from Barboursvile, Charleston and Ashland. The
market for the rabbits has about
diminished in recent years, it was
said.
Most of their guinea pigs come
from Pennsylvania, he pointed
out, adding, “we only, keep two
or three on hand, and order ad
ditional ones as needed.”
The same situation is true at
St. Mary’s Hospital; There Mrs.
Jean Crute said they had a larger
hutch of guinea pigs. They also
keep a fairly large supply of frogs
on hand, she said.
Sister Emilene, the chief of the
laboratory said that recently a
boy stopped there wanting to sell
them some hamsters, but that
they don’t use them here. They
are small animals much like the
guinea pigs — but much more vi
cious. • They have been reported
to have bitten their handlers in
other cities, where they are still
employed for1 laboratory use.
1
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MRS. CRUTE, the bacteriolo
gist at St. Mary’s explained that
because frogs are much easier to
handle they are being used today
more than rabbits. She said that
a patient must be from one to a
month and a half pregnant before
the tests with frogs are reliable.
She said that after injection a
positive sign is indicated if the
frog lays eggs within six to
twenty-four hours. Then after a
period of a’week, they can be used
over and over again. In the case
with rabbits, they have to be de
stroyed after each test, Mrs. Crute
said.

(After the picture of the guinea
pig, (shown on this page) was.
made, the animal was placed in a
basket to -be carried back to the
hutch. En route he passed out, and
Sister M. Antonio had to admin
ister artificial respiration to re
vive 'it. It was thought that the
photographer’s flash bulb scared
the small animal.)
The frogs used by hospitals are
African female frogs, Mrs. Crute
said.’ Most of them are ordered
from J. E. Cooper, an importer of
Cokesville, Md.
At the C. & O. Hospital, Mrs.
Margaret Howser, chief laboratory
technician explained that they
usually keep several guinea pigs
on hand for tests. As the’hospital
has but few pregnancy tests to
run rabbits are used. In this case
the Friedman test is run.
Mrs. Howser said they are con-’
templating doing away with ani
mals at all for such tests, and if
they did, they would employ a
new skin test, considered just as
effective.
In the use of rabbits, Mrs.
Howser said, they inject serum
from the patients blood into the
rabbit rather than urine which is
done at some hospitals.
Mrs. Howser said they obtained
their rabbits from Mrs. H. E.
Stanton of this city when needed.
Mrs. Stanton, who resides at 420
New York street, has been breed
ing rabbits only a short time.
At Cabell Huntington Hospi
tal, chief laboratory technician,
Amon Clay, said an order for the
African frogs has been placed.
This is the only animal the
Cabell Hospital would normally
use for tests. He said they plan to
cooperate with other laboratories
in case other tests are ordered to
be run by doctors.
<
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